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FOREWORD
The National Occupational Health and Safety Commission is a tripartite body established by the
Commonwealth Government to develop, facilitate and implement a national occupational health and
safety strategy.
This strategy includes standards development, the development of hazard-specific and industrybased preventive strategies, research, training, information collection and dissemination and the
development of common approaches to occupational health and safety legislation.
The National Commission comprises representatives of the peak employee and employer bodies —
the Australian Council of Trade Unions and the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry — as
well as the Commonwealth, State and Territory governments.
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2 IS

PREFACE
This National Occupational Health and Safety Certification Standard for Users and Operators of Industrial
Equipment [NOHSC: 1006(1992)] specifies nationally uniform certification classes and competency
standards for:
•

Scaffolding and Rigging;

•

Crane and Hoist Operation; and

•

Pressure Equipment Operation.

At the Special Premiers Conference in November 1991, Premiers and Heads of Government agreed to
achieve nationally uniform occupational health and safety (OHS) standards for goods, occupations
and dangerous goods by December 1993. This standard is a key element of the National Occupational
Health and Safety Commission strategy for achieving a uniform national approach to agreed areas of
OHS standards.
This standard is the culmination of a long history of effort to achieve national uniformity in the area of
certification of users and operators of industrial equipment. State and Territory OHS authorities
require users and operators of potentially hazardous equipment to hold certificates as a means of
ensuring, as far as possible, that there is a minimum standard for its safe use and operation.
The National Commission agreed at its meeting in December 1990 to develop a competency-based
national certification standard for users and operators of industrial equipment following a request
from the Ministers for Labour. It also agreed to release as an interim measure - - the Guide to Assist
Reciprocity in the Certification of Operators Involved in the Safe Use of Industrial Equipment'.
This national standard marks a significant change to previous requirements - primarily it is based on
incorporation of identification, assessment and control of relevant hazards with technical competence
in use and operation of the equipment.
This national standard is consistent with initiatives to enhance industry productivity and flexibility. It
is also consistent with decisions of Premiers and Heads of Government to achieve national recognition
of credentials, to facilitate development of competency standards for all registered occupations and to
deregulate partially regulated occupations unless there is a risk to public health and safety.
The National Commission has issued a companion document to this national standard — the National
Guidelines for Occupational Health and Safety Competency Standards for the Operation of Loadshifting
Equipment and Other Types of Specified Equipment [NOHSC: 7019 (1992)]. This document covers
competency standards for the operation of specified industrial equipment, where continuation of
certification is either under review or nol required.

National Occupational Health and Safety Commission, Guide to Assist Reciprocity in the Certification of Operators Involved in
the Sate Use of industrial Equipment, Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra. 1991
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIONAL STANDARD
Implementation of this national standard w i l l require coordinated action on the part of a l l parties
involved. Therefore the National Commission is pursuing an implementation strategy to achieve:
•

u n i f o r m adoption of the national standard by State and Territory authorities including O H S and
m i n i n g authorities, where appropriate, as the basis for issuing certificates for equipment use
and operation;

•

a national certification system consistent w i t h industry training reforms involving u n i f o r m
assessment arrangements, registers of certificate holders and assessors, procedures

for

monitoring and review of the national standard and transition arrangements for existing
certificates; and

incoirporation of OHS competency standards for users and operators of industrial equipment
industry competency standards, competency-based assessment and c u r r i c u l u m
into national
na
nppmente.
arrangements.
The National Commission and the National Training Board have agreed that:
•

trie relevant industry competency standards submitted to the National Training Board for
endorsement should incorporate the competencies contained i n the National Occupational Health
and Safety Certification

Standard for Users and Operator* of Industrial

Equipment [ N O H S C : 1006

(1992)];
•

the manner of this incorporation should facilitate recognition of both vocational skills and OHS
requirements, and be able to encompass the expression of full competency and workplace
function requirement:'.; and

•

relevant competency standards in the industries concerned must meet, as a m i n i m u m , the
cempetency outcomes of the National Occupational Health and Safety Certification

Standard for

liters and Operators of inuustrm- Equipment [NGHSC: 1006 (1992)J.
The National Commission w i l l evaluate the continuing need for OHS certification in this area, no later
than five years following implementation, in the context of the effectiveness of the role of certification
i n reducing OHS hazards and risks and of developments in competency-based training.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
This national standard has been developed by a tripartite steering group and four expert w o r k i n g
groups. Membership details are included in Appendix 1 of this national standard. A draft national
standard was released for public comment in March 1992 and a series of public consultation meetings
was held in each capital city. This national standard was drafted o n the basis of the public comment
received.
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1. TITLE
1.1
This national standard may be cited as the National Occupational Health and Safety Certification
Standard for Users and Operators of Industrial Equipment [NOHSC: 1006 (1992)].

I
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2. SCOPE
2.1 This national standard applies to arrangements for issuing OHS certificates of competency for
users and operators of industrial equipment on a nationally uniform basis and constitutes a national
certification system.
2.2 It addresses matters common to all certificate classes, such as eligibility criteria, supervised and
accredited training requirements, assessment and arrangements for establishing nationally consistent
registers. These general requirements are consistent with competency-based training arrangements
and thus avoid duplication with industry training systems.
2.3 This national standard includes schedules which cover certificate categories, classes and OHS
competency standards for work involving, or tasks associated with, the use and operation of the
following industrial equipment:
•

Scaffolding and Rigging;

•

Crane and Hoist Operation; and

•

Pressure Equipment Operation.
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3. OBJECTIVE AND PRINCIPLES
3.1 Trie objective of this national standard is to achieve nationally uniform competency-based OHS
certification standards for work involving, or tasks associated with, the use and operation of industrial
equipment.
3.2 The implementation of a national OHS certification standard will provide basic requirements
for safe equipment use and operation in all relevant industries and will assist in reducing associated
accidents and injuries.
3.3 Certificates issued in accordance with this national standard will be recognized in all Australian
States and Territories.
3.4 Competence in OHS as defined in this national standard encompasses the exercise of
responsibilities under appropriate OHS legislation, the identification and assessment of hazards and
the application of appropriate control measures. It also encompasses the preparation and completion
of user and operator tasks in accordance with OHS standards and procedures.
3.5 The national standard relies on the responsibilities of employers and employees specified in
duty of care provisions in OHS legislation that prevails in all Australian jurisdictions. In particular, the
national standard relies on the employer's responsibility to ensure that a person at work is properly
informed and trained about OHS policy and procedures. For users and operators of industrial
equipment, this responsibility applies to those procedures pertaining to the safe use and operation of
the equipment in the particular workplace, consistent with this national standard.
3.6 The OHS competencies specified are the minimum core competencies for the safe use and
operation of the types of equipment in all relevant industries and enterprises. These coie OHS
competency standards provide the basis for development of enterprise level OHS competency
standards for the use and operation of industrial equipment taking into account specific industry and
enterprise hazards and conditions.
3.7 As the competency standards for the safe use and operation of industrial equipment represent
only part of the competency standards for particular industries and enterprises, the certificate classes
have not been referenced to the National Training Board's Australian Standards framework*.
3.8 This national standard is consistent with initiatives to enhance industry productivity and
flexibility, including award restructuring reforms.
3.9

This national standard is also consistent with equal employment opportunity principles.

3.10 Where possible, equipment definitions in this national standard are consistent with those
contained in Australian Standards.
3.11 This national standard is designed to facilitate efficient administration of certification
arrangements by State and Territory authorities.

* National Training Board. National Competency Standards: Potkv and Guidelines, National Training Board Ltd Canberra
1991

3
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4. INTERPRETATION*
4.1

In this national standard, unless the contrary intention appears:

Accreditation means official recognition or assurance of a course or training program by State or
Territory vocational education and training recognition authorities.
Accredited training means a course or training program which is recognized by the State or Territory
vocational education and training recognition authorities as one in which:
(a)

the contents and standards of a course are appropriate to the credential that is received;

(b)

the course and methods of delivering it fulfil the purpose for which it was introduced; and

(c)

the curriculum and assessment are based on national competency standards where these exist.

Applicant means a person applying for a certificate.
Approval and approved mean approval by a certifying authority.
Assessment means the process of forming a judgement about a performance or product against
performance criteria in a statement of standards.
Category of equipment means a generic term for several types of equipment as in scaffolding, rigging,
cranes, hoists, boilers and other pressure equipment.
Certificate means a certificate to use or operate industrial equipment issued by a 'certifying authority'.
Certificate assessor means a person registered by a certifying authority and authorised to assess and
issue ev idence of satisfactory assessment.
Certificate holder means the person who is named on the certificate as the certificated user or operator
of the equipment.
Certifying authority means the government authority/authorities with the responsibility to administer
procedures covered in this national standard, as decided by each State and Territory government. A
certifying authority will usually be an occupational health and safety organisation, labour, industry,
mines cr other department.
Competency means the ability to perform the activities within an occupation or function to the
standard expected in employment. Competent use and operation of industrial equipment is defined in
terms of core knowledge and skills and applications required for particular types of work associated
with the use and operation of different classes of equipment. It covers demonstrated knowledge and
skills in identifying hazards and eliminating or minimising risks arising from hazards, safe and
healthy work practices and employer and employee responsibilities, as defined in general duty of care
occupational health and safety legislation.

1

Definitions applying to specific schedules are included in the relevant schedule.

4
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Competency standard means a standard of performance expressed in 'units of competency' applicable
to a 'range of variables' (see definitions below) where:
(a)

(b)

Unit means a broad component of work. Each unit comprises two parts, that is 'elements of
competency' and their associated 'performance criteria' where:
(i)

element means the task or component of work which is demonstrable and assessable, and

(ii)

performance criteria describes the outcome that needs to be achieved in order to perform
the element successfully; and

a 'competency standard' is applicable to a range of variables and spells out the range of contexts
and conditions to which the performance criteria apply. A range of variables statement provides
guidance for the assessor or developer of training programs on the boundaries of the
application of performance criteria.

Competency standards body means a recognised competency standards body which is formally
accepted by the National Training Board. A competency standards body >s required to:
(a)

have expertise, or have access to expertise recognised by the National Training Board, in
competency standards development;

(b)

be identified and accepted within the industry as being representative of an occupation,
industry or industry subsector; and

(c)

have the clear support of the industrial parties within an occupation, industry or industry
subsector.

Curriculum means an organised program constituted by a structured series of learning outcomes and
associated learning experiences, generally organised as an integrated combination or series of courses.
The successful completion of a curriculum is seen as necessary to achieve specified
training/educational goals corresponding to different levels of qualification.
Direct supervision means oversighting the work of an equipment user or operator in training with
regard to directing, demonstrating, monitoring and checking the trainee's work to a level appropriate
to the tasks and the competence of the trainee and ensuring a capacity to respond immediately to
emergency situations.
Industry body may be an industry association, an employer association, a trade union, a competency
standards body, or an industry training centre.
Monitoring means the process of quality assurance involving internal, local and external validation of
the integrity of the certification system.
National Training Board means the national tripartite organisation established by the Commonwealth
and State and Territory governments and peak employer and employee bodies to ratify competency
standards for occupations and industries on a national basis.
Person oversighting the training means a person who holds a relevant certificate of competence and is
authorised by the employer to oversight the user or operator in training.
In circumstances where such a person is unavailable the 'person oversigliting the training' may be
someone deemed to have appropriate qualifications according to national guidelines issued by
certifying authorities.

S
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Record of training means a record of supervised or accredited training for particular equipment types,
including relevant training modules completed on or off the job and experience with types of
equipment and verified by the person oversighting the training. A record of training may include a
iog book.
Register means a register of holders of national occupational health and safety certificates for users
and operators of industrial equipment, or of certificate assessors.
Registered training provider means an organisation or individual registered by the appropriate State
and Territory vocational education and training recognition authorities to deliver education and
training according to an accredited training program or course*.
Registration means the process by which a certifying authority registers a certificate assessor.
Shall indicates that a requirement is compulsory.
Should indicates a recommendation.
Skill may be perceptual, manual, cognitive or social. Tasks related to the use and operation of
industrial equipment usually require a combination of these, indicating the application of cognitive
and psychomotor functions together with appropriate knowledge.
A 'skill' is:

(a)

cumulative; that is, it is built up through gradual experience; and

(b)

sequential; that is, each part is dependent on the previous part and influences the next.

Task (or combination of tasks) means a discrete, identifiable and meaningful unit of work that is
carried out for a specific purpose leading to a specific outcome. The performance of a task requires the
application of skill.
Type of equipment means specific equipment requiring distinct competencies on the part of users and
operators.
User or operator in training means a person undertaking supervised and accredited training towards
assessment for a particular certificate or a person who has been accepted by the certifying authority
under section 531 of this national standard and is undertaking work experience and training under
direct supervision.
Workplace means place of work as defined in appropriate State and Territory legislation.

• National Framework for the Recognition of framing, Agreement of the Commonwealth, State and Territory Ministers
responsible (or vocational education and training, with effect from 1 August 1992.

6
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5. GENERAL CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
5.1 All users and operators of industrial equipment covered by this national standard shall be
required to hold a relevant certificate of competency unless they are undergoing supervised and
accredited training or are subject to the conditions outlined in the Transitional Arrangements of this
national standard.
5.2 All users and operators of industrial equipment and users and operators in training shall have
the necessary health and fitness required to safely operate the relevant type of industrial equipment.
5.3 Certificates issued by a certifying authority in accordance with this national standard shall be
recognised throughout Australia.

BASIS FOR ISSUING CERTIFICATES
5.4 A certifying authority shall issue certificates, subject to the conditions of this national standard,
on the basis of:
(a)

competency demonstrated through achievement of competency standards;

(b)

OR
recognition of equivalent qualifications in accordance with specified guidelines;

(c)

recognition of prior learning and experience in accordance with specified guidelines.

5.5

Applicants for a certificate shall apply to the certifying authority or certificate assessor;

(a)

for recognition of competencies gained through supervised and accredited training as a user or
operator in training;

(b)

for recognition of qualifications equivalent to the particular certificate;

(c)

OR
for recognition of competency gained through prior learning or experience.

OR

OR

ELIGIBILITY FOR A CERTIFICATE
COMPETENCE
5.6 An applicant shall demonstrate competence in using or operating the particular type of
equipment under workplace conditions, in accordance with the competency standards specified for
the relevant certificate in Schedules A,B and C of this national standard by:
(a)

demonstrating competence in completing tasks with the particular type of equipment, and
through completion of supervised and accredited training;

(b)

OR
providing evidence of equivalent qualifications;

(c)

OR
providing evidence of equivalent prior learning and experience.

7
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AGE
5.7 An applicant for assessment shall be from 18 years of age. Training may commence at an earlier
age. Exemption for individuals from the age requirement shall be considered on application to the
certifying authority as appropriate.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
5.8 An applicant shall be able to use the English language at a level that is appropriate to the safe
use and operation of the particular class of equipment as specified in the competency standard.

APPLICATION AND ASSESSMENT CONDITIONS

APPLICANT APPLYING ON THE BASIS O F
SUPERVISED AND ACCREDITED TRAINING
5.9 A user or operator in training shall always be under direct supervision unless the person
oversighting the training judges, and if called on, can demonstrate, that:
(a)

the circumstances of a particular task make this degree of supervision impractical or
unnecessary; and

(b)

the level of competence is such that direct supervision can be reduced; and

(c)

a lesser degree of supervision would not place the user or operator in training or any other
person at risk.

5.10 The user or operator in training shall provide a record of training to the assessor.
5.11 The record of training shall be signed and verified by the person oversighting the training.
5.12 Information on certificate application and assessment arrangements should be available from
certifying authorities, assessors and industry training centres.
APPLICANT CLAIMING EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATIONS
5.13 The certifying authority or assessor shall assess the application and determine the equivalence
or otherwise of the qualifications, and:
(a)

(b)
(c)

where the qualifications are not recognised as equivalent, require the applicant to undergo
supervised and accredited training;
OR
where appropriate, recognise the equivalent qualifications and exempt the applicant from
undergoing further supervised and accredited training; and
when equivalence is accepted, determine whether the applicant should undergo a competency
assessment, covering all or part of the competency standards for the particular certificate.

S
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APPLICANT CLAIMING PRIOR LEARNING OR EXPERIENCE
5.14 The certifying authority or assessor shall assess the application and determine the adequacy of
equivalent prior learning or experience, and:
(a)

(b)

where appropriate, recognise prior learning and experience as equivalent and exempt the
applicant from undergoing further supervised and accredited training and/or competency
testing;
OR
where appropriate, require the applicant to undergo further supervised and accredited training
a n d / o r competency testing.

APPLICATION AND ASSESSMENT PROCESS
5.15 In order to apply for assessment, the applicant shall submit the following documentation and
fee to the certifying authority or, where delegated, to the certificate assessor:
(a)

a completed application form;

(b)

where appropriate:
(i)

a record of training, or

(ii)

evidence of qualifications, relevant prior learning, experience and training;

(c)

where employed or in training, the name and address of their employer and/or the person
oversighting the training;

(d)

rite prescribed fee; and

(e)

a declaration as to whether they have had any certificate of competency for any type of
industrial equipment suspended or cancelled by any certifying authority in the past five years.

5.16 The certifying authority or the assessor has the right to make enquiries regarding the
authenticity and suitability of documents presented with the application.
5.17 The decision as to whether or not an applicant has met the competency standards for the
particular certificate shall be made by a certificate assessor.
5.18 Certificate assessors shall be registered by the certifying authority. They
qualifications, which would normally include a certificate of competence in the
relevant equipment, knowledge and experience in OHS and relevant industry
also meet national competency standards for industry assessors once these
equivalent.

shall hold appropriate
use or operation of the
experience. They shall
are in place, or their

5.19 When the applicant believes they have reached the appropriate competency level, the applicant
shall arrange to be assessed by a certificate assessor.
5.20 Assessments shall be held at times and places nominated by, or acceptable to, the cettificate
assessor.
5.21 A certificate assessor shall carry out the assessment in accordance with requirements of the
certifying authority. The certificate assessor may use a range of methods to assess the competency
standards as per sections 6.4 to 6.6 of this national standard.
9
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5.22 In the case of a satisfactory assessment, the certificate assessor shall issue evidence of the
satisfactory assessment which permits use or operation of equipment until a certificate is issued by the
certifying authority.
5.23 On completion of the assessment, the certificate assessor shall notify the certifying authority
that:
(a)

the applicant has provided the necessary documentation; and

(b)

the applicant has successfully completed the assessment and, in the case of a satisfactory
assessment, evidence of satisfactory assessment has been issued;

(c)

OR
the applicant was unsuccessful and shall require re-assessment.

5.24 Where an applicant does not meet the specified competency standard and requests
reassessment, they shall be re-assessed in all or part of the assessment. The re-assessment shall not
occur until the applicant has received further supervised and accredited training and shall take place
no sooner than three weeks after the initial assessment. The re-assessment may involve the same
assessment methods and should specifically incorporate those elements not completed satisfactorily in
the original assessment.
5.25 The certifying authority shall issue a certificate on formal advice from the certificate assessor
that the applicant has successfully completed the competency assessment, providing the certifying
authority is satisfied all the legal requirements have been met.

THE CERTIFICATE
5.26 The certificate shall contain:
(a)

the name and signature of the certificate holder;

(b)

the date of issue;

(c)

the name of the issuing certifying authority;

(d)

the identity of the certifying authority;

(e)

the class or classes of equipment which the holder is certified to use or operate; and

(f)

an identifying number unique to the certificate holder.

5.27 Certificates shall remain valid for life except as described in the section 'Suspension and
Cancellation' at sections 5.33 to 5.37 of this national standard.

TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
RECOGNITION OF EXISTING CERTIFICATE HOLDERS
5.28 Existing certificate holders shall continue to be recognised by certifying authorities and will not
be disadvantaged by the changes deriving from this national standard.

10
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RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING AND EXPERIENCE
5.29 Where certification for a user or operator of a particular type of equipment is already in
existence in a jurisdiction, the certifying authority shall establish a mechanism for transfer to the
national certification system.
5.30 If use or operation of a particular type of equipment has not required certification in the past
and it is now required under this national standard, the certifying authority shall establish procedures
to recognise prior learning and experience as in section 5.4 of this national standard.

RECOGNITION OF A USER OR OPERATOR IN TRAINING WHERE
ACCREDITED TRAINING IS NOT AVAILABLE
5.31 In situations where accredited training is not available, an industry body, a person in charge of
an enterprise, or an intending user or operator in training may apply to the certifying authority to
allow users or operators in training to gain work experience and training under direct supervision.
5.32 Where a user or operator in training under 5.31 of this national standard applies for a certificate,
the certifying authority or the assessor may accept evidence of relevant experience and appropriate
training as equivalent to supervised and accredited training.

SUSPENSION AND CANCELLATION
5.33 Where a certifying authority becomes aware that there has been a significant deterioration of
competency, or failure to safely use and operate equipment, it may, following a hearing, suspend or
cancel a certificate in accordance with procedures in the relevant State or Territory.
5.34 When a certifying authority cancels a certificate, the certificate holder shall have the right to
apply for a certificate to any certifying authority, but shall inform the certifying authority of previous
cancellations or suspensions. Failure by the applicant to declare a previous cancellation or suspension
shall be grounds for refusing to issue a certificate or cancelling any certificate subsequently issued.
5.35

Fraudulently obtained certificates shall be deemed invalid.

5.36 Where a certifying authority has evidence that a holder of a certificate issued in another
jurisdiction is no longer fit to hold a certificate, it shall hold a hearing in accordance with section 5.33
of this national standard and advise the issuing authority of its recommendations. The issuing
authority shall then suspend or cancel the certificate in accordance with the recommendation of the
recommending authority.
5.37 Where a certificate is cancelled or suspended, the holder shall surrender the certificate for the
period of the suspension or cancellation. In the case of a certificate holder with multiple entitlements,
the certifying authority shall take possession of the certificate and issue a new certificate deleting the
certificate entries which are the subject of cancellation or suspension at no cost to the holder.

1!
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APPE4LS
5.38 Decisions of the certifying authority or an assessor may be appealed. The applicant or certificate
holder may lodge an appeal against;
(a)

refusal of certificate following assessment;

(b)

suspension; and

(c)

cancellation.

5.39 Appeals procedures in the relevant State or Territory shall apply.

REISSUE OF LOST, STOLEN OR DESTROYED CERTIFICATES
5.40 Lr> the case of a lost, stolen or destroyed certificate, a certificate holder may apply for the reissue
of a certificate conditional on completion of a new application form, payment of a prescribed fee and
completion of a statutory declaration setting out the circumstances.

TRANSFER OF CERTIFICATE HOLDERS
5.41 Certificate holders who permanently transfer their place of residence to another State or
Territoiv may apply to the reievant certifying authority to permanently transfer the record of
certificates gained from the State or Territory of issue to the State or Territory of residence.

EXEMPTION FROM REQUIREMENT FOR CERTIFICATED USER OR
OPERATOR
5.42 At the discretion of the authorised officer of the certifying authority, specified equipment at a
given location may be used or operated for a specified purpose by a person or persons not certificated
for the vype of equipment.

12
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6. ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

SUPERVISED AND ACCREDITED TRAINING
6.1 For applicants applying as users and operators in training, appropriate competency standards
to the level required shall be met through:
(a)

supervised/accredited training on-the-job; and

(b)

supervised/accredited training off-the-job.

6.2

Supervised training on-the-job or off-the-job shall feature:

(a)

direct supervision;

(b)

training by a registered industry training provider; and

(c)

recording of training.

6.3 Relevant accredited training may be offered by registered public and private training providers
including TAFE colleges, industry training centres and enterprises. Such training should involve
completion of modules consistent with the competency standards for the particular certificate.

ASSESSMENT
6.4 This section specifies the minimum requirements for assessment procedures established under
the auspices of a certifying authority. An applicant for a particular certificate shall be assessed on the
basis of the competency standards specified in this national standard. The assessment shall cover all
specified units, elements and performance criteria for the appropriate certificate, unless the applicant
has been exempted from all or part of the competency assessment by the certifying authority.
6.5 The certifying authority shall prescribe the form of assessment on the basis of the competency
standards.
6.6 Certificate assessors shall assess competencies through direct observation of tlie applicant's use
or operation of the equipment under workplace conditions. The assessor may further assess
competencies by use of the following assessment methods:
(a)

indirect assessment through simulation and/or completion of checklists;

(b)

assessment of projects and /or assignments; and /or

(c)

oral or written assessments.

Assessment may involve cumulative and summative assessment.

13
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REGISTER OF USERS AND OPERATORS AND ASSESSORS OF USERS AND
OPERATORS
6.7

Each jurisdiction shall establish and maintain:

(a)

a nationally consistent register of certificate holders; and

(b)

a nationally consistent register of certificate assessors.

6.8

Nationally consistent registers of certificate holders have several purposes. They will:

(a)

assist in monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of the national standard in maintaining
OHS standards of equipment user and operator competence; and

(b)

provide access to information on suspensions and cancellations.

6.9

Nationally consistent registers of certificate assessors have several purposes. They will:

(a)

provide data on assessments by particular assessors; and

(b)

facilitate auditing to maintain the integrity of the assessment process.

6.10 Registers shall hold consistent information on certificate holders and certificate assessors. The
information in each certifying authority register shall be accessible to other certifying authorities.
6.11 The register of certificate holders shall maintain the following records identified by each State
and Territory:
(a)

persons issued with particular certificates by:
(i)

type of equipment and class of certificate, and

(ii)

assessor;

(b)

persons whose certificates are suspended according to the State or Territory of origin, and the
State or Territory of residence;

(c)

persons whose certificates are cancelled according to the State or Territory of origin and the
State or Territory of residence; and

(d)

persons whose certificate records have been permanently transferred to another State or
Territory authority.

6.12 Where a certificate holder or applicant for a certificate holds certificates issued in another
jurisdiction, the details of the additional certificate/s awarded will be transferred to the certifying
authority which issued the original certificate for incorporation on its register. Alternatively, when a
certificate holder or applicant is permanently resident in a jurisdiction other than the one which first
issued the certificate, the applicant may apply for the complete record of certificates obtained to be
transferred to the current jurisdiction. All records will be entered on the current jurisdiction register.

14
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6.13 The register of assessors shall at least maintain the following records of certificate assessors:
(a)

name, address, qualifications and certificates held;

(b)

employing organisation if any;

(c)

categories and classes of certificate for which the certificate assessor is registered; and

(d)

applicants assessed by certificate category, class and industry, that is:
(i)

number recommended for certificate,

(ii)

number rejected for certificate, and

(iii)

number re-assessed.

MONITORING, REPORTING AND EVALUATION
6.14 The national certification system should provide data which can be used by the certifying
authorities and the National Commission to assess the effectiveness of the national standard and its
contribution to improving user and operator standards and facilitating portability of certificates.

15
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1. PREAMBLE
This schedule covers two categories of equipment, scaffolding and rigging, and specifies seven classes
of certificates and their competency standards as part of the National Occupational Health and Safety
Certification Standard for Users and Operators of Industrial Equipment [NOHSC: 1006 (1992)1.
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2. DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of certification, the following definitions for the areas of work covered by this
schedule have been used.
Scaffolding. The erection, alteration or dismantling of a temporary structure, specifically erected to
support platforms.
Amplication: The certification requirements apply where a person or object could fall more than four
metres from the scaffolding.
Dogging. The application of slinging techniques including the selection and/or inspection of lifting
gear, or the directing of a crane/hoist operator in the movement of a load when the load is out of the
operator's view.
Rigging. Work involving the use of mechanical load shifting equipment and associated gear to move,
place or secure a load including plant, equipment or members of a building or structure and to ensure
the stability of those members and for the setting up and dismantling of cranes and hoists. The
definition is not intended to include work performed by operators or drivers of mechanical
loadshifting equipment, unless the work is part of the process of setting up or dismantling cranes and
hoists.
Slinging techniques. The exercising of judgement in relation to the suitability and condition of lifting
gear, and the method of slinging, by consideration of the nature of the load, its mass and its centre of
gravity.

20
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p

3. CERTIFICATE CLASSES
This schedule covers two categories x>f equipment/areas of work, scaffolding and rigging. Three
classes of certification relate to scaffolding work, and four relate to rigging work, including one
relating to dogging. The Rigging Certificates incorporate the Dogging Certificate competencies. The
categories and classes are listed below.
';.>.;:
" r ; ; - *<'*:•. .

4 SCAFFOLDING 'y
1.

Basic scaffolding.

2.

Intermediate scaffolding.

3.

Advanced scaffolding.

,,

vV.
'**; <

:,"•£•'•'•*

The Advanced Scaffolding Certificate encompasses the requirements for the Intermediate Scaffolding
Certificate. The Intermediate Scaffolding Certificate encompasses the requirements for the Basic
Scaffolding Certificate.

RIGGING;
4.

Dogging.

5.

Basic rigging.

6.

Intermediate rigging.

7.

Advanced rigging.

The Advanced Rigging Certificate encompasses the requirements for the Intermediate Rigging
Certificate. The Intermediate Rigging Certificate encompasses the requirements for the Basic Rigging
Certificate. The Basic Rigging Certificate encompasses the requirements for the Dogging Certificate.

21
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4. SCOPE OF COMPETENCY STANDARDS
The certificates of competency have been given definitions which link to a related set of units of
competency. In many units where the description is the same, the differences between classes are
identified by variations in performance criteria and range of variables statements.

BASIC SCAFFOLDING
The scope of work for this level is scaffolding work associated with:
•

free standing prefabricated scaffolds;

•

cantilevered hoist with a working load limit not exceeding 500 kilograms (materials only);

•

ropes;

•

gin wheels;

•

safety nets and static lines; and

•

bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork);

but excludes work involving:
•

cantilevered crane loading platforms;

•

cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;

•

barrow ramps and sloping platforms;

•

scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters:

•

mast climbers;

•

tube and coupler scaffolds (including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries),

•

hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes wire ropes and chains; and

•

s u s p e n d e d scaffolds.

Units of Competence
1.0

Plan a n d p i e p a r e w o r k .

2.(1

i.rect s c a f f o l d i n g / e q u i p m e n t .

3.0

Inspect, repair a n d alter s c a f f o l d i n g / e q u i p m e n t

4.0

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment

INTERMEDIATE SCA FFOLDINC
i he scope of work for this level is scaffolding work associated with:
•

prefabricated scaffolds;

•

tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;

•

cantilevered hoists with a maximum working load of W0 kilograms (materials only):
ropes;

•

gin wheels:
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safety nets and static lines,
bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork);
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters; and
mast climbers;
but excludes work involving:
•

hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and

•

suspended scaffolds.

Units of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

2.0

Erect scaffolding/equipment.

3.0

Inspect, repair and alter scaffolding/equipment.

4.0

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment.

ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
The scope of work for this level is all scaffolding including:
prefabricated scaffolds:
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters:
cantilevered hoists;
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines:
bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork;;
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds,
barrow ramps and sloping platformsmast climbers;
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds
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Units of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

2.0 : Erect scaffolding/equipment.
3.0

Inspect, repair and alter scaffolding/equipment.

4.0

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment

DOGGING
The scope of the work for this level is the application of slinging techniques including the selection
and inspection of lifting gear and the directing of the crane/hoist operator in the movement of the
load, including when the load is out of view of the operator

Units of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

2.0

Complete dogging work.

BASIC RIGGING
The scope of work for this level is dogging and rigging work associated with:
• .'-,' movement of plant and equipment;
•

steel erection;

•

particular hoists;

•

placement of pre-cast concrete;

•

safety nets and static lines;

•

mast climbers;

•

perimeter safety screens and shutters, and

•

cantilevered crane loading platforms;

but excludes work involving;
•
• ».

use of load equalising gear:
rigging

of cranes, conveyors, dredges c\nd excavators:

•

tilt slabs;

•

all hoists with jibs and self-climbing hoists,

•

demolition;

•

dual lifts;

•

rigging of gin poles and shear legs,

•

f l y i n g foxes arid cable ways;

•

guyed derricks and structures; arid

•

suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.
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Units of Competence .
.1.0

Plan and prepare work.

2.0

Complete rigging work.

INTERMEDIATE RIGGING
The scope of work for this level is dogging and rigging work associated with:
•

movement of plant and equipment;

•

steel erection; ,

»:'..'.. all hoists;
•

placement of pre-cast concrete;

•.,,,., safety nets and static lines;
•

mast climbers;

•

perimeter safety screens and shutters;

•

cantilevered crane loading platforms;

•

rigging of cranes, conveyors, dredges and excavators;

•

tilt slabs;

•

demolition; and

p

dual lifts;

but excludes work involving:
•

rigging

of gin poles and shear legs;

•

flying foxes and cable ways;

•

guyed derricks and structures; and

•

suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Units of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

2.0

Complete rigging work.

3.0

Demolish structures and/or plant.

A D V A N C E D RIGGING
The scope of work for this level is dogging and all rigging work including rigging work associated
with:
•

movement of plant and equipment;

•

steel erection;

•

all hoists;

•:•''• placerrient of pre-cast concrete;
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safety nets and static lines;
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and shutters;
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
ri gging of cranes, hoists, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt slabs;
demolition;
dual lifts;
rigging of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and cable ways;
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated scaffolds.
Units of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

2.0

Complete rigging work.

3.0

Demolish structures and/or plant.

26
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
SCAFFOLDING

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 -PLAN AND PREPARE WORK
1.1

Plan job.

1.2

Select, inspect and repair material and took.

1.3

Coordinate transport of equipment to site.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - ERECT SCAFFOLDING/EQUIPMENT
2.1

Prepare site for erection of scaffolding/equipment.

2.2

Erect scaffolding/equipment.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - INSPECT, REPAIR AND ALTER SCAFFOLDING/EQUIPMENT
3.1

Inspect complete scaffolding/equipment.

3.2

Alter and repair scaffolding/hoist.

COMPETENCY UNIT 4 - DISMANTLE SCAFFOLDING/EQUIPMENT
4.1

Plan to dismantle scaffolding/equipment.

4.2

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment.

27
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

;:

Element of Competence
1.1

Plan job.

Performance Criteria
.

1.1.1

The purpose for the
scaffolding/equipment and the various
work tasks are confirmed.

1.1.2 The expected loading on the
scaffold/equipment and supporting
structure is determined using load tables.
1.1.3 Site plans, .scaffolding/equipment designs
and drawings to industry practices are
interpreted as necessary.
1.1.4

Work specifications are interpreted in
conjunction with drawings as necessary.

1.1.5

Potential hazards are identified from the
plans, drawings and specifications.

1.1 .(-• Basic line drawings of the
scaffolding/equipment eonfigui ation are
prepared as necessary
1.1.7 The types and quantities of components
arc estimated for appropriate types of
scaffolding/equipment.
1.1.8 Site information is obtained as necessary.
I. i .9

Potential hazards arc identified, such as:
• overhead power lines
- ti ces
overhead service lines such as
steam, gas, water, telephone
i indergrotmd services
-= uneven and/or unstable ground
allowable floor loading as
appropriate
• other workers ant! persons
••surrounding buildings/vessels/
structures/equipment

2<J
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING

- hazardous materials
- corrosive substances
barricades
- inadequate lighting
- dynamic loading such as concrete
pump lines.
1.1.10 Optimum prevention/control measures
are selected.
1.1.11 Adequate site access and egress are
identified.
1.1.12 Site sketches are drawn and dimensions
taken as necessary.
1.1.13 Check for appropriate approvals for work
and for persons.
1.1.14 The job method is developed, to include
hazard prevention, control measures and
safety procedures.
I I.! 5 The feasibility of the proposed method is
checked with the client, and other trades
as necessary.
1.1.16 The job is planned to Australian
Standards and manufacturers
requirements.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

1.2.1 Appropriate scaffolding/equipment
components are selected and inspected
and damaged components are labelled
and rejected. Components include:

Select, inspect and repair
material and tools.

- steel and aluminium tubes
- couplers and accessories
- scaffolding planks
prefabricated components
- ropes
-gin wheels
portable ladders and stairs.
1.2.2 Rejected components are repaired or sent
for repair or scrapped.
1.2.3 Tools are selected and inspected. Faulty
tools are repaired or sent tor repair or
scrapped.
1.2.4 .Scaffolding/equipment gear is prepared in
accordance with codes of practice and
guides.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3.1 Sequence loading ot equipment and
tooling on transport in order suitable for
job method.

Coordinate transport of
equipment to site.

1.3.2

Arrange load to avoid injury or damage.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
Ail elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace* environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include:
•','
.V .,'.••..
•
•
•

free standing prefabricated scaffolds;
cantilevered hoist with maximum working load limit not exceeding 500 kilograms
(materials only);
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines; and
bracket scaffolds (tank and toiinwork);

and excludes work involving:
• .
•
•
•
•
•
• '
•

cantilevered crane loading platforms:
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds:
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters:
mast climbers:
tube and coupler sc;iifok!s (including tube and coupler covereo ways and gantriesV,
hung scaffolds, mciuding scaffolds ha'igin^ :rom luix.s. wire ropes ana chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactoiy application of
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standaids and codes of practice: and
the hieiarchy of hazard com.:'"! measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected belorc safe work practices and personal
protective equipment
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
2.0

Erect scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

Prepare site for erection of
scaffolding/equipment

The site is isolated using barriers as
/necessary.

2.1.2 Safety procedures are implemented,
including necessary signage.
2.1.3. Where appropriate, assemble and erect
, . lifting device.
2.1.4

Adequate lootings to Australian
Standards are. established for the
scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

22

2.2.1

Scaffolding/equipment is erected in
accordance with planned hazard
prevention and control measures and to
acceptable saie work practices Australian
Standards and manufacturer's
requirements.

2.2.2

Work is performed safely while platforms
are incomplete.

2.2.3

Erection is carried out for appropriate
types of scaffolding/equipment.

2.2.4

The completed scaffolding/equipment is
inspected for safety and compliance with
design and statutory requirements.

2.2.5

Site is left clear of all surplus
components, equipment, tools and debris

2.2.6

Scaffolding/equipment geai is used in
accordance with codes of practice and
guides.

2.2.7

Safety nets and static lines are erected as
necessary.

Erect scaffolding/equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the norma! workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

free standing prefabricated scaffolds;
cantilevered hoist with maximum working load limit not exceeding 500 kilograms
(materials only);
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines; and
bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork);

and excludes work involving:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms:
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters;
mast climbers:
tube and coupler scaffolds (including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries');
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OILS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before sale work practices and personal
protective equipment.

M
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
3.0

Inspect, repair and alter scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.1

3.1. J

Inspect complete
scaffolding/equipment.

The critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment are inspected
for damage, corrosion and wear.

3.1.2 The current use of the
scaffolding/equipment is checked against
the type of scaffolding/equipment.
3.1.3

Any inspection log is completed.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.2

3.2.1

Alter and repair
scaffolding/hoist.

The proposed change is reviewed to
determine if it was covered in the original
planning.
If so:

Review and use the data from
the original plans to prepare for
the alteration.

If not:

Plan for the alteration from
first principles (refer to unit of
competence 1.0).

3.2.2

The seal folding/equipment is inspected to
confirm stability.

3.2.3

The alteration or repair is canied out
using the same principles as per unit of
competence 2.0.

3.2.4

Alteration or repair is performed with due
iegard lor the critical safety and structural
areas of the scaffolding/equipment.

is
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment* s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include;
•
•
•
•
."•
•

free standing prefabricated scaffolds:
cantilevered hoist with maximum working load limit not exceeding 500 kilograms
(materials only);
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines; and
bracket scaffolds (tank and form work):

and excludes work involving:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cantilevered crane loading platforms:
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters;
mast climbers;
tube and coupler scaffolds (including lube una coupler covered ways and gantries);
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hangnig train tunes, wire ropes and chains, and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice, and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS-SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
4.0

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.1

4.1.1

Plan to dismantle
scaffolding/equipment

4.1.2

The proposed dismantling is reviewed to
determine if scaffolding/equipment
remains as detailed in the original
planning.
It so:

Review and use the data from
the original plans to prepare for
the dismantling.

If not:

Plan for the dismantling from
first principles (refer to unit of
competence 1.0).

The scaffolding/equipment is inspected
for damage, corrosion or wear. Any such
damage, corrosion or wear is noted for
consideration in planning for dismantling.

4.!. :• The critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment are identified
in planning for dismantling.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.2

4.2.1

The dismantling is carried out using the
same competencies as detailed in unit of
competence 2.0.

4.2.2

Dismantling is performed with due regard
for critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment.

Dismantle
sc aft < >ldin g/eq u i pme n I
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - BASIC SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment! s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

free standing prefabricated scaffolds:
cantilevered hoist with maximum working load limit not exceeding 500 kilograms
(materials only):
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines: and
bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork):

and excludes work involving:
•
•
•
•:
•
•
•
»

cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters;
mast climbers:
tube, and coupler scaffold,., nuciudmg tube and coupler covered ways and gantries):
hung scaffolds, including -.eaffulds hanging from rubes, w ire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1.1.1

Plan job.

The purpose for the
scaffolding/equipment and the various
work tasks are confirmed.

1.1.2 The expected loading on the
scaffolding/equipment and supporting
structure is determined using load tables.
1.1.3 Site plans, scaffolding/equipment designs
and drawings to industry practices are
interpreted as necessary.
1.1.4 Work specifications are interpreted in
conjunction with drawings as necessary.
1.1.5

Potential hazards are identified from the
plans, drawings and specifications.

i. 1.6 Basic line drawings of the
scaffolding/equipment configuration are
prepared as necessary.
1.17 The types and quantities of components
are estimated for appropriate types of
scaffolding/equipment.
I. l.K

Site information is obtained as necessary.

1. 1.9 Potential hazards are identified, such as:
r

•:i ff

overhead power lines
- trees
- overhead service lines such as
steam, gas, water, telephone
-- underground services
- uneven and/or unstable ground
- allowable floor loading as
appropriate
- other workers and persons

?»
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING

surrounding buildings/vessels/
structures/equipment
• hazardous materials
- corrosive substances
- barricades
- inadequate lighting
- dynamic loading such as concrete
pump lines.
1.1.10 Optimum prevention/control measures
are selected.
1.1.11 Adequate site access and egress are
identified.
1.1. i 2 Site sketches are drawn and dimensions
taken as necessary.
I.!. 13 Check for appiopriatc approvals for work
and for persons.
I 1.14 The job method is developed to include
hazard prevention, control measures and
safety procedures.
I. I. i 5 The feasibility of the proposed method is
checked with the client, and other trades
as necessary.
i. I.! '••• The job is planned to Australian
Standards and manufacturer's
requirements.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

i .2

1.2.1

Appropriate scaffolding/equipment
components are selected and inspected
and damaged coniponents are labelled
and rejected. Components include:
• steel and aluminium tubes
- couplers and accessories
-scaffold planks
- prefabricated components
ropes
-gin wheels
- cradles
- portable ladders and stairs.

1.2.2

Rejected components are repaired or sent
for repair or scrapped

1.2.3

Tools arc selected and inspected. Faulty
tools are repaired or sent for repair or
scrapped.

i .2.4

Scaffolding/equipment gear is prepared in
accordance'with codes of practice and
cuides

Select, inspect and repair
materia) and tools.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

! .3.1

Coordinate transport of
equipment to ->ite.

Sequence loading of equipment and
tooling on transport in order suitable for
job method.
Arrange load to avoid injury or damage.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace enviromnent(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include:
•
•
•
•
»
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds;
lube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
cantilevered hoists with a working load of limit not exceeding 500 kilograms (materials
only);
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines,
bracket scaffolds (tank and femiwork):
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds:
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters; and
mast climbers;

ami excludes work including
•
»

hung scaffolds including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current Slate/Ter.itory 01 IS legislation, standards and codes of practice, and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
2,0

Erect scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence
2.1

Prepare site for erection of
scaffolding/equipment.

Performance Criteria
2.1.1

The site is isolated using barriers as
necessary.

2.1.2

Safety procedures are implemented,
including necessary signage.

2.1.3

Where appropriate, assemble and erect
lifting device.

2.1.4

Adequate lootings to Australian
Standards are established for the
scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2.2.1

Erect scaffolding/equipment

.2

Scaffolding/equipment is erected in
accordance with hazard prevention and
control measures and to acceptable sate
work practices, Australian Standards and
Manufacture; 's requirements.
Work is performed safely while platforms
are incomplete.

2.2.3

Erection is carried out for appropriate
typos of scaffolding/equipment.

2.2.4

'The completed scaffolding/equipment is
inspected for safety and compliance with
design and statutory requirements.

2.2.5

Site is left cleat of all surplus
components, equipment, tools and debris.

2.2.6

Scaffolding/equipment gear is used in
accordance with codes of practice and
guides.

2.2.7

Safety nets and static lines are erected as
necessarv
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environnient(s) or equivalent.
Equipment ranee is to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds;
tube and coupler scaffolds incl jding tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
cantilevered hoists with a working load of limit not exceeding 500 kilograms (materials
only):
ropes:
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines:
bracket scaffolds (tank and fonnwork);
cantilevered crane loading plat'onus;
cantilevered and spin red scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters; and
mast climbers;

and excludes wotk including
•
•

hun» scaffolds including scaliVlds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains: and
suspended scaffolds.

Evident*: of competency is to encompass the .satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Teiritory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with, elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
3.0

Inspect, repair and alter scaffolding/equipment:;;

;/ . / ;

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.1

3.1.1 The critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment are inspected
for damage, corrosion and wear.

Inspect complete
scaffolding/equipment.

3.1.2 The current use of the
scaffolding/equipment is checked against
the type of scaffolding/equipment.
3.1.3

Any inspection log is completed.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.2

3.2.1

Alter and repair
scaffolding/equipment.

The proposed change is reviewed to
determine if it was covered in the original
planning.
If so:

Review and use the data from
the original plans to prepare tor
the alteration.

If not:
.

Plan for the alteration from
first principles (refer to unit of
competence 1.0).

3.2.2 The scaffolding/equipment is inspected to
confirm stability.
3.2.3

The alteration or repair is carried out
using the same principles as per unit of
competence 2.0.

3.2.4

Alteration or repair is performed with due
regard for the critical safety and structural
areas of the scaffolding/equipment.

•15
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS -SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds;
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
cantilevered hoists with a wcrking load of limit not exceeding 500 kilograms (materials
only);
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines;
bracket scaffolds (tank and form work);
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters; and
mast climbers;

and excludes work including:
•
•

liung scaffolds including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire topes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•

current State/Territory 01 IS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measure? being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Unit or Competence
4.0

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.1

4.1.1

Plan to dismantle
scaffolding/equipment.

The proposed dismantling is reviewed to
determine if the scaffolding/equipment
remains as detailed in the original
planning.
if so:

Review and use the data from
the original plans to prepare for
the dismantling.

1 f not:

Plan for the dismantling from
first principles (refer to unit of
competence 1.0).

4.1.2

The scaffolding/equipment is inspected
for damage, corrosion or wear. Any such
damage, corrosion or wear is noted for
consideration in planning for dismantling.

4. i.3

The critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment are identified
in planning for dismantling.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.2

4.2 1 The dismantling is carried out using the
same competencies as detailed in unit of
competence 2.0.

Dismantle
scaffoldiim/equipment.

4.2 2

Dismantling is performed with due regard
for critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environmcnt(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is to include:
•
•

•
•
•
»
•
•
•
•••..'
*'•

prefabricated scaffolds,
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
cantilevered hoists with a working load Of limit noi exceeding 500 kilograms (materials
only);
rope;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines;
bracket scaffolds (tank and forniwork):
cantilevered crane loading platforms:
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds:
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters; and
mast climbers;

and excludes work including:
•

hung scaffolds including s.:a:""oUs hanging tVom n:?>cs. wire ropes and chains: and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is tocnco'upu.>s the satisfaciory amplication of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS iegislalion, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control me;mire,; with, elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures heirg selected before safe work piactices and personal
protective equipment,
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

Clement ot Competence

Performance C riteria

1.1

1.11

The purpose for the
scaffolding/equipment and the various
work tasks are confirmed.

1.1.2

The expected loading on the
scaffolding/equipment and supporting
structure is determined using load tables.

1.1.3

Site plans, scaffolding/equipment designs
and drawings to; industry practices are
interpreted as necessary.

Plan job.

1.1.4 Work specifications are interpreted in
conjunction with drawings as necessary.
i. 1.5 Potential hazards arc identified from the
plans, drawings and specifications.
I 1.6 Basic line drawing •. of the
scaffokling/equipirciii configuration w.
prepared as necessary
1.1.7 The types and quantities of components
are estimated for appropriate types of
scaffolding/equipment.
1.1.8 The rope tensions for suspended scaffolds
are calculated.
1. 1.9 Site information is obtained as necessary.
1. 1.10 Potential hazards arc identified, such as;
- overhead power lines
- trees
--overhead service lines such as
steam, gas, water, telephone
- underground services
- uneven and/or unstable ground
- allowable floor loading as
appropriate

4'i
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
- other workers and persons
- surrounding
buildings/vessels/structures/
equipment
- hazardous materials
.-* corrosive substances
-barricades
- inadequate lighting
- dynamic loading such as concrete
pump lines.
1. 1.11 Optimum prevention/control measures
are selected
1.1.12 Adequate site access and egress are
identified.
1,1:13 Site sketches are drawn and dimensions
taken as necessary.
1.1.14 Check for appropriate approvals for work
and for persons.
1.1.15 The job method is developed, to include
hazard prevention/control measures and
safety procedures.
1.1.16 The feasibility of the proposed method is
checked with the client, and other trades
as necessary.
1.1.17 The job is planned to Australian
Standards and manufacturer's
requirements.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

1.2.1

Select, inspect and repair
material and tools.

Appropriate scaffolding/equipment
components are selected and inspected
and damaged components are labelled
and rejected. Components include:
-

steel and aluminium tubes
couplers and accessories
scaffold planks
prefabricated components
ropes
chains
shackles, straps and other overhead
attachment gear
• scaffold hoists
- gin wheels
- boatswain's chairs
- cradles
-portable ladders and stairs.

1.2.2 Rejected components are repaired or sent
for repair or destroyed.
1.2.3 Tools are selected and inspected. Faulty
tools are repaired or sent for repair or
scrapped
1.2.4

Scaffolding/equipment gear is prepared in
accordance with codes of practice and
cuides.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3 1 Sequence loading of equipment and
tooling on transport in order suitable for
job method.

Coordinate transport of
equipment to site.

1.3 2

Arrange load to avoid injur)' or damage.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace cnvironment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is all scaffolding including:
•
•
.
•
.
• -,.'.'
•'
••..'•
• ;
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds:
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters;
cantilevered hoist;
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines;
bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork);
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms',
mast climbers:
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
»

current State/Ten);;':> OILS legislation, -'amdaids ;ii;d codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
2.0

Erect scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

The site is isolated using barriers as
necessary.

2.1.2

Safety procedures are implemented,
including necessary signage.

2.1.3

Where appropriate, assemble and erect
lifting device.

2.1.4

Adequate footings to Australian
Standards are established for the
scaffolding/equipment.

Prepare site for erection of
scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2.2.1

Scaffolding/equipment is erected in
accordance with planned hazard
prevention and control measures to
acceptable safe work practices, and
Australian Standards and manufacturer's
requirements.

2.2.2

Work is performed safely while platforms
are incomplete.

2.2.3

Erection is carried out for appropriate
types of scaffolding/equipment.

2.2.4

The completed scaffolding/equipment is
inspected for safety and compliance with
design and statutory requirement..

2.2.5

Site is le(t clear of all surplus
components, equipment, tools and debris.

2.2.6

Scaffolding/equipment gear is used in
accordance with codes of practice and
guides.

2.2.7

Safety nets and static lines are erected as
necessary.

Erect scaffolding/equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range .statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the norma! workplace environment(.s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is all scaffolding including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds;
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters;
cantilevered hoist;
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines;
bracket scaffolds (tank and form work);
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
mast climbers;
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the .satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Ten ii:.ir\ OS IS legislation, standard.; and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and persona!
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
3.0

Inspect, repair and alter scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.1

3.1.

The critical structural and safety areas of
the scaffolding/equipment are inspected
for damage, corrosion and wear.

3.1.2

The current use of the
scaffolding/equipment is checked against
the type of scaffolding/equipment.

3.1.3

Any inspection log is completed.

Inspect complete
scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.2

3.2.1

Alter and repair
scaffolding/equipment,

The proposed change is reviewed to
determine if it was covered in the original
planning.
It" so;

Review and use the data from
the original plans to prepare for
the alteration.

If not:

Plan for the alteration from
first principles (refer to unit of
competence 1.0).

3.2.2

The .scaffolding/equipment is inspected to
confirm stability.

3.2.3

1 he alteration or repair is carried out
using the same principles as per unit of
competence 2.0.

3.2.i

Alteration or repair is performed with due
regard for the critical safety and structural
a-'cas of the scaffolding/equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS -ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the norma! workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range ;s all scaffolding including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds;
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries:
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters,
cantilevered hoist;
ropes:
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines:
bracket scaffolds (tank and form work):
cantilevered crane loading platforms:
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
mast climbers:
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application ol:
•
•

current Staie.Terrho'y OHS legislation <I.MK!;;VJS and codes >•:' pjaotice; and
the hierarchy of luizawi control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measure.-, being selected before sate work practices and persona,
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOI.DING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Unit of Competence
4.0

Dismantle scaffolding/equipment.

Element of Competence
4.1

Plan to dismantle
scaffolding/equipment.

Performance Criteria
4.1.1

The proposed dismantling is reviewed to
determine if the scaffolding/equipment
remains as detailed in the original
planning.
II* so:

Review and use the data from
the original plans to prepare for
the dismantling.

If not:

Plan for the dismantling from
first principles (refer to unit of
competence 1,0).

4.1.2

The scaffolding/equipment is inspected
for damage, corrosion or, wear. Any such
damage, concision or wear is noted for
consideration in planning for dismantling.

4.!.3

'I'iie critical structural and safety oi the
scaffolding/equipment arc identified in
planning for dismantling.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.2

4.2.1

The dismantling is carried out using the
same competencies as detailed in unit of
competence 2.0.

4.2.2

Dismantling is performed with due regard
for critical structural and safety areas of
the seal folding/equipment.

Dismantle
scaffolding/equipnien
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environments.) or equivalent.
Equipment range is all scaffolding including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prefabricated scaffolds;
tube and coupler scaffolds including tube and coupler covered ways and gantries;
scaffolding associated with perimeter safety screens and shutters:
cantilevered hoist;
ropes;
gin wheels;
safety nets and static lines;
bracket scaffolds (tank and formwork);
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
cantilevered and spurred scaffolds;
barrow ramps and sloping platforms;
mast climbers;
hung scaffolds, including scaffolds hanging from tubes, wire ropes and chains; and
suspended scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standard.; and coue-i of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measure* being selected before sate work practices and persona!
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
DOGGING

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - PLAN AND PREPARE WORK
1.1

Plan job.

1.2

Select and inspect material and tools.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - COMPLETE DOGGING WORK
2.1

Move loads.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS-DOGGING
Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1.1.1

Potential hazards associated with the use
of cranes and other load moving
equipment are identified and measures to
eliminate or control these hazards are
planned.

1.1.2

Site information is obtained as necessary.

Plan job.

1.1.3 Potential hazards are identified, such as:
- overhead power lines
trees
•overhead service lines such as
steam, gas, water, telephone
- underground services
- uneven and/or unstable ground
- allowable floor loading as
appropriate
other workers and persons
surrounding
buiidings/vessels/struelures/
equipment
- hazardous materials
corrosive substances
• barricades
inadequate lighting
- radio interference.
1.1.4

(Ipriiiuim prevention/control measures
are selected.

1.15

Adequate site access and egress is
identified.

1.1.6 Coordination requirements with other site
personnel are determined.
1.1.7

Determine or confirm appropriate mass
und dimensions of load.

(.1
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - DOGGING
1.1.8

Appropriate loadshifting equipment is
identified including:
- slings
- rope
- shackles
eye bolts
- spreader beams.

1.1.9 Check for appropriate approvals for work
and for persons.
1.1.10 The job method and sequence is
developed to include hazard prevention,
control measures and safety procedures.
1.1.11 The job feasibility and schedule are
checked with the client, and other persons
as necessary.
1.1.12 The job plan is developed to include
hazard prevention/control measures and
to applicable Australian Standards, codes
of practice and to equipment
manufacturer's specifications.
1.1.13 The existence of appropriate instructions
from the load designer is checked. The
designer is consulted for appropriate
instructions for more complex load
movement tasks where written
instructions are not provided.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

1.2.1

Appropriate lifting gear is inspected and
damaged or worn items are labelled and
rejected.

1.2.2

Select and assemble sets of lifting gear to
Australian Standards and codes of
practice where appropriate.

1.2.3

Where appropriate, Sale Working Load is
calculated to Australian Standards.

Select and inspect materia!
and tools.
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Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment is to include dogging work only, ie the application of slinging techniques including the
selection and inspection of lifting gear and the direction of the crane/hoist operator in the
movement of the load including when the load is out of view of the operator.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•:
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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1,'nit of Competence
2.0

Complete dogging work-

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2 !

2.1.1

Load moving is performed in accordance
with planned hazard prevention and
control measures, to acceptable safe work
practices and appropriate Australian
Standards, codes of practice, guides and
manufacturer's specifications.

2 1.2

Lifting gear is connected to load to
manufacturer's specifications, guides and
Australian Standards as appropriate.

2.1.3

Connect load to movement device with
appropriate techniques using appropriate
equipment including all types of:

Move loads.

-siings
- rope
- shackles
eve Miv
- spreader beams.
2 '• !

Appropriate communication and signal
methods arc used to coordinate the load
movement with safety, including signals
to.
stop
raise
lower
slew - left and right
luff boom up and down
extend boom
- retract boom.
Signal.-, are given both within sight and
out of sight of equipment operator.

fM
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2.1.5

The load is moved with due regard for
load centre of gravity, access, obstacles
wind conditions and final resting
position(s).

2.1.6

Any specifications given by the designer
relative to the load are followed.

2.1.7

The stability of the load is ensured
throughout the load movement procedure.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the nonnal workplace etivironment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment is to include dogging work only, ie the application of slinging techniques including the
selection and inspection of lifting gear and the direction of the crane/hoist operator in the
movement of the load including when the load is out of view of the operator.
Signals for load moving are given using any of the following methods:
•
•
•
••

verbally;
with hand signals to Australian Standards;
with whistles/hooters lo Australian Standards;
with two-way radios/telephones: and
with light signals to Australian Standards.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/T enitorv Ol IS legislation standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being .'.elected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.

<iS
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
RIGGING

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - PLAN AND PREPARE WORK
1.1

Plan job.

! .2

Select, inspect and if necessary repair material and tools.

1.3

Coordinate transport or equipment to site as necessary.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - COMPLETE RIGGING WORK
2.1

Prepare site for rigging work.

2.2

Move loads.

2.3

Place and secure the load.

2.4

Ensure continuing stability.

2.5

Dismantle and remove loadshifting equipment.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - DEMOLISH STRUCTURES AND/OR I'LANT (FOR INTERMEDIATE AND
ADVANCED SCAFFOLDING ONLY)
3.1

Plan job and execute the job.
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Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1.1.1

Plan job.

Site plans and drawings and industry
practices are interpreted as necessary.

1.1.2 Work specifications are interpreted in
conjunction with drawings as necessary.
1.1.3 Potential hazards are identified from the
plans, drawings and specifications.
1.1.4 Basic line drawings are prepared as
necessary,
1.1.5 Any basic marking plans and material
schedules are interpreted.
1.1.6 Potential hazards associated with lhe use
of cranes and other load moving
equipment are identified and measures to
eliminate or control these hazards are
planned.
1.1.7

Site information is obtained as necessary.

1.1.8 Potential hazards are identified, such as:
- overhead power lines
- trees
- overhead service lines such as
steam, gas. water, telephone
underground services
- uneven and/or unstable ground
- allowable floor loading as
appropriate.
-other workers ;ind persons
- surrounding buildings/vessels/
structures/equipment
- hazardous materials
corrosive substances
.-- barricades
- inadequate lighting
-radio interference.

oy
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1.1.9 Optimum prevention/control measures
are .selected.
1.1.10 Adequate site access and egress is
identified.
1.1.11 Site sketches are drawn and dimensions
taken as necessary.
1.1.12 Coordination requirements with other site
personnel are determined.
1.1.13 I )etermine or confirm appropriate mass
and dimensions of load.
1.1.14 Appropriate materials, tools and
equipment is identified including:
- slings
rope
shackles
-eye bolts
spreader beams and equalising gear
-clamps
- pulley systems
chain blocks and pull lifts
jack,
skids, skates and sliding shoes
rollers
cradle timbers
chocks and wedges
- packers
fish-plates and bolts
feeier gauges
rigging screws
- lurters
turn buckles.
i l l s Check for appropriate approv als for work
and foi pel's HIS.
1.1.16 I'm; job method and sequence is
developed to include hazard prevention,
control measures and safety procedures.
1.1.17 The job feasibility and schedule are
checked w ith the client, and other persons
as necessarv.
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1.1.18 The job is developed to include hazard
prevention/control measures and to
applicable Australian Standards, codes of
practice and to equipment manufacturer's
specifications.
1.1.19 The existence of appropriate instructions
from the load designer is checked. The
designer is consulted for appropriate
instructions for more complex load
movement tasks where written
instructions are not provided.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

12

1.2.1 Appropriate rigging equipment, materials
and tooling are inspected and damaged or
worn items are labelled and rejected.

Select, inspect and if
necessary repair material and
tools.

1.2.2 Rejected equipment, materials and
tooling are repaired or sent for repair or
destroyed. Records are maintained of
inspection or repair as required.
1.2.3 Alter or arrange alteration of standard
equipment, materials and tooling for the
job.
1.2.4 Develop any special equipment required
for the job. The special equipment is
manufactured or arrangements are made
for the manufacture.

r:

.5 Select and assemble sets of lifting gear to
Australian Standards and codes of
practice where appropriate.
.2.6 Where appropriate. Safe Working Load is
calculated to Australian Standards.
Rigging gear is prepared in accordance
with codes of practice.
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Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3.1

Sequence loading of equipment and
tooling on transport in order suitable for
job method.

) .3.2

Arrange load to avoid injury or damage.

Coordinate transport of
equipment to site as
necessary.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and rigging work associated with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

movement of plant and equipment:
steel erection,
particular hoists;
placement of precast concrete:
safety nets and static lines
mast climbers:
perimeter safety .screens and shatters; and
cantilevered crane loading pi:uto<ms;

and excludes work including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of load equalising gear,
rigging of cranes, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs;
all hoists with jibs and self climbing hoists;
demolition;
dual lifts,
rigging of gin poles and, shear legs:
flying foxes and cahleways:
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricate*.! hung scaffolds

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory QMS legislation, standards and code-; of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being setected before safe work practices and persona!
protective equipment
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Unit of Competence
2.0

Complete rigging work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

The site is isolated using barriers as
necessary.

2.1.2

Safety procedures are implemented,
including necessary signage.

2.1.3

Where appropriate, assemble and erect
lifting or pulling device.

Prepare site for rigging work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

T T

Move loads.

Load moving is performed in accordance
with planned hazard prevention and
control measures, to approved safe work
practices, and to appropriate Australian
Standards, codes of practice and
manufacturer's specifications.
Work is performed safely at heights
tUiiL'oi 0!" uncompleted structures and-'or
within uncompleted structures and/or in
confined and enclosed spaces.

2.2.3

Load connection equipment and where
appropriate load movement equipment is
inspected for .safety.

2.2.4

Equipment is connected to load to
manufacturer's specifications and
Australian Standards as appropriate.

2.2.5

Connect load to movement, device with
appropriate techniques using appropriate
equipment including alt types of:
- slings
- rope
- shackles
-- eye bolts
• • spreader beams and equalising gear
- clamps
pulley systems
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- chain blocks and pull lifts
- winches
-jacks
- skids, skates and sliding shoes
rollers
- cradle timbers
- chocks and wedges
- packers
- fish-plates and bolts
feeler gauges
- rigging screws
- turfers
- turn buckles.
2.2.6

Calculate loads and appropriate safe
working loads using load charts and
standard calculation rules.

2.2.7

Appropriate communication and signal
methods are used to coordinate the load
movement with safety, including signals
to.

- stop
- raise
lower
slew - left and right
luff - boom up and down
extend boom
retract boom.
Signals are given botli within sight and
out of sight of equipment operator.
2.2.8

The ioad is moved with due regard for
load centre of gravity, access, obstacles
wind conditions and final resting
position(s).
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2.2.9 Any specifications given by the designer
relative to the load are followed.
2.2.10 The stability of the load is ensured
throughout the load movement procedure.
2.2.11 Load shifting equipment is used in a
manner that, maintains adequate stability.
2.2.12 Rigging gear is used in accordance with
codes of practice and guides.
2.2.13 Safety nets and static lines are erected as
necessary.
Range Statement for Element of Competence 2.2
Signals for load moving are given using any of the following methods:
verbally:
with hand signals to Australian Standards:
with whisties/hooters to Australian Standards:
with two-way radios/telephones: and
with light .signals to Australian Standards.
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Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.3

2.3.1

Appropriate materials for fixing and
anchoring the load are checked and
selected.

2.3.2

Appropriate fixing methods are used to
secure the load. Load securing may
include both temporary and permanent
methods including appropriate temporary
bracing and load supports.

2.3.3

Temporary securing is installed where
hazards and weather conditions may van'
during the load movement and/or
construction.

2.3.4

The load is lowered safely using
appropriate equipment and
communication methods.

2.3.5

Appropriate designer's specifications are
followed during the placement and .
securing of'.lie load.

Place and secure the load.

Range Statement for Element of Competence 2.3
Signals for load moving arc. given using any of the following methods:

•
•
•

verbally:
with hand signals to Australian Standards:
with whistles/hooters to Australian Standards:
with two-way radios/telephones: and
with light signals to Australian Standards.
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Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.4

2.4.1
•

Load movement procedure is followed to
ensure load and/or structural stability.

2.4.2

Any temporary bracing and/or load
support is maintained until continuing
stability is ensured.

2.4.3

Manufacturer's and/or designer's
specifications relating to load stability are
followed.

2.4.4

The load and/or structure is completed to
manufacturer's, designer's specifications
and to appropriate Australian Standards.

2.4.5

Local conditions which may effect the
continuing stability are identified and
measures taken to ensure continuing
stability.

Ensure continuing stability.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.5

2.5.1

Loadshifting equipment is dismantled in a
safe and orderly manner.

2.5.2

Appropriate steps are taken to dismantle
and remove items brought on site during
site preparation.

Dismantle and remove
ioadshlfling equipment

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and rigging work associated with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

movement of plant and equipment;
steel erection;
particular hoists;
placement of pre-cast concrete;
safety nets and static lines:
mast climbers;
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•
•

perimeter safety screens and shutters; and
cantilevered crane loading platforms;

and excludes work including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of load equalising gear;
rigging
of cranes, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs;
all hoists with jibs and self climbing hoists;
demolition;
dual lifts;
rigging of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and cableways;
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1-1.1

Site plans and drawings and industry
practices are interpreted as necessary.

1.1.2

Work specifications are interpreted in
conjunction with drawings as necessary.

Plan job.

1. L .3 Potential hazards are identified from the
plans, drawings and specifications.
1.1.4

Basic line drawings are prepared as
necessary.

1.1.5 Any basic marking plans and material
schedules are interpreted.
1.1.6

Potential hazards associated witli the use
of cranes and other load moving
equipment are identified and measures to
eliminate or control these hazards are
planned.

I. U

Site information is obtained as necessary.

1.1.8 Potential hazards are identified, such as:
- overhead power lines
- trees
-overhead service lines such as
steam, gas, water, telephone
- underground services
- uneven and/or unstable ground
- allowable floor loading as
appropriate
- other workers and persons
-surrounding
buildings/vessels/siructures/
equipment
- hazardous materials
- corrosive substances
- barricades
inadequate lighting
- radio interference.

?y
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1.1.9 Optimum prevention/control measures
are selected
1.1.10 Adequate site access and egress is
identified.
1.1.11 Site sketches are drawn and dimensions
taken as necessary.
1.1.12 Coordination requirements with other site
personnel are determined.
1.1 13 Determine or confirm appropriate mass
and dimensions of load.
1.1.14 Appropriate materials, tools and
equipment is identified including:
- slings
- rope
shackles
- e y e bolts
spreader beams and equalising gear
- clamps
- pulley systems
chain blocks and pull lifts
winches
- jacks
- skids, skates and sliding shoes
rollers
cradle timbers
chocks and wedges
- packers
• fish plates and bolts
-feeler gauges
rigging screws
- (infers
• turn buckles.
1.1.15 Check for appropriate approvals for work
and for persons
1.1.16 The job plan is developed to include
hazard prevention/control measures and
method and safety procedures.

.S'i
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1.1.17 The job feasibility and schedule are
checked with the client, and other persons
als necessary.;"".'.'.
1.1.18 The job is planned to applicable
Australian Standards, codes of practice
and to equipment manufacturer's
specifications.
1.1.19 The existence of appropriate instructions
from the load designer is checked. The
designer is consulted for appropriate
instructions for more complex load
movement tasks where written
instructions are not provided.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

1.2.1 Appropriate rigging equipment, materials
and tooling are inspected and damaged or
worn items are labelled and rejected.

Select, inspect and if
necessary repair material and
tools.

1.2.2 Rejected equipment, materials and
tooling are repaired or sent forrepai; or
destroyed. Records are maintained of
inspection or repair as required.
1.2.3 Alter or arrange alteration of standard
equipment, materials and tooling for the
job.
1.2.4 Develop any special equipment required
• ' . • • ' for the job. The special equipment is
manufactured or arrangements are made
for the manufacture.
1.2.5 Select and assemble sets of lifting gear to
Australian Standards and codes of
practice where appropriate.
1.2.6 Where appropriate, Safe Working Load is
calculated to Australian Standards.
1.2.7 Rigging gear is prepared in accordance
with codes of practice.

si
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Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3.1 Sequence loading of equipment and
tooling on transport in order suitable for
job method.

Coordinate transport of
equipment to site as
necessary.

1.3.2 Arrange load to avoid injury or damage.
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Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and rigging work associated with:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

movement of plant and equipment;
steel erection;
all hoists;
placement of pre-cast concrete;
safety nets and static lines;
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and .shutters;
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
rigging of cranes, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs;
demolition; and
dual lifts;

and excludes work including:
•
•
•
•

rigging of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and eableways;
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•

current State/Territory Ol IS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE RIGGING
Unit of Competence
2.0

Complete rigging work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

The site is isolated using banners as
necessary.

2.1.2

Safety procedures are implemented,
including necessary signage.

2.1.3

Where appropriate, assemble and erect
lifting or pulling device.

Prepare site for rigging work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2,2 I

Move loads.

Load moving is performed in accordance
with planned hazard prevention and
control measures and approved safe work
practices and to appropriate Australian
Standards, codes of practice and
manufacturer's specifications.

2 J 2 Work is performed safely at heights
and/or on uncompleted structures anoVoi
within uncompleted structures and/or in
confined and enclosed spaces.
2.2.s

Load connection equipment and where
appropriate load movement equipment is
inspected for safety.

2.2.4

Equipment is connected to load to
manufacturer's specifications and
Australian Standards as appropriate.

2.2.} Connect load to movement device with
appropriate techniques using appropriate
equipment including all types of:
-slings
- rope
- shackles
- eye bolts
-spreader beams and equalising gear
- clamps
pulley systems
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- chain blocks and pull lifts
- winches
-jacks
- skids, skates and sliding shoes
- rollers
- cradle timbers
- chocks and wedges
- packers
- fish-plates and bolts
- feeler gauges
- rigging screws
- turfers
- turn buckles.
2.2.6

Calculate loads and appropriate safe
working loads using load charts and
standard calculation rules.

2.2.7

Appropriate communication and signal
methods are used to coordinate the load
movement with safety, including signals
to:
- stop
raise
- lower
-slew-left and right
- luff - boom up and down
extend boom
retract boom.
Signals are given both within sight and
out of sight of equipment operator.

2.2.S

The load is moved with clue regard for
load centre of gravity, access, obstacles
wind conditions and final resting
posiiion(s).

2.2.9

Any specifications given by the designer
relative to the load are followed.

2.2.10 The stability of the load is ensured
throughout the load movement procedure.
2.2.11 Load shifting equipment is used in a
manner that maintains adequate stability.
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2.2.12 Rigging gear is used in accordance with
codes of practice and guides.
2.2.13 Safety nets and Static lines are erected as
necessary.
Range Statement for Clement of Competence 2.2
Signals for load moving are given using any of the following methods:
verbally;
with hand signals to Australian Standards;
with whistles/hooters to Australian Standards;
with two-way radios/telephones; and
with light signals to Australian Standards.

so
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CLASS - INTERMEDIATE RIGGING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.3

2.3.1

Appropriate materials for fixing and
anchoring the load are checked and
selected.

2.3.2

Appropriate fixing methods are used to
secure the load. Load securing may
include both temporary and permanent
methods including appropriate temporary
bracing and load supports.

2.3.3

Temporary securing is installed where
hazards and weather conditions may vary
during the load movement and/or
construction.

2.3.4

The load is lowered safely using
appropriate equipment and
communication methods.

2.3.5

Appropriate designer's specifications are
followed during the placement and
securing of she load.

Place and secure the load.

Range Statement for Dement of Competence 2.3
Signals for load moving are given using any of the following methods:
•
•
•
•
•

verbally:
with hand signals to Australian Standards;
with whistles/hooters to Australian Standards'.
with two-way radios/telephones: and
With light signals to Australian Standards.
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Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.4

2.4.1

Load movement procedure is followed to
ensure load and/or structural stability.

2.4.2

Any temporary bracing and/or load
support is maintained until continuing
stability is ensured.

2.4.3

Manufacturer's and/or designer's
specifications relating to load stability are
followed.

2.4.4

The load and/or structure is completed to
manufacturer's, designer's specifications
and to appropriate Australian Standards.

2.4.5

Local conditions which may effect the
continuing stability are identified and
measures taken to ensure continuing
stability.

Ensure continuing stability.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.5

2.5.1

L.oadshifting equipment is dismantled in a
sate and orderly manner.

2.5.2

Appropriate steps are taken to dismantle
and remove items brought on site during
site preparation.

Dismantle and remove
loudshifiing equipment.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environnient(s) or equivalent
Equipmen: range is dogging and rigging work associated with.
movement of plant and equipment:
steel erection;
all hoists;
placement of pre-cast concrete;
safety nets and static lines;
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and shutters;
cantilevered crane loading platforms:
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE RIGGING

•
•••'
«
•
•

slinging and directing of loads;
rigging of cranes, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs;
demolition; and
dual lifts;

and excludes work including
•.
•
•
•

rigging of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and cableways;
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OILS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE RIGGING
Unit of Competence
3.0

Demolish structures and/or plant.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.1

3.1.1

The demolition is planned and carried out
using the same principles as unit of
competence 1.0.

3.1.2

Appropriate safety factors are applied to
load estimations.

3.1.3

Demolition of rigging is carried out to
Australian Standards, codes of practice
and engineer's requirements.

3.1.4

Hazards are identified, which may
include:

Plan job and execute the job.

- impact forces
corroded members
pre and post tensioned concrete
undermined foundations
hidden voids
unidentified services
unknown mass of members
hazardous substances
- unstable structures.
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and rigging work associated with
movement of plant and equipment;
steel erection;
all hoists;

placement of pre-cast concrete;
safety nets and static lines,
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and .shutters;
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
slinging and directing of loads:
rigging of cranes, conveyors, dredges and excavators:
W
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE RIGGING

•
•

tilt-slabs;
demolition: and
dual lifts;

and excludes work including:
•
•
•
•

rigging of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and cableways:
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of liazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Unit of Competence
1.0

Plan and prepare work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1.1.1

Plan job.

Site plans and drawings and industry
practices are interpreted as necessary.

1.1.2 Work specifications are interpreted in
conjunction witli drawings as necessary.
1.1.3 Potential hazards are identified from the
plans, drawings and specifications.
1.1.4

Basic line drawings are prepared as
necessary.

1.1.5

Any basic marking plans and material
schedules are interpreted.

1.1.6 Potential hazards associated with the use
of cranes and other load moving
equipment are identified and measures to
eliminate or control these hazards are

1.1.7

Site information is obtained as necessary.

1.1.8

Potential hazards are identified, such as:
overhead power lines
trees
- overhead service lines such as
steam, gas, water, telephone
- underground services
- uneven and/or unstable ground
allowable floor loading as
appropriate
other workers and persons
- surrounding
biiildings/vessels/struLtures/
equipment
- hazardous materials
corrosive substances
barricades
inadequate lighting
- radio interference.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING

1.1.9 Optimum prevention/control measures
are selected.
I.i. 10 Adequate site access and egress is
identified.
i. 1.11 Site sketches are drawn and dimensions
taken as necessary.
1.1.12 Coordination requirements with other site
personnel are determined.
1.1.13 Determine or confirm appropriate mass
and dimensions of load.
1.1.14 Appropriate materials, tools and
equipment is identified including:
- slings
rope
shackles
-eye bolts
- spreader beams ar.d equalising gear
clamps
- pulley systems
- chain blocks and pull lifts
- winches
•jacks
skids, skates and sliding shoes
rollers
cradle timbers
chocks and wedges
•packers
fish-plates and bolts
feeler gauges
•gin poles
shear legs
- tigging screws
turters
turn buckles.
i.! ! 5 Check for appropriate approvals for work
and for persons.
1 I. I f> The ji >b plan is developed to include
hujuird prevention/control measures and
safety procedures.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING

1.1.17 The job feasibility and schedule are
checked with the client, and other persons
as necessary.
1.1.18 The job is planned to applicable
Australian Standards, codes of practice
and to equipment manufacturer's
specifications.
1.1.19 The existence of appropriate instructions
from the load designer is checked. The
designer is consulted for appropriate
instructions for more complex load
movement tasks where written
instructions are not provided.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

1.2.1 Appropriate rigging equipment, materials
and tooling are inspected and damaged or
worn items are labelled and rejected.

Select, inspect and if
necessary repair material and
tools.

1.2.2 Rejected equipment, materials and
tooling are repaired or sent for repair or
destroyed. Records are maintained of
inspection or repair as required.
1.2.3 Alter or arrange alteration of standard
equipment, materials and tooling for the
job.
1.2.4 Develop any special equipment required
for the job. The special equipment is
manufactured or arrangements
are made for the manufacture.
1.2.5 Select and assemble sets of lifting gear to
Australian Standards and codes of
practice where appropriate.
! .2.6 Where appropriate, Safe Working Load is
calculated to Australian Standards.
! .2.7 Rigging gear is prepared in accordance
with codes of practice.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3.1 Sequence loading of equipment and
tooling on transport in order suitable for
job method.

Coordinate transport of
equipment to site as
necessary.

1.3.2 Arrange load to avoid injury or damage.

%
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and all rigging work including:
movement of plant and equipment;
steel erection;
all hoists;
placement of pre-cast concrete;
safety nets and static lines;
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and shutters;
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
slinging and directing of loads;
rigging of cranes hoists, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs:
demolition;
dual lifts:
rigging of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and cableways;
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds,
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before sate work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Unit of Competence
2.0

Complete rigging work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

The site is isolated using barriers as
necessary.

2.1.2

Safety procedures are implemented,
including necessary signage.

2.1.3

Where appropriate, assemble and erect
lifting or pulling device.

Prepare site for rigging work.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2.2.1

Load moving is performed in accordance
with planned hazard prevention and
control measures, to approved safe work
practices and to appropriate Australian
Standards, codes of practice and
manufacturer's specifications.

2.2.2

Work is performed safely at heights
and/or on uncompleted structures and/or
within uncompleted structures and/or in
confined and enclosed spaces.

2.2.3

Load connection equipment and where
appropriate load movement equipment i.s
inspected for safety.

2.2.4

Equipment is connected to load to
manufacturer's specifications and
Ausualian Standards as appropriate.

2.2.5

Connect load to movement device with
appropriate techniques using appropriate
equipment including all types of:

Move loads.

- slings
rope
shackles
eye bolts
-spreader beams and equalising gear
-clamps
- pulley systems

•r<
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
- chain blocks and pull lifts
- winches
-jacks
•skids, skates and sliding shoes
- rollers
- cradle timbers
- chocks and wedges
- packers
- fish-plates and bolts
-gin poles
shear legs
- feeler gauges
- rigging screws
- turfers
- turn buckles.
2.2.6

Calculate loads and appropriate safe
working loads using load charts and
standard calculation rules.

2.2.7

Appropriate communication and signal
methods are used to coordinate the load
movement with safety, including signals
to:

stop
raise
lower
slew - left and right
-luff - boom up and down
-- extend boom
retract boom.
Signals arc given both within sight and
out of sight of equipment operator.
2.2.8

The load is moved with due regard for
load centre of gravity, access, obstacles
wind conditions and final resting
position^)

2.2.')

Any specifications given by the designer
relative to the load are followed.

2.2.10 The stability of the load is ensured
throughout the load movement procedure.

9'i
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS-ADVANCED RIGGING

2.2.11 Load shifting equipment is used in a
manner that maintains adequate stability.
2.2.12 Rigging gear is used in accordance with
codes of practice and guides.
2.2.13 Safety nets and static lines are erected as
necessary.
Range Statement for Element of Competence 2.2

Signals for load moving are given using any of the following methods:
verbally;

with hand signals to Australian Standards;
with whistles/hooters to Australian Standards;
with two-way radios/telephones; and
with light signals to Australian Standards.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RTGGING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.3

2.3.1 Appropriate materials for fixing and
anchoring the load are checked and
selected.

Place and secure the load.

2.3.2 Appropriate fixing methods are used to
secure the load. Load securing may
include both temporary and permanent
methods including appropriate temporary
bracing and load supports.
2.3.3 Temporary securing is installed where
hazards and weather conditions may vary
during the load movement and/or
construction.
2.3.4 The load is lowered safely using
appropriate equipment and
communication methods.
2.3.5 Appropriate designer's specifications are
followed during the placement and
securine of the load.
Range Statement for Element of Competence 2.3
Signals for load moving are given using any of the following methods:
•
•
•
•

verbally;
with hand signals to Australian Standards;
with whistles/hooters to Australian Standards;
with two-way radios/telephones; and
with light signals to Australian Standards.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.4

2.4.1

Load movement procedure is followed to
ensure load and/or structural stability.

2.4.2

Any temporary bracing and/or load
support is maintained until continuing
stability is ensured.

2.4.3

Manufacturer's and/or designer's
specifications relating to load stability are
followed.

2.4.4

The load and/or structure is completed to
manufacturer's, designer's specifications
and to appropriate Australian Standards.

2.4.5

Local conditions which may effect the
continuing stability are identified and
measures taken to ensure continuing
stability.

Ensure continuing stability.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.5

2.5.1

Loadshifting equipment is dismantled in a
safe and orderly manner

2.5.2

Appropriate steps are taken to dismantle
and remove items brought on site during
.site preparation.

Dismantle and remove
loadshifting equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and all rigging work including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

movement of plant and equipment:
steel erection;
all hoists;
placement of pre-cast concrete:
safety nets and static lines;
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and shutters;
cantilevered crane loading platforms:
slinging and directing of loads;
rigging of cranes hoists, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs;
demolition;
dual lifts;

rigging
of gin poles and shear legs;
flying foxes and cableways;
guyed derricks and structures; and
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Unit of Competence
3.0

Demolish structures and/or plant.

Element of Competence

Performance C ri teria

3.1

3.1.1 The demolition is planned and carried out
using the same principles as unit of
competence 1.0.

Plan job and execute the job.

3.1.2 Appropriate safety factors are applied to
load estimations.
3.1.3 Demolition is carried out to Australian
Standards, codes of practice and
engineer's requirements.
3.1.4 Hazards are identified, which may
include:
- impact forces
-corroded members
- pre and post tensioned concrete
- undermined foundations
bidden voids
unidentified services
unknown mass of members
hazardous substances
unstable structures.

KM
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING
CLASS - ADVANCED RIGGING
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Equipment range is dogging and rigging work associated with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
• .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

movement of plant and equipment;
steel erection;
all hoists;
placement of pre-cast concrete:
safety nets and static lines;
mast climbers;
perimeter safety screens and shutters:
cantilevered crane loading platforms;
slinging and directing of loads;
rigging of cranes hoists, conveyors, dredges and excavators;
tilt-slabs;
demolition;
dual lifts;
rigging of gin poles, shear legs;
flying foxes and cableways;
guyed derricks and structures; ami
suspended scaffolds and fabricated hung scaffolds.

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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1. PREAMBLE
This schedule covers three categories of equipment, cranes, hoists and miscellaneous, and specifies 14
classes of certificates and their competency standards as part of the National Occupational Health and
Safety Ca-tification Standard for Users and Operators of Industrial Equipment [NOHSC: 1006 (1992)].-
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2. DEFINITIONS
The f o l l o w i n g definitions for the areas of w o r k covered by this schedule have been used, and are
based on the cranes and hoists being power operated, excluding lifts and mine w i n d i n g equipment.
Tower cranes. A jib or boom crane mounted m

a tower structure, demountable or permanent,

including both horizontal and luffing jib types.
Derrick cranes. A slewing strut-boom crane w i t h its boom pivoted at the base of a mast w h i c h is either
guyed (guy-derrick) or held by backstays (stiff-leg derrick) and which is capable of luffing under load.
Portal boom cranes. A boom crane or jib crane mounted on a portal frame, w h i c h is supported on
runways along which the crane may travel
Bridge or gantry cranes:
Bridge.

A crane comprising a bridge beam mounted at each end to an end carriage, capable of

travelling along elevated runways and having one or more hoisting mechanisms arranged to traverse
across -he bridge.
Gantry.

A crane comprising a bridge beam, supported at each end by legs mounted on end carriages,

capable of travelling o n supporting surfaces or deck levels, whether fixed or not and w h i c h has a crab
w i t h one or more hoisting units arranged to travel across the bridge.
Bridge and Gantry.

Excluded are cranes o f the type that are controlled from a location remote to a

permanent cabin/control station on the crane and thai have three or less powered operations, that is,
hoist raise and lower i> one operation.
Vehicle loading cranes (capacity

ten metre tonnes arid above). Crane mounted on a vehicle for the

principal purpose of loading and unloading such a vehicle.
Non-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity). A mobile crane incorporating a boom
or jib which dot's not slew in respect to the carrier or crane structure, but does not include vehicle towtruck operations.
Slewing mobile cranes. A mobile crane incorporating a boom or jib which is capable of being slewed.
This includes articulated type mobile cranes and locomotive cranes, but excludes front-end loader,
back-hoe, excavator or like equipment when configured for crane operation.
Materials platlorm hoist A builder's hoist by which onlv goods 01 materials and not personnel may be
hoisted and where the car, bucket 01 platform i.-. cantilevered from, and travels up and d o w n
externally to, a face of the support structure
Personnel and materials hoist A bonder's hoist in which personnel, goods a n d / o r materials may be
hoisted, and w h i c h comprises a car, structure, machinery oi other equipment associated w i t h the
hoist, a i d which may be either a cantilever hoist, a tower hoist or a multiple winch operation
Included in this definition are situations where winches may be configured to operate as hoists for the
transportation of personnel.
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Boom-type elevating work platforms. A telescoping device, hinged device, or articulated device or any
combination of these used to support a platform on which personnel, equipment and materials may
be elevated to perform work. Excluded from this definition are elevating work platforms of less than
11 metre boom length.
Concrete placing booms. A mobile truck mounted plant incorporating knuckle boom, capable of power
operated slewing and luffing to place concrete by way of pumping through a pipeline attached to, or
forming part of, the boom of the plant.
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3. CERTIFICATE CLASSES
The schedule covers 11 classes of certificates related to cranes, two related to hoists, and one to
misceJlaneous. The certificate classes are listed below.
The Slewing Mobile Crane open/over 100 tonnes Certificate encompasses the requirements for the up
to 100 tonnes Certificate.
The Slewing Mobile Crane up to 100 tonnes Certificate encompasses the requirements for the up to 60
tonnes Certificate.
The Slewing Mobile Crane up to 60 tonnes Certificate encompasses the requirements for the up to 20
tonnes Certificate.
The Slewing Mobile Crane up to 20 tonnes Certificate, encompasses the requirements for the NonSlewing Mobile Crane Certificate and the Vehicle Loading Crane Certificate.
The Vehicle Loading Crane Certificate encompasses the requirements for the Non-Slewing Mobile
Crane Certificate.

Cranes
1.

Tower cranes.

2.

I5errick cranes.

3.

Portal boom cranes.

4.

Bridge and g.intry cranes

5.

Vehicle loading cranes.

6.

Nun-stewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity).

7.

Slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes).

8.

Slewing mobile cranes (up to 60 tonnes).

9.

Slewing mobile cranes (up to 100 tonnes).

10.

Slewing mobile cranes (open/over 100 tonnes)

11.

Boom-type elevating work platforms (boom length 11 metres or more).

Hoists
12.

Materials hoists (cantilever platforms).

13.

Hoists (personnel and materials).

Miscellaneous
14.

Concrete placing booms
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4. SCOPE OF COMPETENCY STANDARDS
CRANES
Competency units 'Assess and secure equipment and work area' and Secure and transfer load' apply
to all classes of certificate for each type of crane except Boom-type Elevating Work Platforms. The
units 'Set up and dismantle crane' and 'Carry out special operations' apply to mobile cranes and tower
cranes for some elements. Applicants applying for a certificate of competence for a particular crane
shall be required to undergo a separate competency assessment in each relevant unit and element for
each type of crane.
Units of Competence
1.0

Assess and secure equipment and work area.

2.0

Secure and transfer load.

3.0

Set up and dismantle mobile or tower cranes.

4.0

Carry out special operations with mobile or tower cranes.

5.0

Carry out special operations with mobile cranes - piling.

BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS
Units of Competence
1.0

Assess and secure equipment and work area.

2.11

Operate elevating work platform

3.0

Set up and dismantle elevating work platform.

HOISTS
Operators applying for certificates of competency in hoists shall be required to undergo a separate
competency assessment for each class of hoist in each unit and element.
Units of Competence
1.0

Assess and secure equipment and work area.

2.0

Operate hoist.
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MISCELLANEOUS
CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
Operators applying for certificates of competency in concrete placing booms shall be required to
undergo a separate competency assessment for each class in each unit and element.
Units of Competence
1.0

Assess and secure equipment and work area.

2.0

Pump concrete.

3.0

Set up and dismantle boom.

11-4
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
CRANES

COMPEIENCY UNIT 1 - ASSESS AND SECURE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREA
1.1

Conduct routine checks.

1.2

Plan work.

1.3

Check controls and lilting gear.

1.4

Shut down crane.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - SECURE AND TRANSFER LOAD
2.1

Secure load.

2.2

Conduct trial lift.

2.3

Transfer load.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - SET UP AND DISMANTLE MOBILE OR TOWER CRANKS
3.1

Plan assembly/dismantling.

3.2

Set up crane.

3.3

Dismantle crane.

3.4

Erect and dismantle tower crane.
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COMPETENCY UNIT 4 - CARRY OUT SPECIAL OPERATIONS WITH MOBILE OR TOWER
CRANES
4.1

Use crane for demolition.

4.2

Travel crane.

4.3

Carry out multiple crane lift.

COMPETENCY UNIT 5 - CARRY OUT SPECIAL OPERATIONS WITH MOBILE CRANES PILING

m$

5.1

Prepare crane for piling service.

5.2

Erect pile.

5J

Drive pile.

5.4

Extract pile.

^ ^ m ^ - :

:
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Unit of Competence
1.0

Assess and secure equipment and work area.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1.1.1

Conduct routine checks.

Routine pre-operational equipment
checks are carried out in accordance with
the checklist provided for the crane.

1.1.2 The service log book for the crane is
checked to ensure all service
requirements have been met and action
taken as required.
1.! .3

Prior to operation, equipment and site
area are visually checked for any
evidence of damage, structural weakness
or interference, and any faults reported to
an authorised person for corrective action.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

12.1

A workplace operations plan is developed
in consultation with the relevant
authorised workplace personnel. The plan
takes into account job requirements,
priorities, workplace rules and
procedures, identified hazards and hazard
control measures

1.2.2

Site hazards including:

Plan work,

• power lines
trees
-overhead service lines
~ bridges
surrounding buildings
obstructions
- structures
facilities
other equipment
- dangerous materials
• underground services
- recently filled benches
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
are identified and correct hazard control
strategies developed in accordance with
AS 2550 Clause 2.5 (Siting of the Crane).
1.2.3

Plans for emergency procedures take into
account the location of first aid and (Ire
fighting equipment, amenities and
access/egress points in the workplace.

1.2.4

Precautions are taken to accommodate the
effects of weather conditions in
accordance with the requirements of AS
2550 Clause 2.9.18 (Weather
Conditions). This includes, where
necessary, deciding to aboil crane
operation where weather conditions
exceed acceptable limits.

1.2.5 The operations plan ensures that the work
area is correctly illuminated.
1,2.(> The rig's load chart is located and
information on permissible loads, radii,
weights, boom and jib configurations
noted and taken into account in
operational plans.
1.2.7

The signals and signalling systems to be
used are confirmed with associated
personnel, in accordance with AS 2550
Clause 2.9,10 (Signals),

1.2 S The use of safety tags on electrical
switches/isolators (where relevant) is
noted and correct hazard control
procedures developed in consultation
with authorised personnel.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3.1 The crane is started in accordance with
equipment procedures and checks made
for any abnormal noise or movement.
Any abnormal operation is reported to an
authorised person for corrective action.

Check controls and lifting
gear.

1.3.2

The operating and emergency controls
and safety devices are located and
identified and their correct operation
tested in accordance with prescribed
procedures.

1.3.3

All communication equipment, lighting
and alarm systems are checked for correct
operation.

1.3.4 Defective controls, communication
equipment, safety devices, lighting, or
alarms are reported to authorised
personnel for corrective action and the
defects entered into the crane's service
log book
1.3.5

The operating radii of the crane for
planned operations is/are verified and
measured taking into account the
estimated increase in radius due to boom
deflection. The boom is slewed at the
planned radii to check that there are no
unanticipated complications or
obstructions.

1.3.6

Slings and lifting gear are checked.
Defective slings or lifting gear are
identified and segregated and reported to
an authorised person for disposal, repair
and/or replacement in accordance with
the requirements of AS 2550 Clau.se
2.12.3.3 (Lifting Equipment).
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Dement of Competence

Performance Criteria

J .4

1.4.1

Shut down crane.

The crane is shut down using the correct
sequence of procedures in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions.

1.4.2 Routine post-operational equipment
checks are carried out in accordance with
the checklist provided for the crane.
1.4.3 The relevant motion locks and brakes are
applied.
1.4.4

All lifting equipment is checked in
consultation with associated personnel for
any signs of wear or damage in
accordance with AS 2550 Clause 2.) 2.3.3
(Lifting Equipment).

1.4.5 All defective equipment is segregated and
reported to an authorised person for
collective action and/or replacement.
i .4.6

The crane and equipment are correctly
stowed and secured iii accordance with
manufacturer's instructions and AS 2550
Clause 2.7.1 (Leaving the Crane
Unattended).
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Range Statement

This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace enviroiinient(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to all configurations of the
following cranes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tower cranes;
derrick cranes;
portal boom cranes;
bridge or gantry cranes (cabin and remote over three operations);
vehicle loading cranes (capacity 10 metre tonnes and above):
non-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity);
slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes);
slewing mobile cranes (up to 60 tonnes);
slewing mobile cranes (up to ! 00 tonnes); and
slewing mobile cranes (open/over 100 tonnes).

Evidence of competency is to encompass ihe.satisfactory, application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OILS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being sele.aed before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Unit of Competence
2.0

Secure and transfer load.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

The weight of the load is correctly
estimated in consultation with associated
personnel.

2.1.2

The sling configuration and choice of
lifting gear are checked, in consultation
with associated personnel, to ensure:

Secure load.

they ate appropriate for safe
operation
- they will not damage the load
• they satisfy the requirements of AS
2550 Clause 2.9.8 (Lifting
Attachments) and 2.9.9 (Control of
Load).
Corrective action is taken if required.
-> i

<

The use ot packing or dunnage to protect
the load or to facilitate the connection of
lifting gear is checked for correct
application in consultation with
associated personnel. Corrective action is
taken if required.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2.2 I

A trial lift, particularly for near capacity
loads or loads of unusual weight
distribution or shape, is carried out
according to workplace procedures.

2. 2 2

Willi the load just suspended off the
lifting plane, checks are made in
consultation with associated personnel
that:

Conduct trial lift.

- the load is correctly slung
- all crane equipment is functioning
properly
hydraulic or pneumatic systems
(where relevant) are at the required
operating pressure.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES

2.2.3

Where a trial lift reveals an unacceptable
operational situation, the load is lowered
and appropriate corrective action taken.

2.2.4

Where load measuring devices are fitted,
the estimated weight is verified and
load/radius calculations are revised as
required.

2.2.5

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.3

2.3.1

Transfer toad.

Load is hoisted and lowered into position
using all relevant crane movements in
accordance with AS 2550 Clauses 2.9.6
(Crane Operations). 2.9.12 (Operational
Conditions) and 2.9.17 (Special Duties)
aie correctly satisfied.
The necessary movements may include:
I lifting
slewing
- hoisting (raising and lowering)
telescoping boom
travelling.

2.32

Boom is positioned to ensure load to be
lifted i.s plumbed under hook.

2.3.3

Each load is assessed in consultation with
associated personnel for the need for a tag
liatHlliiie. Where control of the load is
critical, a decision is made to attach a
suitable tagline.

2 3.4

All required signals are correctly given
and interpreted in accordance with AS
2550 Clause 2.9.10 (Signals)

2.3.5

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of coiiipetenee will apply to all configurations of the
following cranes:

•
•
•
«
•
•
•
•

tower cranes;
derrick cranes;
portal boom cranes:
bridge or gantry cranes (cabin and remote over three operations);
vehicle loading cranes (capacity 10 metre tonnes and above):
non-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity);
slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes):
slewing mobile cranes (up to 60 tonnes);
slewing mobile cranes (up to 100 tonnes); and
slewing mobile cranes (open/over 100 tonnes).

F.videnee of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OILS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control nieiiMiiet being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Unit of Competence
3.0

Set up ami dismantle mobile or tqwer' cranes.

Element of Competence
3.1

Plan assembly/dismantling.

Performance Criteria* "J.
•3.1.1 J\ suitable unobstructed level workplace
« sjte is selected for the assembly of the
bodrn or jib.. .- r •
3,1.2.' A suitable firm and level standing is
::..;: 1; correctly chosen and prepared for the
- \ " location of the crane.
3.1.3. The qualifications of person(s) authorised
-•".' ;-;':to; supervise the crane
•'-.!erection/dismantling are checked to
•?:\)X-', -verify they hold the required certificates
, ,'-;-v"of competency.' -~}';":
3. J ,4 Planned procedures for both the assembly
; -'/
and dismantling of the crane are
-..-:,.'.-.;...'. developed in accordance with the AS
2550 Clauses 2.6 (Erection and
Dismantling), 3.5.4 (Booms or Jib
Suspension), AS 1418 (Part 5) (Mobile
Cranes) and other statutory regulations

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

}.2

3.2.1 The planned procedures for the assembly
of the boom/jib are carried out in
'"':• accordance with manufacturer's
instructions and the requirements of AS
. : 2550.Clauses 2.6 (Erection, Dismantling
and Transportation) the relevant parts of
AS 1418 and other relevant statutory
: regulations. .';;••••

Set up crane.

3.2.2 The outriggers and stabilisers are
.;COrnjctly deployed in accordance with
.'- .-manufacturer's instructions and AS 2550
Clause 3.5.6 (Outriggers) and other
• • relevant statutory regulations.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES

3.2.3 . Plates or packing are correctly used under
the footplates, as required, to adequately
; v," distribute the loading to ensure that the
bearing capacity of the crane standing is
not exceeded.
3.2.4 The block is reeved and the boom raised
in accordance with the manufacturer's
:
: . ;••:'(^instructions.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.3

3.3.1 The planned procedures for the
dismantling of the boom/jib are carried
out in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions and the requirements of AS
'.'.•: 2550 Clauses 2.6 (Erection and
• Dismantling), 3.5 (Erection, Dismantling
and Transportation), the relevant parts of
AS 1418 and other relevant statutory
regulations.

Dismantle crane.

3.3.2 The outriggers and stabilisers are secured
and stowed in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.
3.3.3 Planned hazard control measures are
implemented.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Range Statement
This range statement applies to elements 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for these elements of competence will apply to all configurations of the
following cranes:
non-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity);
slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
slewing mobile cranes (up to 60 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
slewing mobile cranes (up to 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes; and
slewing mobile cranes (open/over 100 tonnes') excluding locomotive cranes.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards anil codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.4

3.4 I

Erect and dismantle tower
crane

Plans are developed and/or interpreted for
the erection, climbing and dismantling of
tower cranes in conjunction with
associated personnel in accordance with
AS 2550 Clauses 2.6 ('Ejection and
Dismantling), 4.6 (Erection and
Dismantling - Tower Cranes').

3.4 2 Certi I ication of associated personnel for
the erection of lower cranes is confirmed.
3.4 3

Planned procedures for the erection,
climbing and dismantling of tower cranes
are carried out in cooperation with
associated personnel and in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions and
relevant statutory requirements.

3.4.4

Planned hazard control measures are
implemented.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES

Range Statement
This range statement applies to element 3.4 only.
All elements are to be satisfied in th.2 normal workplace environmcnt(s) or equivalent.
7'he performance criteria for this element of competence will apply to all configurations of tower
cranes.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current .State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures v\ ith elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANKS AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRA NES
Unit or Competence
4.0

Carry out special operations vvitli mobile or tower cranes.

Element or Competence

Performance Criteria

4.1

4.111

Approval of the relevant statutory
authority is gained for demolition work to
be undertaken. Any conditions or
restrictions are complied with.

4.1.2

The crane is confirmed as suitable for
demolition purposes in accordance with:

Use crane for demolition.

- the crane's operating manual
-AS2551 Clause 2.9.17.3
(Demolition Service)
• AS 2601 Clause 3.3 (Mechanical
Demolition)
4.i.3

All required special safety precautions are
taken and hazard control measures
implemented prioi to commencement of
demolition activities

4.!. i

The si tint: ol the crane and the sequence
of procedures is planned in accordance
with AS 2550 Clause 2.9.17.3
(Demolition Service).

4.1.5

Approval is sought from the authorised
person prior to commencement of
demolition activities.

4. i.()

The crane is tigged for demolition
setvices in accordance with AS 2550.
Clause 2.9.! 7.3 (Demolition Service) and
AS 2601 Clause 3.3 (Mechanical
Demolition)

4.1 7

The planned procedures for demolition
operations are carried out including the
periodic planned relocation of the crane
as required
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Range Statement
This range statement applies to element 4.1 only
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment's) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this element of competence will apply to all configurations of the
following cranes:
non-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity):
slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
slewing mobile cranes (up to 60 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
slewing mobile cranes (up to 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
slewing mobile cranes (open/over 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes; and
tower cranes.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of;
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.2

4.2.1

Route to be travelled is planned to ensure
that the crane traverses firm and level
surfaces

4.2.2

Where slopes are unavoidable, an
authorised person is consulted to ensure
the feasibility of operation and the
necessary hazard control measures are in
place

Travel crane

4.2.3 The crane is travelled in accordance with
AS 2550 Clauses 3.5.8 (Travelling with
Suspended Loads) and 3.5.9,2 (Site
Travelling).
1 his includes:
minimum >peed
gentle acceleration and bulking (to
minimise load swing)
carrying the load near to the ground
surface
use of tagline ropes.

i:- *!
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

4.3

4.3.1 Approval to carry out a multiple crane lift
is obtained from the appropriate statutory
authority.

Carry out multiple crane lift.

4.3.2 The multiple lift is planned and approved
by an authorised person including:
- an assessment of the share of the
load to be carried by each crane
- determination of the types of cranes
suitable for use
- the safety margins and hazard
control measures to be used in the
lift
- the sequence of operations.
4.3.3 The previously authorised plan of
operations is carried out under
supervision of ah authorised person in
accordance with AS 2550 Clause 2.9.16.
(Tandem Hoisting) and other statutory
regulations.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES

Range Statement
This .range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environmcni(.s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to all configurations of the
following cranes in situations in which they are travelled in (he workplace both with and without a
load: ;.'>
;;; non-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity):
n..? slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
vj; slewing mobile cranes (up to 60 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes;
: ;
. 'r slewing mobile cranes (up to 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes; and
slewing mobile cranes (open/over 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application or":
;

»;V'
-current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
"*';,'{; .-the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
';•',; :-^:'- •.engineering control measures being selected before sale work practices and personal
• ' . protective equipment

-m,

m

P

•%->,
\yi
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES
Unit of Competence
5.0

Carry out special operation with mobile crane - piling.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

5.1

5.1.1 The crane is confirmed as suitable for
piling services in accordance with:

Prepare crane tor piling
service.

-the crane operating manual
- AS 255! Clause 2.9.17.4 Piling
Service.
5.1.2

The crane is rigged for piling services in
accordance with crane and piling
attachment manufacturer's
recommendations.

5. i .3

The siting of the crane and the sequence
of procedures is planned in consultation
with authorised personnel.

5.1.4

All required special safety precautions are
taken and hazard control measures
uripkn;ei;;ed prior to commencement of
piling activities

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

5.2

5.2.1

Planned procedures for the erection of the
pile are correctly carried out in
accordance with manufacturer's
instructions including hoisting (raising
and lowering.).

5.2.2

Each loud is assessed in consultation with
associated personnel for the need for a tag
handling- Where control of the load i>
critical a Utglineis used.

5.23

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.

5.2.4

All required signals arc given and
interpreted in accordance with planned
procedure <.

Erect pile
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - CRANES

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

5.3

5.3.1

Pile is driven using planned procedures in
accordance with relevant statutory
requirements.

5.3.2

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.

Drive pile

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

5.4

5.4.1

Pile is extracted using planned procedures
in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions and relevant statutory
requirements.

5.4.2

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.

Extract pile.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to element 5.0 only
Ail elements are to be satisfied in the norma! workplace em uomnewtsj oi equivalent.
The performance criteria for this element of competence will apply to all configuration of (he
following cranes:
•
•
•
•
•

r.on-slewing mobile cranes (greater than three tonnes capacity),
slewing mobile cranes (up to 20 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes):
slewing mobile cranes (up to 6(1 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes);
slewing mobile cranes (up to 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes); and
slewing mobile cranes (opeu/uver 100 tonnes) excluding locomotive cranes).

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current Stare/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation, and
engineering control measures being .•elected before sale work practices and personal
protective equipment.

i w
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - ASSESS AND SECURE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREA
1.1

Conduct routine checks.

1.2

Plan work.

1.3

Check controls.

1.4

Shut down elevating work platform.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - OPERATE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORM
2.1

Plan elevation.

2.2

Carry out elevation.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - SET UP AND DISMANTLE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORM
3.1

Set up elevating work platform.

3.2

Dismantle elevating work platform.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS
Unit of Competence
1 .0

Assess and secure equipment and work area.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1-1.1

Conduct routine cheeks.

Routine preoperational equipment
checks aie carried out in accordance with
the checklist provided for the elevating
work platfomi.

1.1.2 The service log book for the elevating
work platform is checked to ensure all
service requirements have been met and
action taken as required.
1.1.3 Prior to operation, equipment and site
area are visually checked for any
evidence of damage, structural weakness
or interference, and any faults reported to
an authorised person for corrective action.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

i .2.1

A workplace operations plan is developed
in consultation with the relevant
authorised workplace personnel. The plan
takes into account job requirements,
priorities, workplace rules and
procedures, identified hazards and hazard
control measures.

i .2.2

Site hazards including:

Plan work.

- power lines
- trees
-overhead service lines
- bridges
- surrounding buildings
• obstructions
- structures
- facilities
-other equipment
- dangerous materials
-underground services
recently filled Benches

t.l;
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS
arc identified and correct hazard control
; Strategies developed.
.••;•••', r; .±.\*.sl£3r plans for emergency procedures take into
: i "• J ". "'*->.• . - a c c o u n t the location of first aid and fire
fighting equipment, amenities and
-, 'r V-r" •; .accessVcgress points in the workplace.
1.2.4 Precautions are taken to accommodate the
effects of weather conditions. This
includes, where necessary, deciding to
J . : f postpone operations where weather
••'t.,. .conditions exceed acceptable limits.
1.2.5 The operations plan ensures that the work
.;,•':..;,;.'••''•'• • :area is Correctly illuminated.
v :•;•;" "Iti^v The load chart for the elevating work
' < platform the elevating work platform is
, ; ; : v ; ; located and information on permissible
loads, radii and heights noted and taken
into account in operational plans.
Element of Competence
1.3

Check controls.

Performance Criteria
1.3J' The elevating work platform is started in
accordance with equipment procedures
and checks made for any abnormal noise
or movement. Any abnormal operation is
:••'<:;• v; reported to an authorised person for
corrective action.
1.3.2 The,operating and emergency controls
and safety devices are located and
'*: identified and their correct operation
tested in accordance with prescribed
: procedures.
1.3.3 Defective controls, and safety devices,
arereportedto authorised personnel for
corrective action and the defects entered
into the service log book.
1.3.4 All equipment is checked. Defective
; f • equipment is identified and segregated
•';• >v, >
and reported to an authorised person for
! ;• i v .''• disposal, repair and/or replacenvent.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS
Element of Competence
1.4

Shut down elevating work
platforms.';...-'..:. ,'•••• '• %

Si

Performance Criteria
1.4.1 :The elevating work platform is shut down
using the correct sequence of procedures
> in accordance with manufacturer's
?,' il)
instructions. \
„!
1.4.2 Routine post-operational equipment
v^v
checks are carried out in accordance with
.-':.. ••'. the checklist provided for the elevating
/;•'/" work platform.
.:;
1.4.3 The elevating work platform is correctly
stowed and secured in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) of equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to elevating work platforms as
defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
••
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS
Unit of Competence
2.(3

Operate elevating work platform.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

21

2.1.1 Work gear and tools are properly stowed
in the elevating work platform;

Plan elevation.

2.1.2 Emergency descent procedures are
practised in accordance with statutory
requirements.
2.1.3 The weight of the load (personnel and
equipment) is correctly estimated and
taken into account in operational plans.
2.1.4 Elevation procedures are planned in
consultation with other relevant personnel
including appropriate hazard control
strategies.
Element of Competence
Cam.1 out cievation.

Performance Criteria
2 2.! The planned procedures for operating the
elevating work platform are carried out in
accordance with workplace/
manufacturer's procedures including:
- raising boom
- lowering boom
-slewing
- telescoping.
2.2.2 Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.
•y -i •?

Emergency procedures are carried out to
deal with emergency situations such as;
-failure of control
- contact with overhead electrical
conductors
- damage caused by contact with
obstructions
- illness of personnel
- other.

I4H
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING WORK PLATFORMS

Range Statement
This range statement applies to (he whole unit
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to elevating work platforms as
defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current Slate/Temtory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - BOOM-TYPE ELEVATING W O R K P L A T F O R M S
.»£:.•

Unitof pompetence^.^^'^S'^-.:
3.0

';/'4•'•..

S

••..••'•--'".'

Set up and dismantle elevating work platform. > •<• '•;; ^~'M)&4;*f,;vv> V"

Element of Competence

>.*• <t>5;iJ

Set up elevating work
platform.'- •%• •*• .'H-^- :•'

3.1

? v jA'V'T^erformance Criteria ' '"'jiV
3.1.1 A suitable firm and level standing is
• -•-.,. r • •
chosen and prepared for the location of
'??/¥?'•. the elevating work platform.
'V ^ 3,1.2 Outriggers and stabilisers are deployed
':••'!»*•-•' !*.•'•• ?-'•••>
and blocked up as required in accordance
-; ;^/'"j''V/•?;' :-^.\**m manufacturer's instructions.
3.1.3 Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented. "_.--/;

Element of Competence
3.2

Performance Criteria

Dismantle elevating work
platform. '•• \;Y
..

;

'V" ', Cv-'•'«•;"

":'-;./' ; :3-2.J ', The planned procedures for the
• \ ;.•?..: dismantling of the elevating work
platform carried out in accordance with
.; -manufacturer'sinstructions, and relevant
parts of relevant statutory regulations.
'..-.:,>' ;v 3.2.2 The outriggers and stabilisers are secured
and stowed in accordance with
A
manufacturers instructions.
t

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace envirbnment(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to elevating work platforms as
i::
..defined.
'>::^:.:
°.">>-"
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
r
•;*•':' '

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
. the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
.engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
v;i : : :
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
HOISTS

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - ASSESS AND SECURE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREA
1.1

Conduct routine checks.

1.2

Plan work.

13

Check controls and equipment.

1.4

Shut down hoist.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - OPERATE HOIST
2.1

Conduct trial operation.

2.2

Conduct lift.
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C O M P E T E N C Y STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
C A T E G O R Y - HOISTS
.'''.';.-;^i&:

Unit of ('ompetence
1,0

Assess and secure equipment and work area>;'>;\Vr:<;'--;

;

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

J. 1 J ' 'Routine pre-operational equipment
'checks are carried out in accordance with
the checklist provided for the hoist.

Conduct routine checks.

1.1.2 The service log book for the hoist is
checked to ensure all service
requirements have been met and action
taken as required.
1.1.3

Element of Competence

Prior to operation, equipment and site
. area are visually checked for any
evidence of damage, structural weakness
or interference, and any faults reported to
an authorised person for corrective action.

Performance Criteria
1.2.1

A workplace operations plan is developed
in consultation with the relevant
authorised workplace personnel. The plan
takes into account job requirements,
priorities, workplace rules and
procedures, identified hazards and hazard
Control measures.

1.2.2 Site hazards including:
-• power lines
- trees
-overhead service lines
- bridges
-surrounding buildings
- Obstructions
- structures
-facilities
'..".'•; i- other equipment
:' <- dangerous materials
/ v . - underground services
•:. -'" ;-recently filled tienches
".• are identified and correct hazard control
' • strategies developed.

I ts
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - HOISTS
1.2.3 Plans for emergency procedures take into
account the location of first aid and fire
fighting equipment, amenities and
access/egress points in the workplace.
1.2.4

Precautions are taken to accommodate the
;s effects of weather conditions. This
includes, where necessary, deciding to
postpone operations where weather
conditions exceed acceptable limits.

1.2.5 The operations plan ensures that the work
area Is correctly illuminated.
1.2.6 The signals and signalling system to be
used are confirmed with associated
personnel.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.3

1.3.1 The hoist is started in accordance with
equipment procedures and checks made
for any abnormal noise or movement.
Any abnormal operation is reported to an
authorised person for collective action.

Check controls and
equipment.

1.3.2 The operating and emergency controls
and safety devices are located and
identified and their correct operation
tested in accordance with prescribed
procedures,
1.3.3 All communication equipment, lighting
and alarm systems are checked for correct
operation,;
1.3.4 Defective controls, communication
equipment, safety devices, lighting, or
',•_. alarms are reported to authorised
personnel for corrective action and the
defects entered into the hoists service log
book..
1.3.5, Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented including verification of
:
emergeriCy procedures.
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COMPETENCY S T A N D A R D S - C R A N E S AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - HOISTS
Performance Criteria
Element of Competence
•:X<4 ••'•'• Shut down hoist.,

i,

1.4.1 The hoist is shut down using the correct
\-V; .'j1:'v sequence of procedures in accordance
•' %.\: -. 4 :'; with manufacturer's instructions.

>'^.f>^/;v '• *:

1.4.2 Routine post-operational equipment
£
checks are carried out in accordance with
. ^ >:>?%'$..!.' : : : ' . y ; " ; - " V. . ( , : ; "
the checklist provided for the hoist.
'

i'l.:.. :U'.{'••. ^ ^ ' r c - ';•;.' '.'•'-. - ; ' . ; ; - 1 . 4 . 3 The relevant motion locks and brakes are
'" 7';•••;•-.' :;:'' ":vi--:i:.:-'iv-:' :•' •."'':'A*->->::. : •••'.•'• .•?;••• ]appliea.S- v ; :>^?"'.;: •••/'.'•!;
;• Vv ••^•,Hf=?-' 7-' %•'•[.). '^k&lSSs&'fr':-.!
'';''"H! •""••'•''•." -'^•'%i:'t ''.•' ':'':!->.•' ':-t<ik~J:[ •'••.•••'
:
V ^ ' ' ' v ^'"'- ' - ••'"•
••• j - ^ f i . 4 , 4 , AH equipment is checked for any signs of
:; ; \£ij?; •<
i> 1""^ Vi- -rl1:' •""" ^""i.^'A'^'S"*"-?*""""''; • .--•'-' i:. :<".;. .^ '•; '•'• '•"• *:< v " ; - >"^ear or damage- ;
'•-'.-['s\ ');'#v..v.'•.'';<"'.''•
-<"."..-..,

•;.= -,i;?"Cw v'.::'''**'--; ii4,5 ; All defective equipment is segregated and
reported to an authorised person for
corrective action and/or replacement.
:r 1:4.6 The hoist and equipment are correctly
stowed and secured in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the nonnal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to all configurations of the
following hoists and wiriches:' : f
•
• , V : cantilever platform; and "•
,- • ...:•,. personnel and materials hoists. ':

• .

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•';•."'"..
.'

.current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
' the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment., . : / V , ; ".,' ; 7 V
• I;,
v.-'<•/•
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - HOISTS
Unit of Competence
2.0

Operate hoist

Element Of Competence

Performance C riteria

2.1

2.1.1 The hoist is operated through full
Vv., height/distance of travel without load.
Any identified abnormal conditions are
"'•''-.:;• investigated and appropriate corrective
action taken to either remedy the
. condition or report it to an authorised
••:'- person.; ;'.^

Conduct trial operation.

2.1.2 All fencing, gates, gate interlocks and
'.v..; h travel limiting devices are checked for
4 . correct operation.
2.1.3 Any defective equipment is reported to
authorised personnel for corrective action
and defects entered into the hoists service
log book.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2.2.1 For each lift the weight of the load
(including lifting gear where appropriate)
is estimated and load distribution checked
to ensure they meet manufacturer's
requirements.

Conduct lift.

2.2.2 Where applicable, slings and lining gear
are checked and defective equipment
segregated and reported to an authorised
person for disposal, repair and/or
replacement.
2.2.3 Planned procedures for operating the
hoist are earned out in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANFS AND HOISTS
CATEGORY - HOISTS

2.2.4

Where slings and lifting gear are used, a
check is made in conjunction with
associated personnel to ensure that the
correct equipment is selected, that it is
correctly fitted and is sale for lifting.
(This may include a trial lift particularly
in the case of near maximum capacity or
unusual loads.)

2.2.5

Emergency procedures are correctly
implemented when necessary to cope
with such situations as:
- failure of control
- engagement of safety gear
- malfunction of interlocks
•evacuation of personnel.

2.2.d

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented.

Range Statement
'('his range statement ;:pp'ies to the whole unit
AH elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment!.*) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to all configurations of the
following hoists and winches:
•
•

cantilever platform; and
personne'i and materials hoists

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OILS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - ASSESS AND SECURE EQUIPMENT AND WORK AREA
1.1

Conduct routine checks.

1.2

Plan work.

1.3

Check Controls and Equipment

1.4

Shut down boom.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - PUMP CONCRETE
2.1

Prepare boom.

2.2

Operate boom.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - SET UP AM) DISMANTLE BOOM
3.1

Plan assembly/dismantling.

3.2

Set up boom.

3.3

Dismantle boom.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS-CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
Unit of Competence
! .!)

Assess and secure equipment and work area

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1

1.1.1

Conduct rourine checks.

Routine pre-operational equipment
checks are carried out in accordance with
the checklist provided for the boom.

!. 1.2 The .service log book for the boom is
checked to ensure all .service
requirements have been met and action
taken as required.
1.! .?•

Element of Competence

Prior to operation, equipment and site
area are visually cheeked for any
evidence of damage, structural weakness
or interference, and any faults reported to
an authorised person for corrective action.

Performance Criteria
1,2.i

A workplace operations plan'is developed
iii i_or:S!ikrrU;ri with &;c relevant
authorised workplace personnel. The plan
takes into account job requirements,
priorities, workplace rules and
procedures, boom movement limitations,
boom support requirements,
recommended length / thickness of
placing hoses, identified hazards and
hazard control measures

1.2.2

Site hazards including;
••• power lines
trees
overhead service lines
•- bridges
- surrounding buildings
obstructions
structures
•facilities
••-other equipment
dangctous materials
undergiound set vices
recently filled trenches
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•

COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLV^S^CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
are identified and correct hazard control
strategies developed.
'AA

• !'-••: •

'*'•

'1.2.3 Plans for emergency procedures take into
account the location of first aid and fire
fighting equipment, amenities and
access/egress points in the workplace.
J;2.4 Precautions are taken to accommodate the
effects of weather conditions. This
includes, where necessary, deciding to
abort operations where weather
conditions exceed acceptable limits.
1.2.5 The operations plan ensures that the work
area is correctly illuminated.
1.2.6 The boom's load chart is located and
"."-'. -.information on permissible loads, radii,
weights, and boom and jib configurations
noted and taken into account in
operational plans.
1.2.7 The signals and signalling systems to be
used are confirmed with associated
personnel.
1.2.8 The use of safety tags on electrical
switches/ isolators (where relevant) is
noted and correct hazard control
procedures developed in consultation
with authorised personnel.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS ^CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS

"%.'&?•?;,».;-",,• •••'

'•. :

•'•,;"".•-

' /•.•-

" Element of Competence '•;•>" fi

;

-

' :'.''yf

.:•.:• ^'.':•]•

;

^1:C.':

Performance Criteria , ' H 1

/'$"3 * Check controls and
••?Vnv.
• hj-,1.3..! The boorriis started in accordance with
:'§»*:'•'•'.';.',' equipment.
'f "V ;'V .^-. •'••••: '*;.;: • "equijSment procedures and checks made
•'. .
. ' ' ' ; ' • - .v-i;-:; : '
...-1;'..'
S i -J'' for any ^abnormal noise or movement.
• .
' "•.
Any abnormal operation is reported to an
$.'•••&«;,•.?' *'.'' . ••:';'v;. i s!; ^-%
authorised person for corrective action.
,;": r . ; j t ' ^
^V
'
I
.• • ••
,-"j .''•'*• •.-> ,•"•.." •'. •",'•"
' " < '-'i.£.' '"' <\t';•: "'•'.•'•'
,
.'

•' ;l-3'2 The operating and emergency controls
and safety devices are located and
identified and their correct operation
.tested in accordance with prescribed
..procedures.
,

^:

. ••

m;>'".

.••*i,..- *

•-•

:.-.

'-

. • •.: ;/?••

:• •-

>*.'V

• -

. ' *

•-•-.,.'.;•

•

,.* *

'•••••':",•

""'

•

"

'•?. •';.' :/\ £; ?v^> :.*^ :^ ^1,3;3 All communication equipment, lighting
;• ,>.:-:,, C;
and alarm; systems are checked for correct
'?.',-.?'•' /.? • }< ".:'-•*'

•;• •; *."

:

.-r '' • •• '."?.'"• ..'i':;. T 'i' •*." j_->|

"

, / . V"\;".'-/'"." • •

,1,3.4 Defective controls, communication
; ' f-; equipment, safety devices, lighting, or
alarms arereportedto authorised
":; personnel for corrective action and the
defects entered into the booms service log
book. .
:-"

~:''':%\]/

.

1.3.5 All equipment components are checked.
Defective equipment is identified and
';•"•.%;' segregated and reported to an authorised
person for disposal, repair and/or
',' :•.'•'-" replacement.'"
1.3.6 All pumping lines are checked to ensuie
V-.t ;£:'.,';•[ :'A: that they are properly secured to the
boom and structures and appropriate
conective action taken as required.
. 1.3.7 Planned hazard control strategies are
".
implemented including the securing of
the safety chain to the placing hose.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

!4

;.'! I

The boom is shut down using the correct
sequence of procedures in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions.

I -i.2

Routine post-operational equipment
checks are carried out in accordance with
the checkiist provided for the boom.

i A3

Pumping lines and equipment are cleaned
using sponges, compressed air and water.

1.4 4

All equipment is checked in consultation
vvith associated personnel tor any signs oi
wea; o.i damage.

i.4,5

Ail detective equipment is segregated and
reported to an authorised person for
corrective action and/or replacement.

i .4.6

The boom and equipment are correctly
stowed awl secured in accordance w-idi
in .inn lecturer's instructions

Shut down boom

1.4 • Pijn.ic-i hazjri.1 control strategics are
implemented, particularly communication
procedures during the cleaning of
pumping litii-s and equipment
Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the iiormaj workp!.:ce envivonmciHl'.s't or equivalent
The performance criteria for t!v,s mii; ot'competence will apply to concrete placing booms as
defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satistactory application of:
•

current State/Territory OW3 iegislat'ori. standards and codes oi practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control meumres with ciinviiasio!!. substitution isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe wi.»-k practices and personal
protective equipment
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
Unit of Competence
2.0

Pump concrete.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1

Boom is configured so that it can
adequately cover the job while avoiding
obstructions.

2.1.2

Supports are placed under boom aims
while working on pressure valves,
cylinders or hydraulic lines.

2.1.?

Concrete is checked to ensure that it
meets job specifications and appropriate
corrective action taken where it fails to
meet specifications.

2.1.4

Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented particularly the securing of
pumping lines to boom and structures and
the it.se of a safety chain on the placing
hose.

Prepare boom.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.2

2.2.1

Hie concrete is pumped in accordance
with manufacturers' instructions and
relevant statutory regulations.

2.2.2

All required signals are correctly given
and interpreted as planned.

2.2.3

Blockages are identified and cleared in
accordance with manufacturers
specifications and accepted industry
practice.

2.2.4

Fault conditions are identified and
appropriate corrective action taken in
accordance with established procedures.

2.2.5

Before maintenance or repairs are
undertaken, the engine (or drivel is
switched off and made safe and the line
system relieved of pressure.

Operate boom.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
2.2.6 Planned hazard control strategies are
implemented
Range Statement
This range statemeni applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environments') or equivalent.
The performance criteria for this unit of competence will apply to concrete placing booms as
defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
Unit of Competence
3.0

Set up and dismantle boom.

Element or Competence
3,1

Plan assembly/
dismantling.

Performance Criteria
3..1..1 A suitable unobstructed level workplace
site with firm and level standing is
-.^selected for the locations of the boom.
3.1,2 s The qualifications of person(s) authorised
-'r* s;'.f to supervise the boom
-•..-' erection/dismantling are checked to
• ; J h:; verify they hold the required certificates
';j-»v'4y; of competency,
:

3.113 Planned procedures for both the assembly
'and dismantling of the boom are
.developed. '
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.2

3.2.1 The planned procedures for the assembly
of the boom are carried out in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions and
relevant statutory regulations

Set up boom.

3.2.2 Any outriggers and stabilisers are
correctly deployed in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.
3.2.3 Plates or packing are correctly used under
the footplates, as required, to adequately
distribute the loading to ensure that the
bearing capacity of the crane standing is
. not exceeded.
3.2.4 In the case of climbing tower-type
booms, manufacturers instructions for
assembly are implemented and the
structure confirmed as ready for climbing
against manufacturer's specifications.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - CRANES AND HOISTS
CLASS - CONCRETE PLACING BOOMS
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.3

3.3.1

The planned procedures for the
dismantling of the boom are carried out in
accordance with manufacturer's
instructions and relevant statutory
regulations.

3.3.2

Any outriggers and stabilisers are secured
and stowed in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.

3.3.3

Planned hazard control measures are
implemented. - >:

Dismantle boom.

Range Statement
This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
The performance criteria for tins unit of competence will apply to concrete placing booms as
defined.
Kvidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
•
•

current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice: and
tie hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination, substitution, isolation and
engineering control measures being selected before safe work practices and personal
protective equipment.
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1. PREAMBLE
This schedule covers two categories of equipment, boilers and other pressure equipment, including
• turbines and reciprocating steam engines. It specifies five classes of certificates and their competency
standards as part of the National Occupational Health and Safety Certification Standards for Users and
Operators of Industrial Equipment [NOHSC: 1006 (1992)]. Note that the unattended boilers as defined in
Section 2 do not require a certificated operator.
'.'."• . ; "
•\'^r^:^^^^'':^4^!M^^'^'?.^
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2. DEFINITIONS
The following definitions for the areas of work covered by this schedule have been used.

'?"'~C W.-•$'•

Boiler. A vessel or an arrangement of vessels and interconnecting parts,' wherein steam or other liquid.
is heated at a pressure above that of the atmosphere by the application of fire, the products of
combustion, electrical power, or similar means.
'. '''::''''r-:-~ '.^'.'iVs?-'-•'^••'i*.>r$!i.
It also includes valves, gauges, fittings, controls, the boiler setting and directly associated equipment. .

Boiler does not include a fully flooded or pressurised system where water or other liquid is heated to a
temperature lower than the normal atmospheric boiling temperature of uie liquWf";f :-:^MVV'J'-'
For the purposes of certification, a boiler ends at the first connection point after the first valve or valve
'1 assembly, and it does not include: . .-'.,:,« {'.
•"'(• ••''"!•.
,
%j '"'^.i
(a)
any vessel where the design of the vessel is such that will allow the vessel to operate deprived
•-,. • of all liquid or vapour that is intended to be heated, without affecting the structure or operation
*' of„the vessel;and ; '
.'..".'. $:'•'•/
"'•• • -•
(b)

a direct-fired process heater.

Direct-fired process beater. An arrangement of tubes comprising one or more coils located in the
radiant zone or convection zone (or both) of a combustion chamber, whose prime purpose is to raise
the temperature of a process fluid which is circulated through the coils, to allow
:
%[•': distillation/fractionation/reaction (or other petrochemical process) of that process fluid. The process
fluid may be entirely liquid, entirely gas or a liquid /gas combination.
•-

'•'. •'.'•

'

•'-

•

'

, ' • ' ' • '

' • : . .

*.'"•'

'•

"

•

"

*' '"'

•

'

' '

'

I- ".

'

'

•••:',-' Reciprocating steam engine. All steam equipment where the steam acts upon a piston under pressure
V'. ; where this action of the steam forces the piston to move.
'';;i:
. . ;'vV
i f . • < ; - - , .••;.:.:'-.
:•
'•>,'."'• . ' • , * - ' ' - n ' " • : " ' " '

' V . ' .
i

;

' ' :
' T */"

•

i-•;•'•*•'
''-'.
' ''

' i T v.
' • - . - ' . '

'—.."•'•'
- •>
; .

• :•

"•

••

:

:• , ' . • , . " '
.;
*

'•

,
: .; *

':-'•••-•-'I
'
:•-:;*.. y

• •
•:'

'.•>':•}•'/; This definition includes all expanding (steam) reciprocating engines, with any piston diameter of
'/?,greater
than 250 millimetres.
'.
'Turbine. All industrial equipment where steam acts on a turbine or rotor to cause a rotary motion.
This definition excludes steam turbines and expansion turbines with a power output of less than

•;;'};• •sookvV.. : 'f4-'- ;
Unattended boiler,- '~.
' •;• •"> .''.• '.'>'•
(a)
A boiler designed and operated in accordance with Australian Standard AS2593 ; or ,
• ',.'.-:' (b).\ A.bdiler that has, prior to the introduction of this national standard, been issued with a.
certificate by a statutory authority allowing the boiler to operate in the unattended mode,
provided the operation of the boiler is in accordance with any conditions contained in the
certificate.
' •.'..'.'. •
.

Standards Australia, Australian Standard AS2593 Boilers - Unattended and Limited Attendance, Standard* Australia,
Sydney.:

- ' - • : " - ; \ i > ' ' | : : ' . 5 ~ ; :'-Ji^v :•.'•'.:•''•>••/• f}

'•/.•:?• • • ' • • •

••

, '•'•'•' !-"i

":*' •-' -

. ' - ••-'
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3. CERTIFI
This schedule covers five^cl
remaining two to turbines and reciprocating steam

•n.Adv,--certificate. The Intermediate Boiler Operations Ceri
-certificate. -^ -•J'zj' *«^. : ;jifeHiS*i// V*:;.?-**

'^l^RPiRJESSURE EQUIPMENT
. /t%r{; Turbine .operation.
.5-

:

Mm%m

r Reciprocating steam engine opetabffi&fi&^fE.^':;...;

'ry^'-^^'l^^^^&T^^S^*''

s

«

-a-'

^iSllilsifi

a
• • . • ' «

. . . . . . . .

"

\

• • • • * :

••

v

• & *

•

• '

••'

m

m
>

-

•

*

*

$

*
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4. SCOPE OF COMPETENCY STANDARDS

The same competency units apply to basic, intermediate and advanced boiler operation. Differences
between the classes are identified by variations in performance criteria and range of variables
statements. " ' ; :.,'
. c.'^fiff^^i^i'-^iS'-'^/^i't-'''
'•'••'''• ''';.-•.''•'' ;:;- ">&:• •*';• •'•••':' '•''- • •i- ''BASIC BOILER OPERATION : .'::''::t''

fefellt*-.

::

'r

%^&mm

•••• ••'••<< The scope of work for this level covers boilers with the following features:

>~v> Sk$

•^•^"J^'S?^
^.:'.;

. '. W

-••'•:• •'•• . G p B p & S ^
single fixed combustion air .supply;

!•""•"'.. .--'";'/'''• / . non-modulating single heat source; and

l&X^KsSJvJ'.

l

'•^Vv;Hf'.;ic%\f rJ-, fixed firing rate. «j||f&@?pi|^

;f

' ',,

^tiSy

]::j~°X ^c-?- Units of Competence, 'w;.'\;Vp^^'••?'>'::;''' '•'?•»* W|i\-i'*^' ».,">!;• "^ ;< ..:.{'> •£''*;• 'V'*'- 'J •° , " f; ' \v&>f .C-*
,.'., t.6

- . l ^ g ^ - y ^ r V 1 - ' ' •-'/ '.: . • ; ''

Start boiler.:

'; 2.0'/ Operate and monitor boiler.;
'••

.3.0

.;'.,

:

(

"• '.^w*V.- -' .''v*J. -'V::-. '>
;

Shut down and store boiler. •' '.'.\-'.;'.--

'V*^kV/'J^

^*

''••',>•'

v

.

,:

, :

''"'•'"•w.v • ••Vv* » •;••;?' £•>:'>' ?",•' ;..'; '

'

INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION

The scope of work for this level covers boilers with any or all of the following features: •!•*'-•
-.> ' r ' V * V ; '-t ; ' ( -''

•_ ~:: *

•'

:

.t. • - " ( ' ! : ; ' • ' . . •

. .' ,

]

• -: , > II * s

:';

;•

/

•

' , •

• V'i1: !>';i'?tr> ••..' modulating combustion air supply;

-'!,

,.;., . ; ; • . ' • • " • - • ' • • ' ' '

.. '

'•*•'>. .'••£.. •'.•".•
1

superheaters; and .' ]'~::..'. ,.';'-:.^?:;'-;'''>' '-;'''

'•/''••" •;.»";/-economisers... ; > V- .•'.—,'

•'•;•

., •/-•_., . 'C'

•;!'•'• - . ^ ' 2 . 0
.'

- I ' T ' .

'.":•*•.

^:.

J

f ' !

.

—I"'.-

. •' * " - ' • • ' • • ' " ' " • • ' - '

, "

j

•

>

• >' ''::v," :•.•'•'.'• '••.
•; ,;'. : -

: r

: ''. '••••.

'

'

'••y.V-'•S.'l::?t3.0 V, Shutdownand store boiler.; ; ; ' ^ ; . _ .

.•.-.•.''".-^ >

•

' • ",'

.'i'^

. ' .. • '

Operate and monitor boiler..;
:

'

..•';•.'.''"'-

'.••

; - ' ; ''F'.;v. : "''

- ,: ";

;

.\ : '- l tr,'^^-'<;Unlts of Competence • '
•'::'-viJdl'-"^Startboiler.

. -r i"'."i " • _ . ' • i

-'•

" "v"*. '.••, modulating heat source;
«

.\f •"

!; r '

• •

• '•

'

. " ' , . .

^ •" - •

.

.

U
*

-

;':. ..;'.'•••

/

'

...:'
'

'

'

<

<

-

. . . ' " '

'"

' / ' --\\^^\:'/

- ' " ' . • - ' '

:

-:Or\

ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION

'.'•vf C; .. • V/ The scope of Workforthis level covers boilers with the same features as Intermediate Boiler Operation
. ~»i;v
with multiple fuel type which may be fired simultaneously during normal operation. This does not
include boilers which change fuel type during start sequence.
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Units of Competence

^

"

;

•

,

1.0

Start boiler.:"•.,. , "

2.0

Operate and monitor boiler.

3.0

Shut <towh and store boiler.

•

.

; • • . • •

-

:

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'. scope of work for this level
il covers
covers turbines
turbines with
with any
any or
or all
all of
of tlthe following features:

m

•

attached condensers

' •''•,•• Vhiulti-wheeled;

.

•

a multi-stage heat extraction process; and

•

a speed of greater than 3600 rpm.

>'.;

||§p
lifffl

%'Units ^Competence:'.'^ .•/'.•';-;'•'••.. • •'-'V-1.0

Start a steam turbine.

ci^

\

-J

,3.0

Shutdown turbine. '.'•X^^C'V',

„*

\'

*i '

"*.»v j*.

r

"2.0/- Operate and monitor turbine.

•.'jri:\'\w!$

'"''•';*"\>v ; "'

'

- :, . ";^;*V.^^

" y •' •"',•

y i

-^•';yv;' ? V?>^;••'*•';.iV?iVw''^'^i'::"'f."'^''—4^f

RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION
The scope of work for this level covers reciprocating steam engines, as defined.
Units of Competence

^"_

1.0'"''Start reciprocating steam engine.

'

~

»

'rSJfjt,Operate and monitor reciprocating steam engine.

^
'

••'•;.

;

•;>•;"r<"'

..3J}'.' Shut d o w n reciprocating steam engine;

>l'2r i; •'

!.^#;
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COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - OPERATE AND MONITOR BOILER
2.1

Conduct take/band over procedures for boilers.

2.2

Monitor boDer operation.

' 23 ;'•';'.-. Maintain health and safety standards during boiler operation.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - SHUTDOWN AND STORE BOILER
'••>- 3.1

Carry out boiler operational shutdown.

3J

Carry out boiler shutdown for an internal inspection.

' • * / .:'.::'.'''''-.'.:v'':.\-'.: ••• ''•'•r'r"i^''^':Vv'j':.' v 'V:';•'.:' -::^:>!j"/-C • *3 *V £ .' fe r ^ .

33

*

;

Store boiler In shutdown mode.- '.. f" , . v - '

':*^';-v'-^'x

' - ''

r

ill
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS ^PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - BASIC BOILER OPERATION
Unit of Competence .'^4-^'^fe
1.6

Start bdUer.. 1 ^'.^;^;^;

Element of Competence

ormance Criteria

1.1 •• • Select and use personal
protective clothing and:
v
equipment.
'~-Pt'?§

Personal protective clothing and
equipment is selected for use, ensuring
'.statutory requirements and work -piac&L?.'
.procedures are followed; ;'*;^-'4v:-»ir?^?'»%
1,1.2 Functions that require, the use of personal

protective clothing and equipment are •.
reported to enable the function to be •
assessed using the hierarchy of
prevention/controi procedure.-v g s j ^ J ^ f l
Element of Competence
••y'H,C vt. • • I •?;

Carry out pre-operational
safety checks. > .•\'}}H^v-

Performance Criteria v
1.2.1 Pre-bperational safety checks of boiler
: ^ are. conducted in accordance with ;"'.-','
. statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and plant operating
.'_ procedures, including checks of; \
- feed water supply and system
, ; - f u e l supply/heat source system
; . •:*;•'. - boiler valves their operation and
position
• -combustion air supply system ••
' ": -combustionequipment .'
:; -^'boiler water level, . / - -Vii:
1.2.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
and reported in accordance with work
v
.. - ' place procedures. :':'i'',-r';i

• £:.-':.i^

;l

-|i

'£•••:<:'.
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" ^

COMPETENCY STANDARDS-PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
^ XitASS> BASIC BOILER OPERATION

O?
Element of Competence
Maintain health and

Performance Criteria
1.3.1
:

Hazards and potential hazards in work
area are identified in accordance with '
statutory requirements and work place
procedures, including: .
•' X

A -chemical hazards
';"•'•.' -'_
;•:;' —thermal hazards '"/; .'. -. v
'*':
;'i. -^manual handling hazards . • : , ' ; :
$$3$!?$$$. guarding of machinery.
(^^?%A>',.:5r^uui»neDts-,; 0-f^^jJf^-%
>
;
^'''^V• ^C<f ^•'Uuminjl'ti6tt.|^Wipftiwi^Vf^
*ji££5'Tt • • • , ~ rubbish and combustibles in area -i
K K | $ $ ; - 4 >\-ieakage of steam plant >. t *£•£' S
- leakage of fuel
^, .,v^
. ' - • : -obstructions in work area.
^ 9 , & -Hazards are reported in accordance with
statutory requirements and work place
-.;"•"";- procedures. ',•
1.3.3 Prevention/control measures are selected
• in accordance with the hierarchy of 'r ?M
1'v'A' contrpl.
ji; |./
Element of Competence
•ijr.

xl&

Start boiler.

Performance Criteria

V

- .}

1.4.1 Boiler is stalled and brought on line
•V';' i: : safelyt in accordance with statutory'v .
'•'' ""• ?'': requirements, manufacturer's* • >'..?•"':
recommendations and work place} :',;
procedures, including checks of: >- '
,:

' -heat input
.?.
;
: . - warm up of reticulation.system'•'.;,':••'• • - sl<?am traps and steam line purge
systems operation .'.•.*',/^i
-reticulation line^ pressure
.r
•J :*^r^' -steam usage and supply. •;'•'
1.4.2 Maintenance requirements are to bet *•.'"; >
identified and re ported in accordance.'
, with Work place requirements.
;.':; ."
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^INCOMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS-BASIC BOILER OPERATION
Range Statement

:

i£?i$:''&M \''.'?^.-{J$£;%ri^.'

This range statement applies to the whole un^./

:'•<'>••••,'•• •'• "•'- v,.V

:

-"<••:'V?|£s'

v- : - •'•"•''

All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environments) or equivalent; ^i'?<S5gsfe
Competency is 16 be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following features: single fixed
Combustion airsupply,non-raodulatingsingleheatsource arid fixed fifing rate.
Within the performance criteria, for boilers Used for purposes other than the generation of steani, ••'
the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point at V
atmospheric pressure.
*';.,•''
• Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of: '•"%. ; I'V-V';"/.:, ''*£.-.-] •• .y'i '-''•'
••7*
•

; selection and use of personal protectiveclothing and equipment; . inspection procedures as specified in the-manufacturer'srecommendationsand workplace
procedures;, " - ^ i , •'"'•;<<''^:.
';: :
•'"' '•;'•' ;''VV'-'•/'^•' •'••?? fV:
»(•,;-:•
identification of maintenance requirements;
••:•'.'•"•
•v'
the hierarchy Of hazard control measures with elimination {for example, insulation of sources of. thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures • •"
{"'*??,-:'. being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
>.
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; arid
•V
workplace communication procedures.

•'•'C-:-;'
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS-r BASIC: BOtLER OPERATION

•

-';. Unit of Cpmpeteiice.'iii?fr&j%£!M
^ a | 2 ^ . - * H Operate and monitor boiler.
"P <si?veBElement of Compete
tence
Conduct take/hand over
procedures for boilers.

2.1.1 Operating status of boiler is diagnosed.
'2.1,2 Operating log is mainlined clearly and/
accurately, in accordance with statutory ;; :
; requirements and workplace procedures.';
2.1.3 Information regarding boiler, its status ••[';,'.
',';••'•/ and operation is communicated clearly ink
accordance withworkplace"procedures:-; \.

"'fi^o

Element of Competence ; .'•;:-

Performance Criteria \

2.2

2.2.1 ; Boiler is monitored in accordance )vith
statutory requirements manufacturer's ;
; ^recommendations and workplace ;>••• V?••p*$-j,
?'•; procedures, including checks of)V:r£ 'f'-\

Monitor boiler operation.

^- f

-steam reticulation line pressuni •;,;'
-.;:• - usage of,- and supply of, steam'
-quality of steam
' • ' , ' " -combustion/heat source system\'-:'•'•
* < ..
^-feed water system
-.,',~ •.-" -fuel system . , •' .;•
i\ if combustion airsupply ..'' '.*",. £,- J$
••'•• -waterlevel , '•'"•* > •'"'--,''.- <,-s
* j . T'S7- . ;f£ boiler steam pressure; .<'^.:-,;r.}':•(•*.•;
;:'',;,:: -. -operation of control/safety devkps.^
2.2.2 Boiler-water quality tests are conducted in
C< >?accordance with manufacturer's!:$$'*$•
•}recommendations and work place
,r
:
•;•'>*•
procedures.
" V
r
';
' 2.2.3 Boiler water is adjusted as a result of tests..
: to meet manufacturer's recommendations,
and work placfe criteria. ;. • 'i~-\%-t:i'2.2.4 Boiler house chemicals arc stored and .
handled in accordance with statutory ' / o
requirefnents,manufacturer's
/. \5J
.recommendations and work place
procedures.
...'';
i74
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COMPETENT STANDARDS -PRESSURE EQUIPMENT V
JCLASS - BASIC BOILER OPERATION
igjjffiJW&tpfCompetence^'-^>./^C^•i^5p^s^b;^Pei^^orImIw.CiJteria

_• -y ; V:':,i:v&.*M~'>>*

2.3.
Maintain health and safety
;2.3:1 Maintenancerequirementsare identified:
•j .
standards during boiler '• ':* ';•"' .,
,: and reported in accordance with wbfk:K*''-"!
r^^/tivSij&i^'r, > "operation...••_.•"•;•"-'.' r' r V^' ^^-^^.I^AI^/'':'^'-'place pn3c^uri^^^p';&^*>v:
•:--','

£':'•••.'.;., '•:?':':-]?'';..' !' "vj;'•'•"'
."r';^^

r

>;<Vv?.'-','_-

••.••-•'

'';.;'f.::'-^ '•' ;.:'V:r \;:c...;'• '..•'•''_:•• '•'..
.';'v •'•'• '•'•.-,-i':'>
.
>
v i ^ - i ;'C'- ^:"•:'':.•
•••: ':"•'"',.]'i'--'- •'•''••' ' v •' -':, .-•
•>M'"'•'•< •'?' '' : ! •••'"•••'
~\
/'<,'*
•
,',.-,,.
';";.'.'':;.•'•rCJ"".-.;-~*"--V. "£..-

2.3.2 Boiler emergency is responded to in • > .'

•-^ .•' •_•.••;.

•-• accordance with statutory requirements,

^ ; ^ ^ ; , ^ 7 : ; ^ " ' ^ V - ^ ' r W o r ^ place procedures, including: : !^^£;1:
. *

.•
.

';•.••

.-'."'• - -.:,;.'••'•.".'•.'
'•'•'»;..•'
:. i
r-V ; v;-:^; '
''"
' '
.
:".'ji

•'--.

' -I 't^r;'

-'::r"5' N'*; Range Statement '..

,

"i''"'.'
:

. •••^/ ;:•'•;'''.'.

:
;
;.'/ 'v"v. jf:"

- identification Of emergency • •
- isolation of heat source
- selection and applicatioh of v&feV]
• appropriate fir& fighting equipment
--- establishment of water level .•••.•'
- notification of downstream users .
- operation of boiler only when safe

?'#J';-'''>••X^tp'&V&p^'&B''V^-'-'

•.'•'"-

:

%•':*'" . .

% :

|; .''V'''•

H

;.y. v : V y C : . : > ! ' ' '^V-

'?'":;;!'*<

l
/This range statement applies to the whole unit. k
>
.
'••"»' >
-All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace enyironment(s) or equivalent. . \. ' "
• Competency is to be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following features: single fixed
, - , ; ' . . ' combustion air supply, non-modulating single heat source and fixed firing rate, f
.^ -^3; i

"Within the performance criteria, for boilers used for purposes other than the generation of steam,
... the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling poiritat
1 ^ -itfniosphenc pressme.;-' V ^ . ; ,
•'•'.••'".'' 7..:^,-,r . ' '""
' ' -~:..' -'V'':
r.ffX

Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:

:'-,'*," v:';*r-;'t'':'^;-V^^tion arid use of personal protective clothing and equipment; '•: :. . _
:
/S'- '*'.-'"
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
;'.'.'.vi.!;':procedures;
•'••^'
•••
I ,"•
.'i:•':-;'v';-'•'
:
•::y :'V. identification of maintenance requirements;'
••; • V ? ! ' ' * • ; • - the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of'
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures •
• v'v^-'//: ;':>'.^v^/being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
• .;>*«y>: ^current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;,
: ^ ^ ^ * / : & r ; > procedures for dealing with accidents; and .
"
'''^V ' .
workplace communication piocedures.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLA^^-BASIC BOILER OPERATION
Unit of Competence .;

3.0

v Shutdown and store boiler.

Element of Competence

Performance Critei^;"-;:^;.'.^' :••',££'•'}'•• •

3.1:
•: "'•.

3.1.1 Boiler is shut down in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures,; including checks of: .".

Carry out boiler operational
shut-down. .: -v- / . ' • , '

V -''v^S;*-^ Water level ; . ,:^.i'-.
'^cooling down process ,
"
r ,
- boiler pressure/vacuum .
; ; • ':.- "•.! :• y:fuel/heat source isolation.
; 3.1.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
. and reported in accordance with work
:
place procedures. " ; ; -\yf'"vi
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3,2

3.2.1 Boiler is shut down in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures, including checks of:;

Carry out boiler shut-down
'' ; for an internal inspection.

;*-VC?

- cooling down process
:\-boiler vacuum/pressure •
, - fuel/heat source isolated .'.
: -removal of water from boiler *; v
^-removal of inspection openings;;-1
- removal of combustion equipment
- isolation from any common
: connection
- opening of all access points
required for inspection.

K:H"-V-J'«:."

m:wm

»ifg

3.2.2 Boiler is cleaned internally and externally
in accordance With statutory
requirements, manufacturer's' , .
'•;: y,^x recommendations and work place
sw
procedures,particularly regarding entry
'• —-> into confined spaces.
'V
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COMPETENCE STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS ~ BASIC BOILER OPERATION

3.2.3 ' Boiler valves and fittings are removed for
maintenance in accordance with statutory.
, requirements, manufacturer's.; ?
\$Mt recommendations and work place
••- procedures.
- \ >'V':»'^'-J
Element of Competence
3.3
Store boiler in shut-down
i& ,••'; Imode.

t:m

v

'5. - ,v;:.i:;

- 1

^

Performance Criteria
•3.3,1
•'
; /••
f .

Appropriate mode ofstorage is identified
in accordance with statutory require- •:••.•;'
merits, manufacturer's recommendations •';
and work place procedures.'; 'i

3.3.2 Boiler is stored in accordance with ^ A i;
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
' recommendations and work place '.'•
sf
.procedures.
'":'
,.-. •
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT

Sill

CLASS - BASIC BOILER OPERATION

« ^j.is:,,RjBaig|t Statement

mmm

range statement applies to whole unit.
}"/;
--•:': All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environments) or equivalent

£•'•?••*

•;'.>'"•/''

Competency is to be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following Features!' single fixed
.comhpsfion air Supply, non-modulating single heat source and fixed firingrate-.fi' y%£-:J'. >" .A'££'
Within the performance criteria, for boilers used/6r purposes other than the generation of steam,
the term water means liquid, and the term steam'means fluid at/or above its boiling point at•<.?•.£ '*£':>
atmospheric pressure.v\:t;;"'•'' r
• -• -^ " -:'•'• •'.••-'•'.Vj ; ." "
-" ''•-' * ,fi;'. •'•'.''';
Evidenceof competency is to encompass the satisfactory applicationof: .;•....-.•

.

^

' selection and use of personal protective cloming and equiprneht;;
,' inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturers recommendations'and workplace
procedures; '*•-•- -.- '• :$£. %(,.-. '[^'s :.yf\r\.:'i:. - • "•'• .' •;
"; \- ."•' ,'..-, rv:; "'• •;.. '';.\r
.','• Identification ofmaintenance requirements^ •.
.', L the hierarchy of hazard contrplrneastireswith elimination (for example, insulation of ;
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures • ••-,
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment: _
,
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice} •'?: *} •:•' - .'
workplace communication procedures; and
'-',-.-jv-'.'-V:... ;'/"•>,•:',-,r^";:-f*~:i'•< .',•••;)";';•'
.,•:). ^confined space entry procedures, including checks of: ' -: ,/j::':-;'^{Vsy-i?*'';£ ,}'•_.;'• •
: :
-:\ ;v;.*^;:Jippening size;";.'^.v;>-Jl-..,' i; ::;••- •'•'•' .y'.'
.-'•'-"
'A.^;'V'4.'.*/[t available room to manoeuvre in confined space
- ' ' ^ > lighting voltage/•'*•'••: ; •_,., .•"''
'"» " ; . / < •!,, '.. ••""•>'";
:
'.'.Mr?*;: air quality in confined space •-,'-,
;
,. * ,. ,. '•',''» '-•' ,.•>*'•'•>,';}!•'' >
• i •* ,-ajrsupply
'
.
:
J^^'^^^^he^itoenter*-'^''^^.;.!:-1-;:-''
W"v.o;'''' -'/•'}) }'••'••""'• ;'•": "''^ ;>'••'•%'';'^^k';; ••&$ :&^'./-;7v

A!W&-
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION
Unit of Competence
1.0

teW.

Start boiler.: • v"

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.1 v

j.1,1

Select and use personal
protective clothing and
! hh'i: ''• • equipment. •• ^ .*=,?%;&£

i "t.'}.-•• •:.

Personal protective clothing and
;r
equipment is selected For use, ensuring ,
statutory requirements and work place
'•$%&% -proceduresarefollowe^;?^.^:';-',.^^t'-1.1.2 Functions that require the use of personal
protective clothing and equipment are"
reported to enable the function to be ••
assessed using the hierarchylof
prevention/control procedure.

Element of Competence
; 1;2 • Carry out pre-operational
; ' > ' v * safety checks.
'tv^i

Performance Criteria •£5$£i .••'.;
1.2.1

Pre-operation'al safety checks of boiler ;
ai-e conducted in accordance with •/•;'•-.
'••• X'' statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and plant operating
procedures, including checks of:
- feed water supply and system
';'; - f u e l supply/heat source system
- boiler valves their operation and
position
..'. - combustion air supply system
- combustion equipment :
- boiler water level.
. s

1.2.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
and reported in accordance with work'.'place procedures, .

•;3fs'(:
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT

m

CLASS - INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION
Element of Competence
J .3

Maintain health and safety
^standards in work'areal .

•rr-v-

.

1.3.1 Hazards and potential hazards in work
; ^ ' ; , ; area are,identified in accordance, with"
•.-.'.-•",•' f. statutory requirements and work place
procedures, including:
' .*jv^?^j!
'.';'v'/i|'Vrchemical hazards
.••>.;.-jf!fe-"'f^
;X > thermal hazards \ •ji'.j :.£ . 0 ;.':
. •" —manual handling hazards
•-' !
- •'•,'' —guarding of machinery ••'.*'„
'• :;',V^">'*-^ ^requirements/ •. '• -'}j%'?ijj;fci'.
'•••''•'.• -jlloniiriatioh of work arta'/y-Vi,,.:-.'.'"
-rubbish arid combustibles.in area
- leakage of steam plant,", • ; . -leakage of fuel Cai/•*'"'- ; ., •
;r ';.>•-'.; -obstructions in work area. (>>' ..;•

• • < ! • & • •

* • • • *

Performance Criteria.'•': £@g $sfl£S3?.J j §j »M?s#

'

^

1.3.2 Hazards are reported in accordance with
.-; statutory requirements andwork'place-;v<-'
- procedure! ;: 1.33 .Prevention/control measures are selected
in accordance with the hierarchy of •••';/.';\
,• control. "
, .
.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.4

1.4.1 V; Boiler is started and brought on line,;; •
. safely, in accordance .with statutory,:.,
requirements, manufacturer's
: - •, ~ .recommendations and work place
procedures, including checks of: ..•;;.•",-.••

', Stan boiler.

•, — _ - heat input
. "
i:
- w a r m lip.of reticulation system
,: v- - steam traps and steam line purge
:. systems Operation - '?. fi• -.reticulation line pressure' :
• . " • - s t e a m usage and supply. '? •'-•':,,;;>'
1.4.2 Maintenance requirements are tobe. : •'•;••.•
. identified and reported in accordance
with work place requirements.'.;, J i >;S.'

180.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION

Range Statement •

Sfi*-v ^, ".-''•,

This range statement applies to the.whole unit. ,
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Competency is to be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following features: modulating
combustion air supply, modulating heat source, superheaters and economisers.
,?•.-.£. ^;';*,.:^>;,'
Within the performance criteria, for boilers used for purposes other than the generation of steam,
the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point at ,
atmospheric pressure.
,}"'•
..:••-.•
;
••••••-. •;,';••.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
:^?;' '••':; selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment; • •*•:<
•*••;
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
:0X':'~' procedures;;-%'j
.-...
-•••;'...
';'i .^'l")';^
:
^|?^> : 'identification of maintenance requirements; ;
" ' a ' ^ .*'
•-' ;'••' the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
;»':current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
..»: :
workplace communication procedures.

.:...:,.

.:...:.-..'.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS-PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS -' INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION
Unit of Competence
. 2.0

""''•'"';r,-''X

. Operate and monitor boiler.

"^ ^Element of Competence

•--

..; 2.1. ?
Conduct take/hand over
.ipW5*7;'- •? .procedures for boilers.

Performance Criteria
2.1.1

Operating status of boiler is diagnosed.

2,12 Operating log is maintained clearly and
££/$£•;• accurately, in accordance with statutory/ft.•
requirements and workplace procedures.
2.1.3
V

Information regarding boiler, its status
and operation is coTrununicated clearly inn
^accordariceVwitii workplace ptotwdurts^;

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria' ' \/H'^'f% f/ Z'-?"- V'K

.2X'"•':•'.'% Monitor boiier operation.

2*2^1 Boiler is monitored in accordance with;/',;;'
.'.'•• \ statutory requirements manufacturer's5;
'recommendations and workplace
;••.;
, procedures; including checks pf: •••'"^-v
-steam reticulation line pressure! '
; •;; : vusage of, and supply of, steam "
^^•••r/d'^ -quality of steam- k{<r'tl:Pr: '•-\-- •'*/'
- cpmbusrion/heat source system
- feed water system ':•;• '".••( --...•'••.•,!"
;''••:••[ v?'':,'. ^fuel systems .//'V :^3?p;'t'::^'-'
.-•t * < ," _. • ^combustion air supply
.?
"- -water level
,
.
*•
.
^bqiler steam pressure
'':'• ii'-;rf operation of control/safetydevices.
2.2.2

Boiler water quality tests are conducted in
accordance with manufacturer's/"
recommendations and work place v
v
procedures. : .''••;
:{"

2.2.3

Boiler water is adjusted as a result of tests
to meet manufacturer's recommendations
and workplace criteria.'

2.2.4 Boiler house chemicals are stored and ;:,
.r handled in accordance with statutory .;.
.v .'.•:;, requirements, manufacturer's
" ;••" recommendations and Work place
:•;
procedures. *.b •'•;"• ' *..'-. *,
'/
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - I N T E R M E D I A T E BOILER OPERATION
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria ".-.:.. ''••'.

2.3./'.-. Maintain health and safety
standards during boiler,
operation.'
^vJ'C^v

2.3.1 Maintenance requirements are identified
• and reported in accordance with work
place procedures. , \ •;.. y----•'•• ;•'.

m

?•? ?

2.3.2 Boiler emergency is responded to in
/. accordance^ with statutory requirements,..
manufacturer's recorruiiendarions and .
work place procedures, including:
- identification of emergency < \
*» isolation of heat source '
:•}•'. -\'•••;.• ''.;.*- selection and application of •
; appropriate fire fighting equipment
..-establishment of water level •, •
.,' £;^notification of downstream users '
;
. ^operation of boiler only when safe
•..'•'.•-. .; to do so'.'v '••;*iiC'
• 'f:/:rXf-:

m

r

•"•: Range Statement

-^'

.• .:,l

:'•'.,.'••;-'

This range statement applies to trie whole unit.

.:;K V

i,-,

;' i'J:, ' AH elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent. M
Competency is to be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following features: modulating
S i - Combustion air supply, modulating heat source, superheaters and economise™.
",-•"*'v v*"; ;.'• •','-- ^ •.""*

J

*i,

'•.• '•;'-'•'•'

••

•' • . ,.••*;

;,'•-'

'•

•: -.•:'

'' .'",'

'."•*-

" "•"' '.-.'''• •'.:-'.''•'.',-i<\- ,'-vv'-.i*

;&firitv^Wthiih the performance criteria, for boilers used for purposes other than the generation of steam,
•I•'•'?• the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point at ..••.-:.,
'•'•:.-:\^:;iatmospheric pressure. >' ,;>-j •' .-••.^V ':;;-";"]iV',':-...-" "••V_v;'
• • '"':'?•-•'",, '•
:;\r.!;'?v.-!::";<.'
'''.^'•>:'>;vv''.'^

;

.-'

• '' >,;.-•''••>.•

•'".•'

" ' • . ' '

• . '•' - ? i r . , " ' "

'.-.. •"

'•

,

• /

';•''.'

. v Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of; •

vv-j ; ^;s.-. ;
: ••'< •

.

. • ' . ' • ' . • ' • • -.';•.-."••'' •'..'''".•' •'

.-•

-- • ; , •

selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment; V;,; .:,'•/ ; /
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
.procedures;
\ '~*b.}."v<*i" I
identification of maintenance requirements:
* • ,: v • the hierarchy of prevention/control, that is, measures which control or eliminate hazards
""'-.'f» -,''; ''"-'';•"••/• at their source, (for example, insulation of sources of thermal hazards) arc selected in
'hi: ., 'preference to measures which control hazards by changes to workplace behaviour (for
)••-h. '•''•.', exarpple, use of personal protective clothing and equipment);
•
procedures for deali.rig'.with accidents; :
"> K i V ' ' ; ' . .
•'•'-' • .••
rcurrent State/Territory statutory requirements, manufacturer'srecommendations:and,•.";
i.i'i "..'.>.'•' "workplace procedures; and. -?•'.'-;'r\;[;~; '!;'•'•.; \„/i-! •>'
• •:•;''•'.•'?'•:•<•''-•' '• •'•.):' •
•
''workplace communication procedures.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
'

.

*

/

CLASS - INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION
Unit or Competence
.3.0;. ;V'••Shutdown and store' boiler.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.1 .' "Carry out boiler operational
".;.. •shut-down. .

f

,c

3.1.1' Boiler is shut down in accordance with
•'',•>:. statutory requirements, manufacturer's'
recommendations and work place
;".-;. procedures, including checks of:
"••',• .•••- water level. - . . . '- } \ ' ' : ! '.j'/-;
--cooling down process;
— boiler pressure/vacuum " "
- '
• ~ fuel/heat source isolation.
*,,,:,'
3,1.2 -Maintenance requirements are identified ?'-':
;V ;3indreportedin accordance with work
•'";•'}•:,_ place procedures. ?••; ;. 5 ;

'•i&Vi

Element''of Competence
3.2

;•

Carry out boiler shut-down
for an internal inspection.

Performance Criteria

^ r 1r

'••."• v&

3.211 Boiler is shut down in accordance with
• statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place ;
,:• procedures, including checks of:
^ -cooling down process

, .;'•

- boiler vacuum/pressure
- fuel/heat source isolated ;;
- removal of water from boiler
i:i
' i-removal of inspection openings ....
- removal of combustion equipment
- isolation from any common
connection
-opening of all access points
required for inspection.
•';,•;..<

3.2.2

Boiler is cleaned internally and externally
in accordance with statutory ;
.requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place ,. ;
'-':•'"•'< .procedures, particularly regarding entry
into confined spaces.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
•'•
•..".'

•"•'• '''-'•-y--'
• ,-•-

r *.•* •I'-'*'-'* >• J'i**itt*-.\'SJ-''•-<•• V:-;;-:* : "*'. ••'.' • •. , ; •*

• •''••- ".'•'-

•'•'-

•'.-'

••*'. •' J '

. ' •

•••••"••''•* ''•• '.*"••.*

'••' -'".i .

'

.

.

••'••

.
•

-

.

'••':]

'-\

"

CLASS -r INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION

:-v
3,2.3 Boiler valves and fittings are removed for.
maintenance in accordance with statutory
:
: requirements, manufacturer's,
recommendations and workplace
procedures.
Element of Competence ;
3.3

.

Store boiler in shut-down
:'•• 'mode.

Performance Criteria

"••,;

3.3.1 Appropriate mode of storage is identified
• in accordance with statutory
requirements, manufacturer's .
. recommendations and work place
•
- procedures. ;;." • • •
3.3.2 .Boiler is stored in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
'•'-.:'':, recommendations and work place
'. procedures.
.*••;
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT

,$?"

CLASS - INTERMEDIATE BOILER OPERATION

•'•• - ••••:*' /^. V^>Sv>':;;;':

Range Statement '• ^^^£A^^0^?~:$*'?>%;-V-~':'-

,V;-'fc0^'v';';;-'

^isrange: statement applies to the whole uiiit^-^ji^]/^:^J/i^r.^\.^^^^i'.-v^vr^i-y^l^j^lj.^.'^fj^v )^-:!it1v;^:-1:
' AH elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace: erivironment(s) or e^uiyaleni/^/^;^^.^ ^ ^ . - ; : ;
Competency is to be demonstrated for .operation of boilers with' the following features; modulating '•'' ' ^
combustion air supply, modulating heat source;superheaters and economisers;, •,' ' C : . f l | " ^ j - ' 4 - ^ V ' ! •
Within the performance criteria, for boilers used for purposes other than the generation of steam, C \"1ri££,
the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point'at 1-S:] !>,vV^;:
atmospheric pressure. : ' ^ ' { ^ ^ j ^ ' ^ ' V , . ^ ' - " ' ' * : - ! ^ ^v'vi^* ': 'h^- //',-%*- '#,>,« >:;--1,'~' " / '
•Evidence.of competency is to .encompass the satisfactory application of:

.. .';•' '

.•/'•-. 'selection and use-of-personal protective' clothing "and equipment;.'
'V
•
inspection prwedures as specified in the manufacturer'srecommendationsand workplrc^
,.•• $>•$ ^proc^urcsi^'Z'-jf:^'.. • <,
'• •' _•• •'. •
•.'•
. ' *'• v -; ' w r ^ ^ ^ v ^
*
identification of maintenance requirements;
• ,^ '. : ' Af
• •' \----:?'jj" '
*j: •'".
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of-^ ]"':£.
' : .-sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures ''-< ^ •!,/' .^: •".:'•' j ," being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment; .!;'.• /;•'s' V;3f : «
_* 2' '? current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
'
£% .
;
# •'."
workplacecommunicationprocedures;and
^; V :,/, ? , u O ' ^ ?:i;l" : '
>•' .>'•"'' confined space entry procedures, including checks of;
>*
'.-.-•" '••'-. .•''.-"'': r.-'.'-..;' ;:;v:
:: :
;
;
. H; :,''_ ,•/;••',; ' '; J^i;' ''J,%yi% '"•'. "'...;;••, :v •'•"' £v.;''> •: •/••; •;; •!;'.-.- ;.'-?'^-« ' . • " ' ' ' ' • • - • •' &' til*"-*?' <U; ^ ; \.' '<
.*•*<', L~ * ppeningsize ';
- ' .<>;-.»" '*•' ; -V'' • ^
*. '
; •)
•_. .•"
:
A r % ' ^ - ' : available room to manoeuvre in confined space . •'•''
-'"•''•' {•'"'•*'•'•... ''liy.^'. '
- < ' ' • ; ' 77 « -lightingvoltage
,:V---.'", '-'.':- i'; -.''; • ..
..v- •"•...i;-;'^V^*..:'-'
,.-..': air quality in confined space
V , '-'" . ' • - ' . . -,
'
- -'— iair supplyV
.
•'•••.'.• '\" • .','••. ;^>;;tr.'';:''':••'•;•' ~i -j1^'- ;J:1:V',_'-.". ;;;. '"•:.;>=:/- ^'Q^^ .':^ .•
:
.'''—."' need to enter.
•'''-.• •'.". ;
",':,-• ..',?;> '••.:,

'?V <

:.;.' t7:.' : "!:;',^'"tv'

'•}''•, u:-v
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION
Unit of Competence
' • • • .

•

1.6.

Start boiler.

:

Element of Competence •
:
^4-4
M
S c ^ t a n d u s c personal
i
:
f*$f ) • protective clothing and
equipment.
•••'•"'•'

Performance Criteria

'

;. •

1.1.1 Personal protective clothing and;•:.
'•:'-';; V)' equipment is selected for use, ensuring
statutory requirements and work place
procedures are followed. r••"'• :-?^SMj§
1.1.2 Functions that require the use. of personal
protective clothing and equipment are
reported to enable the function to be
•••'•/• assessed using the hierarchy 6f '•
.prevention/control procedure. .

Element of Competence
1.2

Carry out pre-opefational
safety checks.
\\'-.

Performance Criteria
1.2.1

Preoperational safety checks of boiler
are conducted in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
.'• recommendations and plant operating :
procedures, including.checks of:

-feed water supply and system _:,
- fuel supply/heat source system
.'.. - boiler valves their operation and
-V?*'.''•',:'.' position.-'*-'-%?< . ., ,> combustion air supply system
- combustion equipment;:;' W, 1';."
— boiler water level,
1.2.2

Maintenance requirements are identified
and reported in accordance with work
;,';!,• place procedures, r >^ .
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS -ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION
Element of Competence
1.3

Maintain health and safety
Standards in work area, v

,

. , ; /Performance Criteria

^ ^
fe&fv

Hazards and potential hazards' in work- ;area are identified in accordance with
•-"-'-.-'.' .-statutory requirements and work place'''•:'^-'£
procedures,including:
••.-.•., , ' " / ; /
•K:'..".;:'.••'J5:Afrchemical hazards'v^rs,;}!-,.';.';. v'"^
v
•-thermalhazards' •
.
:-v ^^.-w-manual handling hazards • v- ;' .-•
v>vguarding of machinery.. ;"
' •• requirements
'.•]:••',/^'^
If illumination of work area: v
rv'^'S.'.'.-.^^ib^^ and combustibles in area: ^
r ',j f-leakage of steam plant
,,''^.leakage of fuel
;'•;", .-'obstructions in work area.
• '' Z
i.3.2 Hazards are ieported in accordance with"/,'
J Statutory requirements and work place },Cy(
procedures.
•..-••'~X\'Z'-'J<1.3.3 Prevention/control measures are selected';
in accordance with the hierarchy of
control.
Performance Criteria

1.4

1.4.1 Boiler is started and brought on line
safely, in accordance with statutory '
requirements, manufacturer's • i ;
recommendations and work place
procedures, including checks of:

Start boiler.

:

;

v

>!

Element of Competence

s

.^

Vheat input
-warm up of reticulation system
- "-steam traps and steam line purge :,y
systems operation:
-reticulation line pressure
..';•'"•;';:'- steam usage and supply.
1.4.2 Maintenancerequirementsare to be
identified and reported in accordance ".". '':
with work place requirements. ' ; .
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - A D V A N C E D BOILER OPERATION

Range Statement

/ < J&j

This rangestatement appliesto the whole unit. "

' •.. -

•';.!.';;-

.'vy.'.'<

"All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace envirpnment(s) or equivalent;. &£s$W?i
Competency is to be demonstrated for.operation of boilers with the following features: modulating
combustion air supply, modulating heat source, superheaters, economises, multiple fuel type
which may be fired simultaneously during normal operation, (not including boilers which change
fuel type during start sequence). '
\. \'^!' ; '^:-K''^'.'
Within the performance criteria, forboliers used for purposes other than the generation of steam,
the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point at
^:
atmospheric pressure*
...
.'••'.
' "'
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:' ;''•'•
k»;,;}.;y.-,.•;.•> selectionand use of personal protective clothing and equipment:• .; .
"*l;\;
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer'srecommendationsand workplace
:
-:.^ r ' ; ; procedures; ;'.;V,;':'-'vV .^^.••' , ;. '
-•••...
:,.\:,:<
TJ HI
.identification of maintenance requirements;
*~j
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
. ' V • sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
7 , being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
:• \
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
• :;
workplace communication procedures.
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COMPETEl CYS^^DARDSrPRES$UREEQm
CLA! S-yVDVANCED BOILER OPERATION

M

Unit of Competence K
2.0

"Operate and monitor ^oiler.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

2.1

2.1.1 Operating status of boiler is diagnosed. »;•

Conduct take/hand o\£r
procedures for boiler^

:.

2.1.2 Operating log is maintained clearly and j
• . accurately, in accordance with statutory
' requirements and workplace procedures. .V.'
2.1.3 Information regarding boiler, [its status., ._
; :f^%[•:••• and operation is communicated clearly in
accordance with workplace procedure
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria
1

2.2

Monitor boiler operation

:

;

'

-'

4

:

''•'i^ ^."',^''^..-V?::. '"-" .i.*''Vv' "'..'-".0 ">'.' !.l.-: :•' '• :.••••'• j •"):•'-!-'

2.2.1 Boileris monitored in accordance with ;'.,
statutory requirements manufacturer's T;i
' recommendations and workplace ',>
procedures, including checks of:r :
- steam reticulation line pressure
- usage of, and supply of, steam
-quality of steam
- combustion/heat source system
- feed water system
-fuel system
- combustion air supply •
-waterlevel
.: .
- boiler steam pressure -•.'
-operation of control/safety devices.
2.2.2 Boiler water quality tests are conducted in
accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures.
2.2.3 Boiler water is adjusted as a result of tests
to meet manufacturer's recommendations
and work place criteria.
2.2.4 Boiler house chemicals are stored and
handled in accordance with statutory
requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
'•''.'*:• " •,', •'

'*

''. •'.';'-'-".':'<•* '':•'•''•

:S^\,}.--r' ' • •' :• ' • • ' ' ' ; • • • . , * -

••'•'• ';'••• '"'V ; ?' t '"f- v '*v '•* ••" *-JV-

.".'•"'*.- .-.-''^* •. : '^'.?"'*•':-«:

:~"-L"

:

/ * 7 ; **-'-' * ''-v :*'-*- •'":'.•

•'-..'•. •''''Ai' '*'

'

" "*". •'." ,*'"'

- * : r - ^ *•".'' '/-*'•»''' '•' "'••'"''•''

-•','••
'

: :

'

••' -'••'

••'".•".-'" . '."'
• •'• •':•>'.'

-"•--":

' '• ' 'i ".'••'-'

,
'•''

'

* •
•'"':'•

CLASS - ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION
Clement of Competence

7;

Performance Criteria

'

2.3
Maintain health and safety - ", : ' - 2;3.I Maintenancerequirementsare identified
, t J standards during boiler ££=;>;.'.'
i and reported in accordance with work
:
•IV": ./Operation. v,A;-':^^:;:-yV:W':'7;v^;'iplace procedures.
P-,"i ''.-•••

'.%•:}•;;•'.

"2.3.2 Boiler emergency is responded to in'
accordance with statutory requirements,
manufacturer's recommendations and
7';:
work place procedures, including; -;.;

>;;#;.-•;.,;
,;'.;;/;'

. •/.[.;,.-';'•:
: J • '•'

r "" ; v ^ ' , ' ; ; > ' ^

:>':,:-;'

.;v ., •

;'.'-.' .;

Range Statement

\Y-•'-•-: j' '*/.;•
-•
7

- identification of emergency
;''.:
- isolation of heat" source
' - selection and application of
appropriate fire fighting equipment
-establishment of water level, : ; :
- notification of downstream users
-operation of boiler only when safe
to do so.

This range statement applies to the whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environments) or equivalent.
Competency is to be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following features: modulating
combustion air supply, modulating heat source, superheaters, economises, multiple fuel type
which may be fired simultaneously during normal operation, (not including boilers which change
fuel type during start sequence). ;
Within the performance criteria, for boilers used for purposes other than the generation of steam,
the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point at
atmospheric pressure.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
"*
'.•.

selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment;
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
procedures;
:
«
identification of maintenance requirements;
» :
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
: - .'being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
:•'*'.
current State/Tenitory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
;«
procedures for dealing with accidents; and
' • '• ::'"•• workplace communication procedures.
'.:,.
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> : l i ^ - COMPETENCY STANDARDS-PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS-ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION

f

Unit of Competence
3.0 ;

. Shut down and store boiler.
Performance Criteria . ; ^ i ; ^ ;-•

Element of Competence
-.3:1 -'•••' ;<i Carry out boiler operational
•J'-I-''.. 'Shut-down. ;^'f-\i •'••' h •

£i$* "'*.''••

3.1.1 Boiler is shut down in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures, including checks of:'
M*;:»j= water level •'/
r'tr^it'
':.-.:'; peopling down process
<?• , . ' - b o i l e r pressure/vacuum
r " •*
< '-fuel/heat source isolation/;
>

';.',' ; ? '

:- i

A!..?. Maintenancerequirementsare identified
. and reported in accordance with work;
.i^- ; 7 place procedures. \ V;; ~\,^':'-\ .o^.
"*<

l

Performance Criteria

3.2

3.2.1 Boiler is shut down in accordance with
!
; statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures, including checks of:

Carry out boiler shut-down
for an internal inspection.

;.;',,.•,

?

Element of Competence

—

• -

cooling down process:;, .;,
boiler vacuum/pressure : ,; fuel/heal source isolated
removal of water from boiler v_'
removal of inspection openings
removal of combustion equipment
isolation from any common
connection
- opening of all access points <;'/•/?'
required for inspection.

3.2.2 Boiler is cleaned internally and externally
, in accordance with statutory ,..-'-•'
requirements,- manufacturer's/r^'v'.,; /v,
• recommendations and work place . , ;
, /*''.... procedures, particularly regarding entry
• into confined spacesl. :• i /

»>-;
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.

"

—

•

COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS -ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION
3.2.3 Boiler valves and fittings are removed for
maintenance in accordance with statutory
_!;, requirements, manufacturer's •
recommendations and work place "•.:• -• ,'
procedures.

-v

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.3

3.3.1 Appropriate mode of storage is identified
in accordance with statutory •••':
requirements, manufacturer's v
recommendations and work place
procedures. '. ,<• ;,

Store boiler in shut-down
mode.

3.3.2 Boiler is stored in accordance with
V statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
. procedures.
•
>r> ..;.,
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• ' . • • : ' : ? ' . ' • * '

epMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUD?MENT ;
J

GLASS -ADVANCED BOILER OPERATION
'.'•,•.:,'_•'•• "/•••^.•t',-"^'i'l.':i^.v V ' ^ - ^ S M V ' ' "*'• ;'.:V •'\':*'57:;:-».;,;''::,v..:','>^': ' - • . > ' .

Range Statement ••

,>'~\

'

•

.'

• "

Thisrange statement applies to the whole unit

•;. ".v.-

• ' :?

"',

. '•'..'.' :.";"-N'*•'"'• ••,:>• v;'»';

, ' . ' . '
V

;
v

N

\ " • %'v

All elements are to be satisfied jri the normal workplace environment's) or equivalent.
Competency is to be demonstrated for operation of boilers with the following features: modulating
combustion air supply, modulating heat source, superheaters, economises, multiple fuel type;' .; /
which may be fired simultaneously during normal operation, (not including boilers which change
fuel type during start sequence), " • •;. . v ""Within the performance criteria, for boilers used for purposes other than the generation of steam,
the term water means liquid, and the term steam means fluid at/or above its boiling point at : ;..
atmospheric pressure. •
• '
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
—i'y? •;.'•:
• •' :•'- •'- -}-i, [•/ • {'••f-'z.;'.'•'.'.<!; ••••• ;-«':;:•'" ' ,;v'.-'.: [".),.":, •• • ''•'.-'•>:•"•W.Y.'?'' •'•'">'•;>':- ^ ••"vs-'7;v^::
«
selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment;
>::\l~':J . ; ; »' ' :
'*"''';
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
prodedures| •: v. *: ; NI -:::K.-:v-^-.'•;! • • •:-':'•'>•>.
'/Ar'-Ap.'::^*^
':':A.~/':
•-'•'•"
identification of maintenance requirements;
r
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
•
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
•
workplace communication procedures; and
•
confined space entry procedures, including checks of:
openingsize
available room to manoeuvre in confined space
, - , lighting voltage
air quality in confined space
'.'•".. "-.'
air supply
need to enter.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS
TURBINE OPERATION

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - START STEAM TURBINE
'.:i,I

Select and use personal protective clothing and equipment

1.2

Carry out pre-operational safety checks.

13

Maintain health and safety standards in work area.

M

Start turproe. '.

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 -OPERATE AND MONITOR TURBINE
2.1

Conduct take/hand over procedures for turbine which Is on line.

2.2 . : . Monitor turbine operation. ;
23

Maintain health and safety standards during turbine operation.

COMPETENCY UNIT 3 - SHUT DOWN TURBINE
3.1

Carry out turbine operational shut-down.

3.2

Carry out turbine shut-down for maintenance.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS-TURBINE OPERATION
Unit of Competence;
1.0

Start steam turbine.

Element of Competence
1.1 .
•tV;.'-.,'

Performance Criteria
1.1.1 Personal protective clothing and >
equipment are selected for use, ensuring
statutory requirements and work place
procedures are followed.

Select and use personal
protective clothing and
equipment.

1.1.2 Functions that require the use of personal
protective clothing and equipment are '•
repotted to enable the function to be •. *
assessed using the hierarchy of
••'•. prevention/control procedure.
Element of Competence.

Performance Criteria

;

.;".'• 1.2 .; .'Carry out pre-operational
;iV..' '•'•''-£-iv' safety checks. ?'. , •;-. '•

1.2.1

Pre-operational safety checks of turbine
\ are conducted in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and plant operating
procedures, including checks of:
- the steam supply and system
• -operation and position of turbine
valves
.-safety devices
- overspeed shut-down •
- pressure relieve devices:
-speed governor
- the exhaust system : ^v
-auxiliary equipment
- the lubrication system.

1.2.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
and reported in accordance with work
place procedures.

i*;:«:

4...,
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
]

-2:

Element of Competence

f /.CLASSY TURBINE OPERATION
t

, -

r:.i>& V -Maintain health and safety
V - '••'•: standards in work area.: :

Performance Criteria •
1.3.1

•:»«•.

,v >

Hazards and potential hazards in work ;•'..
; area are identified in accordance with ; *-...•
statutory requirements and work place_"sM
procedures, including:
i
;

^chemical hazards
^ ^ ^ / . r thermal hazards '..'.''. -.V'S-'
• .v
-manual handling hazards
, > . ' ; ' '• _ guarding of machinery ; f ;'.>;;
requirements
t>
- illumination of workarea
- rubbish and combustibles in area •:•••
- leakage of steam plant
??'l; '•
- obstructions in work area., fV
13.2 Hazards are reported in accordance with v
statutory requirements and work place;K'r
•"•_• procedures^ I' '
••{•%'- :A'r'''/':Y:.^A
1.3.3 Prevention/control measures are selected
in accordance with the hierarchy of
control.
Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.4

1.4.1 Turbine is started and brought up to speed
and placed on line safely, in accordance
with statutory requirements,
manufacturer's recommendations and : >
work place procedures, including checks
of:

Start turbine.

y:

- position and operation of valves
and fittings
-operation of lubrication system
-operation of drainage system
-steam quality
-heat input ;/
.;;...
-operation of auxiliary equipment
- freedom of rotation of turbine., j
- turbine warm up
- operation of steam traps and steam
line purge systems
-warm up of reticulation system ;«£'..•:
-reticulation line pressure;. ,-. / • ; . ; "
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - TURBINE OPERATION

.^v';;j

1.4.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
-;:},••
.;;
.•• a ^and reported in accordance with work /-.
:: /'.,,-'iv •>••''._'•,•'.•_.;. -.:'- '.;• r;S. '„ '•? >;'.r? • 9:i~i^,l J
l; 1 -:^:'' place requirements. ..
. .
V Range Statement
s

5;

; X/K'

-^ J-'-'-'•.'" ••••:•'. '••[:':•"""•"

: T h i s range statement applies to the whole unit.'

. 5

yi'f'd

•". *".' £'':••.'•'••~/''\^ ' ' / ' '

•/• ' ; {r;^.',

u< All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.!
'/

Competency is to be demonstrated on turbines, as defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:

:•','-*;*: ! . selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment;
• .•'!
' <;;\ ^; -^v.;1!; inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
'•:,;*=.'.'</?'$;": ":•• .procedures;- - .•'.': ,'...yi[.; •
%•%'&£'/•'••'':.
.'^ .; : identification of maintenance requirements;..
' ':*:•::
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
•;->H t sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
•;,.; being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment; \
. »
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
*
workplace communication procedures.. . :
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"'"'

COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
' C L A S S ^ t U R B I N E OPERATION
Unit of Competence
,2.6

'. Operate and monitor turbine.

Element of Competence

Performance.Criteria. <•>" •:'/'';':-:':!:^C'[>Jr~^^

2;1'~ . Conduct take/handovep-^: ?:
procedures for turbine which
• is on line.; [• '•' • '-•'•[.

2.1.1 Operating status of turbine is diagnosed. • -;
2.1.2 Operating log is maintained clearly and 4.'V
accurately, in.accordance with statutory
. : , - . requirements and workplace procedures. '.•;•'
2: T,3 Information regarding turbine, its status
' -V.' and operation is communicated clearly in
• ;•'-. •';' accordance with workplace procedures..: 1

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria • .

2.2

2.2.1 Turbine is monitored in accordance with,,
~\:r] -.-•' statutory requirements manufactures -:-^^:
'-.. recommendations and workplace > , ) -Vprocedures, including checks of:

;•;•' Monitor turbine operation.

•

,_

;

•w<

*

- quality of steam supply
-cooling water system
- condenser operation (when fitted)
r-position and operation of valves
and fittings
- cylinder drainage system ~';\
- lubrication system
•- speed control
•"-vibration level .
.'
- steamreticulationline pressure
• ; -operation of control/safety devices.
2.2.2 Engine room chemicals are stored and;.
handled in accordance with statutory
requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures.
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\

COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - TURBINE OPERATION
Element of Competence
2.3

V '•

Performance Criteria

Maintain health and safety
standards during "turbine •operation. f

.

.•

2.3,1 ••'. Maintenance requirements are identified
:»"•: and reported in accordance with work
place procedures. •;
2.3*2 Turbine emergency is responded to in
accordance with statutory requirements,.
manufacturer's recommendations and
work place procedures, including:
. .-identification of emergency
- selection and application of
,
appropriate fire fighting equipment
•-.isolation of steam source :
- notification of downstream users'' V
- operation of turbine only occurs
-\••:•,l- when safe to do so.

Range Statement
"this range statement applies to the whole unit.

V

All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace enviionment(s) or equivalent.
Competency is to be demonstrated on turbines, as defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
'•*
'• .

selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment; ', .
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
procedures;
>•
identification of maintenance requirements;
• •"
the hierarchy of hazard control mcasuies with elimination (for example, insulation of
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
•
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
"•.;:-•
procedures for dealing with accidents; and ,
•^: ,. ^workplace communication procedures.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
I
Unit of Competence

? CLASS - TURBINE OPERATION
'...• ^

:

•. -

3.6 v :\ Shut down turbine.'.-..
Element of Competence
3.1';.' ':•', Carry out turbine operational
'•': shut-down. : .

Performance Criteria

•'3.1. 1 Turbine is shut down in accordance with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's .
:
,'• :
recommendations and work place H>
' ^ " procedures, including checks of:
- . '.

Element of Competence

,'3.2
:?.'.-

Cany out turbine shut-down
for maintenance.

*•' , '"V'-'V* ?'T,S* '•-

-steam supply ..-•',
%
,^'--cooling down process >•.;*• 7{
,.- load on the turbine
; > / , - auxiliary equipment shut-down ••••*.:'
-cylinderdrain system. ' * ^-4 :-

Performance Criteria

• .--

3.2.1 Turbine is shut down in accordance with
• / statutory requirements, manufacturer's .
recommendations and work place ,
procedures, including checks of:
'i\r> cooling down process
- steam supply isolated
- load on turbine
^removal of combustion equipment
- isolation from any common
connection —
-.opening of all access points '
V. - required for inspection.
3.2.2 Turbine valves and fittings are removed
for maintenance in accordance witfc
statutory requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and work place
procedures.
,' •
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
-\

CLASS -TURBINE OPERATION

Range Statement
This range statement applies to whole unit.

;
••

.&, >

:

All elements are to be satisfied in the normal .workplace environments) or equivalent
Competency is to be demonstrated on turbines, as defined.' •:. ; 'i
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:

•''•'.-.'"'.';

•? "; . . , , selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment;
,
•
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
^ . v r procedures; Jv'jj VvT--.. .'•''•'.• ..-:T ^
'•
:.•;": -,!,.•'• ••'.;•'''. ••'.;
'^V.s ! ' • identification of maintenance requirements:
• ••,-,
• j
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
:£;','•;'/i&pl&ps of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
jjeing selected before safe work practices arid personal protective equipment;
>;..;:::';:; -Current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
«- v procedures for dealing with accidents;.
;•;
? ,,.'.
workplace communication procedures; and
* ;•:'.';,. ; entry into confined spaces procedures, including checks of:
^
. -...

opening size .
available room to manoeuvre in confined space
lighting voltage '.
air quality in confined space
airsupply
need to enter.
'
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;
COMPETENCY STANDARDS
RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION

COMPETENCY UNIT 1 - START RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE
1.1

'

Personal protective clothing and equipment is selected for use.

kv.'"~13**:*" . Carry out pre-operational safety checks.
1.3

m

5 Mp&&
. A",;.:fe

m

'•

Maintain health and safety standards in work area. *'\"

*. '•"'•..'•_'•''H'-'^•

:

r

' 1.4 ;

Start reciprocating steam engin^"^*^;;'£'•!•; :}\j.',j '•<•..

,

:

• '.,S^fe1i <:%:^t;'ij;^

COMPETENCY UNIT 2 - OPERATE AND MONITOR RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE
'

2.1

;

:

Conduct take/hand over procedures for reciprocating steam engine which is on line.

, ; i : ^ 2 j . ] . ' . Monytor reciprocating steam engine operation.
Lvl-2.3-

. .

Maintain health and safety standards during reciprocating steam engine operation.

'COMPETENCY UNIT3-SHUT DOWN RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE
3.1
3.2

; Carry out operational shut-down of reciprocating steam engine.
Carry out engine shut-down for maintenance.

I
V
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION
Unit of Competence

/ • • ' . ; • >.$?•;

3.'0tv''. / Start reciprocating steam engine.
Element of Competence
'1,1'.. / Personal protective clothing
/•'
;;:/and equipment is selected for V-' '

•

u s e . "•••

••':.'

'•.' :'.•.:'',• ; -'•/.''•' •-','/•• .-.'.

Performance Criteria

M.111 Select and use personal protective/;'.
' clothing and equipment, ensuring
statutory requirements and work place .
/
procedures are followed. •
1.1.2 Functions that require the use of personal
• ' . " protective clothing and equipment are
"V.. reported to enable the function to be;:'.'.
_•]-*';. assessed using the hierarchy of . .y:?-i
prevention/control procedure.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

1.2

1.2.1

Carry out pre-ope'rational
- safety checks.

Pre-operational safety checks of
reciprocating steam engine are conducted
in accordance with statutory
v
.'.; '." requirements, manufacturer's
recommendations and plant operating
procedures, including checks of:
r- supply steam system
- position and operation of engine
valves
..
: ^.lubrication system
. - cylinder drainage system
. i- exhaust system
-auxiliary equipment'
-safety devices
- overspeed shutdown
- pressure relief devices
- speed governor..

1.2.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
and reported in accordance with work
place procedures.
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT

•i. i:

CLASS - RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION
¥»

' Performance Criteria • ' ; : - ^ ^ ? " . ' ; $ | ^ " ^ ^ j >

Element of Competence •'

%

1.3 ;.•"•.' Main tai n health and s ifc t y
.;•": j > t : -J standards in work are i

1.3.1. Hazards and potential hazards ih.wark.'
area are identified in accordance with • ".:
statutory requirements irid work place"
-procedures, including:
;,.
. -chemical h a z a r d s ' ^ - - /.Iv. •'.-..
">. '-^thermal hazards
-manual handling hazards ;: ';>;<;'
.. t •/• '$"'.••'• ;—.guarding.Qfmachinery''$M:^*'s~;£
'•]^I' '
requirements . ->.>t,.- ; : : ^
- illumination of work area •
- rubbish and combustibles in area
r-leakage of steam plant r. :
:;
•.'••• '
. . -leakageof : fuel :"',;•?').'••'•:,.•'••']• '/^y'j.
-" :".;'-,. •"• - obstructions in work aipa, :•':* •/; v.'rv
1.3-2 Hazards are reported in accordance with
.'A ••. statutory requirements and work place •..7
, ; ' v procedures;
'•'"."•••.
;"•; '•''£•'•: •
1.3.3 Prevention/control measures are selected
in accordance with the hierarchy of

.yypy,yy :

\\~:•.:-•:' conux)i.
Element of Competence

•

Performance Criteria

1-4, •;, Start reciprocating st«(an?
"1 "
engine.'
??-•

Xv

A,

•:. <•

-

^;r

^

:

i.4a; Reciprocating steam engine is started arid
brought on line safely; in accordance'.with
statutory requirements, manufacturer's ,'
recommendations and work pi acev . >v'U •
procedures, including checks bf;';:
- h e a t ttipuf
.
- ",~steam supply system ^ (
. - ^steam traps and steam line purge
••••;•;•• 'systems- ;'--''*;
j -engine warmed up
.-,;- ; -lubrication system
•';'•'
., : , ~drainage system ' ' -•'„ "'' •,-•...;
: -operation and position of engine f"
;V ; ;' ':>yalyes and fittings •'".". ;'-j:.;,?.'.,
.-operation of auxiliary equipment
- -freedom of rotation of engine'*;';',-- Warm up of reticulation system' : ;

..;

'••?•: ?£*&£

&
:•,'?.<•',-,

'•:'»

„

;•,-
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION

ft'si.tX'^V/-'•
'
^ V/':' ; '^: >;
""'.'•'•'
:
;:
:
'•'•t?.i£-:' 'i,-S-'- 'ii;;.'-'V : V,> - «vj..'V? -', •
••': , ' '.. ':• • / ~ : '. .•;.
&Mi'^Ss!*>W.,'" ••
•' • A'••'.:\. 1 .;•.••••.''•;-•• •"•'. ..
:

• - >'<p::£:ip.

..

- steam traps and steam line purge : •
•
*."systems operation/ '.>" ...
••.'•'.'
-reticulation line pressure. '••

:' "•'•*;?;,. •>*.!''''. •' .-'..'••• •••• • . ,. • ; \

:' ' -;

!

••':" ?£z%j?&& •"

1
4
^'^^SV
'?^^!*®^^'
'?^
'"'* :'-'v!:».'•';••'; 1-4.2 Maintenance requirements are identified
;
:
;^^ iv'j^^:^,.. Wi: . :, • "
'
. ..>; and reported in accordance with work '
•fi«s^i *£<:': '••'•
;.
,•• .'•«•;* -;'"r-1-..".'- .
,. '.. place requirements/ " ^•}J?--'i>^'?~::C~~'&

Range Statement

J:-' ^'v : .

•

A '••

%•;:''';•;'''•'•';;

This range statement applies to whole unit.
All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace enviroriment(s) or equivalent.

';"',. }

Competency is to be demonstrated on reciprocating steam engines, as defined.
'Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
••c$l?tfvi} • selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment;
"
'/&!;- 'y> • inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
••'v./*---, •' '/'"procedures;-: ,-•:•.•;'/*'-;:>-:
'
*'•:'*• :r-\: /•'.'identification of maintenance requirements:
•,}>; : the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
•''< *•!/••" "•'? c u r r e n t State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice; and
v?* ?.'.•.;. workplace communication procedures.

> • • :

s&K - ';-

->• • ^-v

<: .V-,'•?,"'" it Lv:

i •';.,; • j w
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COMPETE! fCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS r RE CIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION
Unit of Competence
2.0

Operate and monitor reciprocating steam engine.

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria'' •'.-';,:'.£.';«£•'i:!?.#irs#: • •./'

2.1

.2.1.1, Operating status of reciprocating steam
'•'.••' engine is diagnosed., v
-,'i.%'Ml

Conduct take/hand o ies
procedures for recipr xatmg
steam engine which i
line.

2.1.2 Operating log is maintained clearly and • '
''''.•v.-!'.....acciifcitely.'iil accordance with statutory
requirements and workplace procedures.
:-Z:1.3r' Information regarding reciprocating •'•"'•'
steam engine, its status and operation is
:
communicated clearly iri accordance with
; '•• workplace procedures. ,'.., '•' V*'

Element of Competence '
2.2'; • JytohitorreGipr.ocatinj: steam
:.?--'j}-~. engine operation^?;

Performance Criteria :.•.•'•-'

'.

'-

• 2.2.1 •'*'Reciprocatingsteam engine is monitored
in accordance with statutory requirements
manufactures recommendations and
.
workplace procedures, including checks
£.;••• :• '°f'

•;•.'...-• - s u p p l y steam quality and line •';;
' • .'-.',•' .•.:•":•'•••• r> • pressure'':,• '
'c'l. •'•''-'': •
•y%-. - exhaust system '-:.;..'•'•: -;,V .;*
':••"•>• i - safety devices
r- speed governor ; ^
:•'. : i; •-";• ^vibration level '
T
r- lubrication system '.-.••
- operation and function of valves
and fittings
- cylinder drainage system
- quality of steam
- operation of control/.safety devices.
2.2.2 Engine room chemicals are stored and
v ; ,handled in accordance with statutory
.; i;. requirements, manufacturer's _.•- ;'^ S '
recommendations
and work place
•, '
... • . p r o c e d u r e s . ' -v
... '

:

&:>C'*V
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
,s;;

CLASS - RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION
Element of Competence '.,'.'•
2.3 .

Performance Criteria

Maintain health'and safety :
' standards during . ; • .
reciprocating steam engine
^operation. " "•::

2.3.1 Maintenance requirements are identified
' and reported in accordance with work
i! **• place procedures.
; >

i

2.3.2 Engine emergency is responded to in
accordance with statutory requirements,
£§0d manufacturer's recommendations and
:;..\'. workplace procedures, including: -• •;

mm

- identification of emergency
. ,f,selection and application of
appropriate fire fighting equipment
-isolation of steam supply
; .. *:•'• ••!' _ -notification of downstream users
'- operation of engine only when safe
todoso. • .*•* ••'••» ••'-:'T
'

••£

:

Range Statement

•

' .

This range statement applies to the whole unit. ;
<t«?.te£a*^S^^^

',',
• ••••:

.-

-:.:-::

All elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environment(s) or equivalent.
Competency is to be demonstrated on reciprocating steam engines, as defined.
Evidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
"* '"•?
selection and use of-persbnal protective clothing and equipment;
•
'inspection procedures as specified in >he manufacturer's recommendations and workplace
procedures;
W^J-.y identification of maintenance requirements;', : ,
•;' A •;; ' ,the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;
•;
current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
;>'"',
procedures for dealing with accidents; arid;
*;
workplace communication procedures,

;,.:•'... : ; - / >

2)1
''-'-'.V'' v ' % '»R : > '->. :

:

•i --%&i-X..'-::vS
t'A
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COMPETI :NCY STANDARDS - PRESSUREJEQIJII

• 'W

CLASS >-Rl iCTPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATION
ipetence

mm
.rap S*V-V-'

,-.
Shut downreciprocating
steam engine.
emerit of Competence;
3.1 ; ' Carry out operational shutv^'f-.S'Udown of reciprocaling steam
Itvl^'-^:-.-- ::•'•< • engine.
•r-

••'•"'•V'•'•lJti'1SKjm,-Jiir « * - ' - ,

:V-

v.- •

'•'.-.'

" . , .-'•.-'

.

.v -

.-

Performance Criteria
3.1.1 Engine is shut down in accordance with
Statutory requirements, manufacturers >
-:••-•-.'•; Vrecoiiimendations.arid work- place
„.•";•<
; procedures including checks of:. ' i ;
•-•>&'H- " -steamSupply^^.^'?v£-;iS'V!f'>-!i?A.-,i
^ S ^ f e W ^ c o o l i n g process i ^ V ^ ^ ^ y •?
J ^ ^ ^ i ^ r ' l o a d on'engine ; ^v'ftv£^;V "•'
- cylinder drains
r? •%'*& Ji|v
IwS&V '•'•'.'::-auxiliary equipment.
3.1.2 .' Maintenance'requirements are identified
•';• > •• and reported in accordance With"/^ ./§£•?
':'i<% :':•'. workplace procedures,;- J ^ ' .-•**:; wli;'^

•

Element of Competence

Performance Criteria

3.2-, :; Carry out engine shut-down
- for maintenance./

3.2.1 . Engine, is shut down in accordance With
statutory requirements, manufacturer's *•
recommendations and work place; V
procedures, including checks of:';

"--

••' '•-'.'

" V " - ' . : .

*-:, *•''

* *

-'•:•;'

v

•;

.'.. ---cooling down process
:.?';...
•••'.'' ~. r isolation of steam
- •
... --isolationfi;6many common '• ';
•s ;:</.' ' connection
•••**•'• ;?
"
- opening of all access points^ .'
required for inspection.
t

3.2.3 ' Engine valves and fittings are removed" '
ju*'fpr maintenance in accordance with'-.;-/;,statutory requirements, manufacturer's ,
recommendations and work place .;-•';',
;
.•;':*•.••'•:',• procedures:; .,;V'-,v;:
; ' • >.-:. ~1

o.C.-^v'v
::'.^';;V5
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COMPETENCY STANDARDS - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
CLASS - RECIPROCATING STEAM ENGINE OPERATiON

Range Statement

_

"''''"»''

'/.wiHf^yY^

*~ " . .'-'^vrj. \% f*',

••

Thisrange statement applies to the whole l H ^ ^ ^ s y ^ S ^ ^ 1 t ^ ^ ^ ^ E ^ s S 3 | K ^ ^ ^
:AU elements are to be satisfied in the normal workplace environmeht(s) or equivalent.
Competency is to be demonstrated on reciprocating steam engines, as defined.
.JEvidence of competency is to encompass the satisfactory application of:
:.\

0i&i$*v4.

selection and use of personal protective clothing and equipment:
. ,'
':
•"
inspection procedures as specified in the manufacturer's recommendations and workplace

':•. .1. •: identification of maintenance requirements; ., :
V;**~^j'-f^^;*jgs,v.i?*>j.
•"-"*' ;'
the hierarchy of hazard control measures with elimination (for example, insulation of
" •;.'.••:- sources of thermal hazards), substitution, isolation and engineering control measures
•
being selected before safe work practices and personal protective equipment;'.,;.;••'.;•. ,
• • current State/Territory OHS legislation, standards and codes of practice;
'; : j workplacecommunication procedures;and '
•.:;.'• V.;' ;'-"v:'."';• "•/•:::-;"';!.-.-''••.
confined space entry procedures, including'checks of: ;:•'. • ':%;• .-••; «> "-'..•'.
opening size ...••..?•/'?•£,V\ ... -'..-';.•'£•%.$•
available room to manoeuvre in confined space
lighting voltage
, .
'
' ;• !
'<- air quality in confined space
- ' air supply
need to enter.
' : ^.r ':''::%.•":

V^J../"^*'.:; _;, ';-*.

':«V5i.
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Appendix 1
MEMBERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY CERTIFICATION STANDARD FOR USERS AND
OPERATORS OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT STEERING GROUP
AND EXPERT WORKING GROUPS*

STEERING GROUP

Members
Roberta Moore
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Anna Russell
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, and then
Sonya Hendricks
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Bill Bodkin
Australian Workers Union, and then
Graham Jones
Federation of industrial, Manufacturing and Engineering Employees
Trevor Taylor

Australian Mines and Metals Association
Andrew Synnott
The Association of Employers of Waterside Labour
John Evans
Myer Ltd
David W o n g
Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Authority

John Smith
WorkCover Authority of New South Wales
Michele Patterson
South Australian Occupational Health and Safety Commission
Michael Chan
Department of Employment, Vocational Education, Training and Industrial Relations, Queensland

'

Individual members were nominated to the four expert working groups on the basis of their expertise in equipment use and
operation, in certilication and training of equipment users and operators, and in occupational health and safety, award
restructuring and competency standards. The recommendations of the expert working groups were subject to review by the
tripartite Steering Group and the National Commission where the social and economic implications of these recommendations
are considered.
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Neii Scott
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, Western Australia
Peter Jackson
Work Health Authority, Northern Territory
Robert Pearce
Department of Employment Industrial Relations and Training, Tasmania
Mick Peterson
Australian Capital Territory Occupational Health and Safety Office
Richard Culliford
National Building and Construction Industry Training Council, and then
Keith Hancock
National Building and Construction industry Training Council
Phil Clarke
Department of Industrial Rel itions, Commonwealth
David Lundberg
Department of Employment, Education and Training, Commonwealth anil then
Paul Pfluger
Department of Employment, Education and Training, Commonwealth
Project Manager
Prances Bray
Worksafe Australia
assisted by staff oi the OHS Occupational Standards L'nii
Advisors
Mark Collins
Australian Council of Trade LYtions
Rohini Krishnapiiiai
Australian Chamber of Commkrcu and industiv
Bob Cooper
National Training Board
Vincent McBride
National Training Board

2I(
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SCAFFOLDING AND RIGGING EXPERT WORKING GROUP
Chairperson
Michele Patterson
South Australian Occupational Health and Safety Commission
Members
Cliff Fisher
Department of Labour, South Australia
Geoff Thomas
Building industry, Victoria
Bruce McGuiness
Building industry, South Australia
RoyCulleii
WorkCovsr Authority of New South Wales
Phil Court
Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Authority
Lindsay Fraser
National Office, Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Frances Bray
Worksafe Australia
Advisor
David Foreman
Workplace Resource Centre, South Australia
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CRANE AND HOIST i 2XPERT WORKING GROUP
Chairperson
Peter Barrett
WorkCover Authority of N(ew South Wales
Members
Frank Welch
Building Industry, Queensl ind
John Ayton
Federation of Industrial, Ma1!nufacturing and Engineering Employees, New South Wales
Vic Fitzgerald
National Office, Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
Daryl Gillie
Department of Employment, Industrial Relations and Training, Tasmania
Frances Bray
Worksafe Australia
Advisor
David Rumsey
J P Young and Associates, NfiW Pty Ltd

21S
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PRESSURE EQUIPMENT EXPERT WORKING GROUP
Chairperson
David Wong
Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Authority
Members
Peter Martin
Petrochemical industry
David Singh
WorkCover Authority of New South Wales
Anthony Mealor
Federation of Industrial, Manufacturing and Engineering Employees, New South Wales
Christopher Gibbs
Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Authority, and then
Frank Busch
Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Authority
Frances Bray
Worksafe Australia
Advisor
Andrea Shaw
Labour Research Centre, Victoria
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LOADSHIFTING EQl IPMENT EXPERT WORKING GROUP

Chairperson
Keith Buchanan
Department of Employment, Vocational Education, Training and Industrial Relations, Queensland
Members
James Brown
Mount Isa Mines
Peter Hopner
Australian Capital Territory Occupational Health and Safety Office
Michael GreyConstruction, Forestry, Mir ing and Energy Union
William Hind
Department of Employmer t. Vocational Education, Training and Industrial Relations, Queensland
Bevan O'Shea
Construction Industry Trailing Council, Queensland
Ralph Catts
Worksafe Australia
Advisor
Reg Bond
Workplace Resources Centre, Queensland
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